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This ethnographic study demonstrates a comprehensive discussion on the community and space 

of the bearers of an indigenous warrior combat art known as Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba which 

originated in the countryside of Ritigala, Sri Lanka. According to its custodian, Ritigala Vishuddhi 

Haramba is a “combat discipline” combining meditation and combat which involves an ancestral 

knowledge system that came along with a long tradition; it is a “way of life” which has the ability to 

transform an average human into a wise, resilient, and well-disciplined individual who can handle both 

combat abilities and human responsibilities with patience, discipline, and sensitivity (Sumedha 2019a).  

The study examines what this community is, what its members do, the knowledge and 

worldviews they employ and rely on, and how they create and maintain their identity and meaning of 

life through their dedication and deep engagement in this combat discipline. I focus on how they 

produce their own spaces by redefining, modifying, sanctifying, and transforming the very spaces they 

believe to have used by their vishuddhi ancestors using a traditional cultural proceeding, ancestral 

connections, and occult powers negotiating time, space, and authority within the mainstream social, 

spatial, and cultural constraints of Sri Lanka. 
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION  

 1.1 The Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba 

 

According to its custodian, ‘Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba’ is an indigenous warrior martial art that 

originated and evolved in the magnificent countryside of Ritigala, Sri Lanka (Figure 1.1). In Sinhala, the 

word vishuddhi means “purification of mind” (which can be achieved through spiritual development and 

continuous meditation practices) and the word haramba is “combat fighting. Although the meanings of 

the words vishuddhi and haramba are contrasting, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is a balanced 

combination of meditation (or the purification of the mind) and combat. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Location of Ritigala in the North Central plains of Sri Lanka and the vishuddhi custodian, Ritigala 
Sumedha. [An edited map and picture published on Ritigala media (Picture: Sumedha 2020)]. 
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The contents of this martial art are said to have descended from supernatural agents like deities 

and powerful yakkas (demon-lords) beyond the context of the third dimension (Sumedha 2011; 2019a). 

Therefore, the literature, common myths, and legends share the belief that the combat component of 

this ancient martial art, which has come from the demon lords, inherits extraordinary powers that are 

merciless and lethal. Yet, it is well combined with the vishuddhi meditation, which is inherited from 

deities, and located within Buddhism, to assert the self-discipline of the combatants.   

“There is no spiritual formation in a martial art that is solely focused on combat fighting” affirms 

Ritigala Sumedha (2019a), the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba custodian. Here, he refers to martial arts such 

as karate, judo, wrestling, and angampora (another form of a historic martial art in Sri Lanka). 

Therefore, he does not use the word combat-fighters for those who learn and bear this shilpa (particular 

‘art of war’ or combat discipline) but calls them shilpis or shilpa dharis (lit. artists or bearers of a 

particular shilpa). According to the custodian, the ‘art of combat’ they practice is different from the 

above well-known martial arts; he introduces Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba as a ‘way of life’ which 

involves a knowledge system that came along with a long tradition. It evolved within continuous 

teaching/practice that handed down from generation to generation (ibid). Hence, these shilpa dharis are 

nurtured, toughened but disciplined to handle both combat abilities and human responsibilities with 

patience, discipline, and sensitivity. They are also trained meditators who continuously develop 

spirituality through vishuddhi meditation which is exclusive to Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. “Every 

component of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba has a form of meditation embedded within it,” Sumedha 

justifies (2014: 25). According to him, vishuddhi meditation, makes the trainee a wise, sensible, 

balanced, and gentle human who is sensitive to all living beings (not simply humans) and all aspects of 

living including carrying out family life.  

Therefore, in agreement with the senior vishuddhi students, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is 

not only a martial art but a philosophy of life that develops an individual with high moral standards 
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supported by physical and mental strength, and responsibility through the continuous vishuddhi practice 

(Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Samaraweera 2019a; Sumedha 2019a; Yadipura 2019b; Yasanka 2019a). In effect, 

a trainee whose soul is strengthened with spirituality through Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba could turn 

into a “philosopher” who lives a happy and moderate life in a disciplined manner (ibid).  

 

 

Figure 1.2: The self-disciplined vishuddhi shilpa dharis are absorbed in their daily vishuddhi training at Ritigala 
training grounds (Pictures: Sumedha 2020). 

 

Ritigala, Sri Lanka, where the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba originated, is composed of a rural 

village complex with small neighborhoods, rustic-built structures, paddy fields, lakes, rivers, and natural 

forests in the face of the distinctive mountain range named Ritigala Kanda (mountain). It is located 

between the two ancient capitals: Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa, in the north-central plains of Sri 

Lanka. Ritigala is renowned for its historic remains of an ancient Buddhist forest monastery, an 

enormous meditation retreat where hermits used to live (“A guide to Ritigala” 1983; Chandananda 

2017; Medhananda 2007). The Archaeological Department has sensitively restored many of these ruins 
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that the modern pilgrims see today. Ritigala, which seems to have been abandoned by many and has 

been taken over by the forest today, is graciously holding up many untold stories of this native combat 

tradition (see chapter 3 and 4).  

 Ritigala and its inhabitants bear their own stories. The inhabitants of the ethnoreligious groups 

share a distinctive way of living that has been interlaced with local customs, beliefs, and folklore. Among 

them, Thelhawadiyawa neighborhood which is a rural yet fertile village at Ritigala locale is known for 

secretly conserving ‘Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba’, since ancient times, by the specific families of this 

village, so constructing a tradition (see chapter 4).  

 

            

Figure 1.3: (a.) Locations of the network of 166 combat training centers built by King Valagamba across the 
country according to a powerful constellation, making Ritigala their command center [an edited map 
originally published on Ritigala media (Sumedha 2020)]. (b.) An imaginary constellation developed by the 
researcher based on the locations of vishuddhi training centers across the country.  
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Moreover, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba education is not just limited to Ritigala. It had been 

dispersed across the country through a network of 166 spaces built by King Valagamba (103-89 B.C.), 

orbiting around this central space at Ritigala. These spaces are said to have been formed according to a 

powerful constellation in the “sky” (Sumedha 2019d) (Figure 1.3). Many of these spaces are active 

training grounds today. The vishuddhi shilpa bearers have recently launched their 101st training ground 

(puhunu bimas) in 2020; in all centers, they train approximately 7000 vishuddhi members.  

This central place at Ritigala, which is also their hub or the command center of the Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba, is known as ‘Ritigala Bhumi’ (Figure 1.4). It is a composition of spaces where the 

highest-level learning of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba takes place. This area includes the Vishuddhi 

Bhumi, a part of the Ritigala mountain, 5 reservoirs at Ritigala, pathways, and paddy fields along the 

villages surrounding Ritigala (see chapter4). 

 

                

Figure 1.4: Spatial composition of Ritigala Bhumi and Vishuddhi Bhumi (Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual 
Monastery). 
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The Vishuddhi Bhumi (see chapter 4) is an assembly of spaces at Thelhawadiyawa village which 

is also known as ‘Ritigala Vishuddhi Adhyatmika Arana’ or ‘Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery’. It is 

the vishuddhi center of authority or the administrative center for the 101 networks of practice centers 

(grounds) across the country. The spaces include Guru Gedara, Nuga-Wahanse (space around the 

banyan tree), Wew-Wahanse (Thelhawadiyawa reservoir), Dwanda Bhumi, and the 15-acre land 

integrated with paddy fields belong to gurunnanse (Figure 1.4). It is where the main education of 

vishuddhi haramba and meditation practices are given to the senior vishuddhi shilpis and administrative 

activities related to vishuddhi education take place (see chapter 3). It is also the place where Ritigala 

Sumedha, or the custodian of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba, resides.  

 The Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba custodian is usually known as gurunnanse or maha gurunnanse 

by his students and close associates. From here on, I will use the same term, ‘maha gurunnanse’, or 

‘gurunnanse,’ a respectful way to address the head teacher, Ritigala Sumedha. His martial art practice, 

Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba, will be referred to as ‘vishuddhi’ or ‘haramba’ and the ‘combat art’. The 

people who are engaged in vishuddhi including the custodian will be referred to as ‘vishuddhi shilpis’, 

shilpa dharis, or ‘shilpis’. Vishuddhi shilpis together with the guardian deities, and demon lords will be 

referred to as the ‘vishuddhi legion’ or ‘vishuddhi community’. All the vishuddhi shilpis who completed 

their pravishtaya training (chapter 3) are referred to as senior vishuddhi shilpis, senior members, or 

seniors, and the novice shilpis who are yet to complete their pravishtaya training are introduced as 

junior shilpis or juniors. The 49 most senior vishuddhi shilpis [7 anu guru (senior teachers), 5 upa gurus 

(associate teachers), and 37 puhunu gurus (trainee teachers)] assigned by gurunnanse to teach 

vishuddhi are introduced here as vishuddhi teachers or vishuddhi instructors (chapter 3); the seven anu 

gurus (senior teachers) are referred to as senior vishuddhi teachers or head teachers.  

Gurunnanse is in his late forties. Among his numerous identities, he is a combat fighter, thinker, 

philosopher, writer, meditator, healer, fight director, public lecturer, vernacular doctor, social worker, 
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planner, designer, teacher, and a spiritual mentor (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 

2016; Yadipura 2019a; Yasanka 2019b). He has dedicated his life to the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba and 

tending to people’s well-being, detaching from the average concept of family. He embraced his 

students, the vishuddhi shilpis, as his family. He claims that this shilpa was bestowed on him by his non-

biological father, in 1996 at a very special place at Ritigala mountain. Most of his spiritual development 

and knowledge had been received through the continuous meditation practice he engaged in at the 

Ritigala mountain. Accordingly, the Ritigala mountain range is an exceptional place for its custodian, the 

vishuddhi community, and the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba itself (ibid). They utilize their spaces creating 

meaningful relationships with their environment at different depths and spectrums.  

I observed how the vishuddhi haramba bearers create their own spaces that are substantively 

meaningful to them when they carry out their everyday practices. According to Henri Lefebvre (1991), 

space is socially produced; every social practice creates space; and space affects practices (see also 

Perera 2016). In defining people’s spaces, Nihal Perera (2016:235) asserts:  

The state and capital are not the sole producers of [social] space: the creation, definition, 

adaptation, restructuring, interpretation, and transformation of space are also carried out by 

the large majority of ordinary individuals, small groups, and community organizations operating 

at various scales—including neighborhood, urban, and regional scales—and for a multitude of 

reasons. 

 

Further, in People’s Spaces, Perera (2016) unveils how ordinary people produce, reproduce, and 

transform their space as part of engaging their daily activities and cultural practices (ibid). In this sense, 

the vishuddhi community is the creator of its unique space.  

I was curious to learn about these vishuddhi haramba bearers, their main activities, knowledge 

traditions, way of life, cultural practices, the locations of vishuddhi haramba practices, and the 

production of vishuddhi practice processes and spaces. The aim is to understand the nature of the 
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community, how these people carry out their daily functions and practices, and how these processes 

create spaces and identities. 

1.2 The inspiration 

Ahead of my curiosity about their spaces, in 2009, I met with the vishuddhi custodian in 

Colombo, Sri Lanka. He provided me with a concise account of the traditional martial art, Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba (then known as Ritigala Angam). A few years later, I came across some pictures of 

the vishuddhi trainees practicing in Ritigala on social media (Danushka and Kushantha 2011). I was 

curious to understand the spaces where these pictures were taken, or else what the visuals did not 

delineate. The actors, the kind of martial art or the movements of what they practice, and their poses 

were inextricably blended with the surrounding natural environment; this made me even more 

interested to know about their spaces. Later, I came to know that these natural grounds were the actual 

places they use to practice their traditional combat art. Over time, the curiosity regarding the vishuddhi 

community emerged again when I was listening to inspirational talks about ‘community and space’ at 

the South Asia conference in Madison, WI, in 2017. Reading and learning about ‘space’ motivated me to 

learn the relationships people make with and through space at different scales. The existing literature 

on communities, people’s spaces, cultures, and the dynamic spaces produced in complex Asian cities by 

different communities provoked my desire to study such communities and investigate who they are, 

what the people do, and what spaces this community makes in the process.  
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Figure 1.5: Expression of power and charisma of vishuddhi combat in their training grounds at Ritigala Bhumi 
published on social media (Pictures: Danushka and Kushantha 2011)  

 

To make my vision a reality, with the approval and guidance of gurunnanse, I reached out to one 

of his senior students, Sanath Samaraweera, a trainee instructor and the deputy-in-charge of the Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery to discuss my plan to visit Ritigala in 2019 and to proceed with my 

ethnographic study in their space. Henceforth, Samaraweera and the senior vishuddhi instructor 

Yasanka Lenagala, who was also the head of the vishuddhi education division were my main liaisons with 

the Ritigala vishuddhi interlocuters and practices. From them, I learned the special vishuddhi rules, 

regulations, customs, cultural limitations to visit certain spaces, and the basic instructions on how I 

should prepare myself to reach out to their community, the live training grounds, and their most sacred 

spaces. 
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1.3 The issues  

Vishuddhi community looked like a unique community. Therefore, primarily, I was keen to know 

who these people are, how they have created their unique identities internally and externally, what they 

do, especially their haramba, why this practice is important for them, their knowledge system, and, 

most importantly, what spaces they produce in the process, and why these spaces are important to 

them. Subsequently, as Lefebvre (2014) stresses in his publication, Rhythmanalysis, I learned that the 

vishuddhi community gives life to their spaces, transforming their own rhythm into these vishuddhi 

spaces through their daily pattern of activities and cultural practices (see chapter 3 and 4). Therefore, 

these spaces/places should be understood through the rhythm of these people, their activities, and 

stories rather than looking at the abstract spaces. In this sense, my research focused on understanding 

and developing some knowledge on the nature of the community and how these people live and 

produce space creating their own identity.  

Furthermore, I have learned that planning and development are specific to a community and, 

for this, learning about people (inhabitants or users) is highly important and it takes time and 

dedication. Therefore, in the larger context, I intended to investigate how could and should the 

planners, the authorities, and those who are interested in development approach this community and 

others like this. In the broader sense, this will provide awareness of the existing literature on how 

diverse communities produce and reproduce space through their daily processes.  

Gieseking and Mangold (2014: 285) assert, “While space and time may seem ubiquitous, human 

experiences of space and time are remarkably specific to certain groups and cultures in particular places 

and times.” As I understood, the Ritigala vishuddhi community has a unique culture and identity that 

their culture has a specific influence on their places, times, and the space-making process (see chapter 3 

and 4). They sanctify their space through the vishuddhi haramba process to create vishuddhi individuals.  
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Additionally, the vishuddhi identities are created and consolidated through the vishuddhi spaces. 

Therefore, they work in specific spaces at specific time periods. Yet, per my experience, professionals in 

the construction industry have given less attention to human subjects and their everyday practices, 

especially the space-making process of ordinary people and the identity they have given to places. 

Mainstream literature hardly discusses or critiques the lived spaces produced by the consumers 

or inhabitants of space. Taking examples from Colombo, Sri Lanka and South Asian cities, Perera (2016; 

2018) argues how the local rulers import Western problems as they borrow foreign ideas and concerns 

on the growth of these cities in the name of development. In this view, believing that development is all 

about building replicas of Western cities, these dominant social agents are actively engaged in creating 

smart cities and state-of-the-art buildings. They employ existing maps and statistics without paying 

attention to the lifestyles of the inhabitants. Through her research discourses, anthropologist, Anna 

Tsing (2011; 2015) metaphorically explains how diverse and conflicting social interactions created by 

power holders of the world knowingly or unknowingly, either marginalize the original inhabitants in their 

own habitats or displace them in unfavorable places, making them victims of abstract spaces created by 

authorities. Ironically, this move has erased the identity, sense of place and cultural value of most Asian 

cities while homogenizing their built environment (Perera and Tang 2009; Tsing 2011; 2015). Therefore, 

people (or the subjects) continue their journeys through coping, resisting, and adapting these abstract 

spaces, making a series of negotiations of the space and their daily activities (Perera 2016).  

It is people who create the identity and sense of place. If we are to avoid the above imposition 

and desire to facilitate people’s processes of creating place, it is highly important to develop knowledge 

of the ways people live and produce space applying creativity, imagination, and agency. This is the goal 

of this study. 
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1.4 The project 

 

  Addressing above gaps and issues, this thesis examines the worldviews, perceptions, and 

aspirations of the vishuddhi community, expressing who they are, what they do, their knowledge 

traditions, what spaces they produce, and through what practices. It also focuses on how this 

community produces and transforms space through their activities and how they attach identities and 

meanings to their spaces. This will also highlight how the vishuddhi community utilizes the built and 

unbuilt spaces within their specific time scale and cultural framework which is meaningful to them. 

Moreover, this work will also describe how the serene and sacred atmospheres are enhanced through 

their cultural pujas, haramba practices, rituals, and special elements/symbols to produce the sense of 

place united with the invisible powers which are required to carry out their practice silently.  

To understand the tremendous social and environmental context where this massive vishuddhi 

haramba learning process takes place, I split them into three parts: Ritigala Bhumi, Vishuddhi Bhumi, 

and Valagamba temples (the 101 out of 166 vishuddhi training grounds outside of Ritigala) (see chapter 

4). Out of all the practice spaces they employ, I focus on only a few of vishuddhi training grounds in 

detail. This includes some of their central spaces at Ritigala Bhumi (the administrative center which I 

introduce as Vishuddhi Bhumi and a part of Ritigala mountain) and a few vishuddhi training grounds 

outside Ritigala: Lenagala, Pidurangala, Dambulla, and Yadipura (Figure 1.6) in order to understand the 

vishuddhi process and evaluate the key points I wish to discuss concerning the production of vishuddhi 

spaces related to planning (see chapter 3 and 4).  

These spaces outside Ritigala Bhumi are some historic Buddhist temples that were originally 

built by King Valagamba, known as cave temples (De Silva 1987; Gamini 2018; Marasingha 2016; 

"Valagamba of Anuradhapura: King of the Anuradhapura Kingdom of Sri Lanka'' n.d.). These abstract 

spaces are transformed and developed further by the authorities and ordinary users over time. All these 

spaces are negotiated and redefined by the vishuddhi community to support their activities, giving them 
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unique meanings. They keep evolving as they are utilized by various users to carry out their daily 

activities and cultural practices over time. Therefore, these spaces are incomplete. 

 

 

Figure 1.6: The scope of the study: (1.) Vishuddhi Bhumi, (2.) a part of the Ritigala Nature Reserve, and the 
training grounds at (3.) Pidurangala, (4.) Dambulla, (5.) Lenagala, and (6.) Yadipura Valagamba temples. 

 

Since development and planning are specific to each community, this research may enable 

planners to understand and engage communities more closely, especially to develop knowledge of the 

ways specific people live and produce their lived space applying creativity, imagination, negotiations, 

and agency. I hope this understanding is valuable to planners in community development to foster 

developments and to preserve unique cultural contexts. It also will add awareness to the existing 

literature that production of people’s spaces is a nonlinear process. The project is further detailed in the 

following discussion of methods.  
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1.5 The methods and methodology 

 
 At the beginning of the research, I expanded my network by contacting some of the vishuddhi 

people I already knew. Gurunnanse gave me the consent to carry out my study on their spaces. I started 

reading about the literature on the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba practices; most importantly the 

components of their basic combat education (haramba), vishuddhi meditation, cultural proceedings, and 

important spaces. The literature survey and the preliminary meetings with gurunnanse and the senior 

vishuddhi instructors in the field continuously brought new knowledge and helped me organize my 

research focus. This new knowledge helped me improve the thesis process. 

As Ranjith Dayaratne (2018: 337) highlights, “Qualitative research employs a broad range of 

conceptual and methodological approaches for examining real situations.” Hence, the qualitative 

method gives researchers a practical understanding of the direct and accurate details of subtle and 

undiscovered connections of society and the environment. David Seamon (2014 as cited in Dayarathna 

2018: 337) asserts: 

Qualitative approach is very different conceptually and methodologically from quantitative 

methods, which typically establish a limited number of predefined, deductive categories by 

which the complexity of human life can be reduced to standardized measures and analyzed 

statistically. 

 

 In contrast, investigating new communities and their spaces using quantitative methods or 

outside-in approaches with the data that already exists limits the researcher from gaining new 

knowledge and understanding the complex human behavior. Therefore, the researcher will be confined 

to the figures and measurements of predetermined ideas (ibid). Perera and Tang (2013) confirms this 

idea further through their study of complex Asian cities, Transforming Asian cities. As they stress 

(2013:7) “The standardized analysis appropriate people, events, and their environments within the 
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hegemonic knowledge system and reduces them into data, statistics, and maps, neutralizing any 

emotion or subjective meaning that may be associated with these people.” They emphasize how the 

mainstream knowledge system has failed to notice what the Asian cities and the spaces mean for their 

citizens, and how the spaces and local meanings are interconnected. This is because of the knowledge 

system the Western academies developed to analyze people, their spaces, activities, and cultures adopt 

an outside-in approach. Hence, Perera and Tang (2013: 13) stress: “Western knowledge is not universal. 

Knowledge in this sense is more cultural than professional.” To develop in-depth knowledge about 

communities and their spaces, Perera explicitly brings out the researcher’s responsibility of 

understanding the spaces from an inside-out, respecting the subjects’ own interpretations: “People’s 

spaces are more visible when observed from the spaces of production” (2016: 15). 

Learning the above strengths and constraints and understanding the fact that the aspects I 

discuss in this thesis are qualitative and subjective and could not be discussed using abstract spaces, 

demographic, or any existing quantitative data, I employed qualitative methods with an inside-out 

approach for the purpose of understanding my research subjects in their own shoes, to the degree 

possible. The knowledge construction came about using my own experience of this community in two 

phases. First, I incorporated and built knowledge I obtained through the interactions I had with the 

gurunnanse nine years ago, before and after moving to the United States in 2014. Second, I carried out 

participant-observation for two months with the vishuddhi community at their spaces also using 

qualitative methods and some techniques used in lived-in experience (Ratnapala 1999), observing their 

haramba training and cultural practices as they carry out their vishuddhi processes and listening to their 

stories on their own grounds (May 2019-July 2019). The time I spent to have informal interviews with 

my subjects following the storytelling method without having formal interviews based on a 

questionnaire that limit my understanding of the subjects helped me expand my knowledge base into 

new dimensions.  
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Cultural perspectives of the related environments can only be discovered and perceived by 

listening to its inhabitants from their own perspectives (Feld and Basso 1996; Gieseking and Mangold, 

2014). This idea is further strengthened by the concepts discussed by Leonie Sandercock (2005). 

Sandercock (2005: 310) underlines: 

Community actors have great stories to tell, but no means of telling them, except to each 

other…Storytelling is the natural language of persuasion because any story has to involve both a 

sequence of events and the interpretation from the storyteller. A story integrates knowledge of 

what happened with an understanding of why it happened, and a sense of what it means to us.  

 

Accordingly, communities hold a variety of experiences, worldviews, and memories. Hence, 

their stories disclose sequences of organized knowledge over a period with the narrator's experience 

and memories which quantitative methods cannot read. Therefore, listening to stories is a great way to 

understand a community from their standpoint and a powerful tool in planning practices (ibid). 

I experienced the facts Sandercock points out about “the power of story” and “the crucial 

importance of storytelling in multicultural planning” which have become of utmost importance in my 

fieldwork. Perera (2016: 15) highlights:  

People’s stories cannot be substantively heard unless the researcher develops empathy toward 

the storyteller. This requires the researcher to not only to see physical spaces but also to 

understand how, and why the spaces and their meanings are produced and negotiated from the 

producers’ and users’ worldviews and perspectives.  

 

He asserts that the listener must develop the ability to understand and share the feelings of 

community members without bringing in the researcher's own interpretations. It enables the researcher 

to understand the subjects’ perspective of their own creations and their agency from their own vantage 

point.  
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This is similar to how Ganesh Devy (2006), the creator of the Adivasi Academy in Southern 

Gujarat, India learned about the adivasi (tribal) communities using an in depth, inside-out approach, by 

being with them for more than three years teaching and listening to their stories without assuming what 

he was going to learn from them (the students) each day. His experience made him realize that he had 

more to learn from them than teach them what he knows.  Likewise, adoption of the “inside-out” 

approach and the participant-observation enabled me to understand the subjects’ perspective and 

agency from their vantage point, without being biased or holding onto my own interpretations. 

 In the field, I listened to people’s stories, carried out informal interviews, and witnessed their 

space-making process at their practice grounds. I carried out more than 60 interviews with insiders and 

outsiders of the vishuddhi community. Inside the community, the interviews were often held with 

gurunnanse, senior (associate or trainee) vishuddhi teachers, junior vishuddhi shilpis, and the beginners 

or probationers as per the gurunnanse’s permission and the senior vishuddhi teachers’ guidance. I 

interviewed Buddhist head monks of three Buddhist temples where training grounds are held 

(Pidurangala, Dambulla, and Lenagala), government officials, Buddhist monks who work for the 

archaeological department (Ritigala nature reserve and Pilikuththuwa Buddhist temple), and some 

village inhabitants of 7 villages in Ritigala locale as outsiders of the vishuddhi community. 

These informal interviews were carried out under the thick shade of trees, the lush branches of 

the Nuga-Wahanse (the Banyan trees they treat with veneration) at Ritigala Bhumi, and some village 

boutiques. Some were also on top of the Pidurangala rock, Pilikuththuwa rock boulders, while some 

were on sand compounds, coffee shops, and under the tranquil bo trees (the kind of tree under which 

the Buddha attained enlightenment) at training grounds. Most of our talks lasted 2-4 hours or more. I 

observed their rituals, cultural practices, and the vishuddhi haramba practices at their own grounds, 

from evening to dawn in tropical climates; most of these nights, I watched them in the pouring rain as 

the training was hardly disrupted by the monsoon rains.  
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These verbal and nonverbal stories brought me new knowledge of the subjects, especially their 

way of life, worldviews and beliefs, the vocabulary, the deep-rooted connections with nature and 

supernatural powers, the village life, cultural practices, and their spaces. Finally, these powerful 

narratives became an effective tool for me to develop in-depth knowledge about this social group; 

especially, how they produce space using their local knowledge negotiating time and authority, 

maintaining their identity forming a subculture within the mainstream socio-cultural constraints of Sri-

Lanka. 

The support and the knowledge I received from the vishuddhi members was enormous. Besides 

sharing their stories, they helped me in various ways to explore my own journey. This includes taking 

pictures, introducing me to new members, helping explore related spaces and their practice grounds, 

helping me familiarize with these spaces, sending me details of some events per my request, keeping in 

contact, and answering my questions through emails and social media sites, even after I left Sri Lanka.  

Mitchel Duneier (1999: 14) suggests, “Fieldwork is presumed to require trust. But one never can 

know for certain that he or she has gained such trust, given the absence of any agreed-upon indicator of 

what full trust would be like.” The vishuddhi community trusted me to some extent when it came to 

sharing their information with me. Although not secretive, it is not an open society. Therefore, 

understandably they could not share much of the information related to combat fighting. They were 

unable to share some important facts as they have vowed to gods to retain them just to themselves. 

Nonetheless, they are friendly, caring, and loyal humans who never hesitated to share their personal 

information with me.  

Although I frequently asked questions to bridge the gaps, only some of my questions were 

answered fully, some incompletely, and some were almost ignored. For instance, the shilpis deny 

sharing information on the activities they do in certain spaces like Dwanda Bhumi and what they do in 

their pravishtaya training or after pravishtaya. They did not reveal why they offer specific puja offerings 
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in specific numbers and continue haramba practices for a certain number of times. I was also not 

allowed to visit Dwanda Bhumi while the space was employed by shilpis and the place where they keep 

beheth oruwa to treat terminally ill patients. Supposedly, outsiders are not allowed in these sacred 

spaces. There were times I was disappointed when I could not find answers to my questions; some 

vishuddhi members were reluctant to provide certain information as they were unsure whether they 

were overstepping, in which case I had to turn back to gurunnanse. Gradually I understood the power of 

reticence and realized that absence of a response was indeed an answer too. I appreciate the vishuddhi 

community for tolerating my unending curiosity, sharing what they could, directing me to experience 

others, and so to shape my research/intellectual journey. 

I used the simplest ethnographic techniques to document my findings; an iPhone to take 

pictures, find locations, and record important discussions with the consent of the relevant parties. In 

addition, a sketchbook to document and sketchbook tool on my tablet to sketch and diagram my spatial 

experiences. These simple tools I used to explore and analyze vishuddhi spaces could possibly be used to 

understand similar social settings of other contexts too.  

My research approach, methods, and the methodology (collaborative ethnography) helped me 

learn more than I expected in the field. I could observe how my research study expanded and branched 

off in new directions. My understanding of them, their space and the research scope challenged 

frequently. Finally, the study gave me a practical foundation to be conscious of my biases and 

empathetic toward the subjects, in understanding their spaces, lifestyle, beliefs, and their space-making 

process.   

Although I pondered using pseudonyms for the vishuddhi actors I worked with, I was given 

permission to use their real names and the facts they revealed about their practice. As stated above, 

since Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is an indigenous martial art style which contains powerful and lethal 

combat practice as stated above, it restricts sharing knowledge to a limited crowd. They are very careful 
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that the art is not used for anything bad and personal. Hence, they do not let it pass into the wrong 

hands. I started this study with a pledge to gurunnanse and the vishuddhi teachers, Samaraweera and 

Yasanka, who guided me throughout the process, that I would run my writing by them before I publish 

it. All the discussions, conversations, and stories I gathered from the Ritigala vishuddhi community are 

used in this research under that restriction. Therefore, this thesis does not include information that they 

did not want me to know, and I have deliberately not mentioned names and information when I thought 

I may be violating this pledge. Nonetheless, the work is full in the technical sense of the word. 

Hence, the key methodology is collaborative ethnography conducted in cooperation between 

the researcher and the subjects not only in the fieldwork but also in the writing process. Here, the 

research participants are not just the informants but are close relatives of this ethnographic study. They 

have the potential to go beyond the field conversation and extend knowledge production (Lassiter 

2005). 

This ethnographic study which is conducted through the application of inside-out approach and 

long-term participant-observation in the field helped me bridge a gap between the subjects to a certain 

amount and explore this particular social group, their specific culture, and most importantly, to see their 

spaces from the space of production while constructing new knowledge of them and the spaces they 

produce.  Through the process, I understood that learning about people, cultures, beliefs, traditions, 

lifestyles, and the space-making process are dynamic, subtle, and complex. Learning those requires close 

observations, comprehensive approaches, and experience.  

1.6 My challenges, scope, and research limitations 

 

  The more I engaged the Ritigala vishuddhi community, their activities, cultural practices, and 

spaces, the more my understanding and knowledge about them grew and my research expanded 

progressively; my learning flourished like tree limbs branching off from the main stem of a massive tree.   
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However, I deduce, although my thirst for gaining a more practical understanding of the subject 

grew stronger, what I perceived from this study is only a small part of an infinite knowledge base of the 

vishuddhi community, their combat art, worldviews, and beliefs. I have known some of the vishuddhi 

actors for at least 10 years, observed their haramba from evening to dawn for months, drenching in the 

monsoon rain and becoming a victim of mosquitoes, and sat for hours having open-ended interviews 

with about 60 people. Yet, I would say my knowledge remains incomplete. My immersion with the 

vishuddhi community never made me a full insider. There were times I felt neglected and dissatisfied. I 

assume there were some boundaries for my gender too. Yet, I understood that the Ritigala Vishuddhi 

Haramba is a massive subject in which the shilpis could share only the essence of it with an outsider. 

That is the nature of this combat art and the reality of my study. The unknown knowledge is obscure, 

like the roots of a massive tree entangled together underground in a big forest, which is enigmatic and 

not visible. 

It was a challenge to reach out to the dominant parties and their sacred spaces. Gurunnanse was 

on a tight schedule and was engaged in various tasks, mainly meditation. I was given certain times to 

reach him in the beginning, but I had difficulties accessing him in the latter part of my study. Therefore, I 

had to reach him through the liaisons so I would present my questions to them beforehand and receive 

answers through them. Hence, I was unable to get some of my issues clarified having direct 

conversations with gurunnanse. None of the other members I met had the ability to clarify some of 

these subtle details like gurunnanse did. Sometimes, I had to be satisfied with the answer, “knowledge 

on this could not be shared” and turn my focus on something else. Even the seniors did not give clear 

answers to some of my questions. It is not because they are secrets but mostly to avoid 

misinterpretation.  

There were certain spaces that I was not allowed to access because I am a female (chapter 3). 

Also, it was a bit unfamiliar to understand the indirect language implied by the liaisons I worked with 
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because they were hesitant to use the words ‘do not’, ‘no’ and ‘cannot’. Instead, they use an indirect 

language to imply such. I was not familiar with this in the beginning and had confusion when I needed 

some clarifications. I gradually understood their way of acceptance, rejection, and denial. It was 

interesting to work with different people with different worldviews, even with the variety of people 

within the same community.  

Nevertheless, I was able to resolve many of my questions by listening to gurunnanse’s teachings 

and speeches on social media (YouTube), reading his writings/books, and changing the focus of my 

learning. In doing so, I understood the limitations and the barriers the researchers meet while working 

with certain communities and cultures. 

 I used to observe the vishuddhi cultural process and haramba from the beginning to the end 

which usually takes at least seven hours. The haramba normally lasted till midnight. It was challenging 

but interesting to observe them at night. Since the fact that haramba and cultural practices took place at 

night, and I was sitting in one place at the training ground without disturbing the vishuddhi process, I 

was unable to get close-up images of their events and activities. All the photographs I took at the field 

were taken from my observation point.  

With these constrains, I let my research evolve without forcing it while knowing that holistic 

knowledge production is incomplete.  Hence, this research is not a comprehensive learning experience 

about Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba teaching or their cultural practices. Also, it does not analyze the 

healing system, combat arts, or gurunnanse’s supernatural powers or occult experiences. Moreover, the 

vishuddhi shilpis and their cultural process describes close relationships and associations with divine 

spirits or deities and occult powers. Although I accentuate them in necessary events or instances, I do 

not discuss them in detail. It is not the focus of my study. This study mainly focuses on the Ritigala 

vishuddhi community, their worldviews, way of life, cultural practice, the proceedings of the combat art 
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(chapter 3 and 4), the basic vishuddhi teachings (chapter 3), and their production of vishuddhi spaces 

(chapter 4).  

Moreover, this study was supported by reading and the structuring of knowledge through the 

discussions I had with my mentor/advisor who also took part in some interviews and activities including 

some conversations with the gurunnanse and the senior vishuddhi instructors. 

1.7 The outcome  

 

The qualitative information I acquired from the vishuddhi community about them, their 

haramba/ cultural practices, knowledge system, and space through the bottom-up approach, by 

observing them, having open ended discussions, listening to their oral stories, videos, and reading books 

about them throughout my study, brought me new knowledge about this specific community and their 

space production. As Jayadeva Uyangoda (2010: 92) points out, “In order to understand the social world, 

the researcher must try to enter the world of people whom he/she studies. That entails the 

understanding of the world from the perspectives of the people, in their own cultural, discursive, and 

intellectual terms.” 

Likewise, the adoption of the “inside-out” approach enabled me to bridge the gap with the 

subjects. Listening to people’s stories and observing their cultural activities became powerful tools to 

understand the subtle and complex social realities of this group from their vantage point without 

holding onto my own interpretations.  

Sri Lanka is a blend of many culturally different communities; they cannot be simply boxed into 

large categories such as Sinhala, Muslim, and Tamil. I understood how diverse each community within 

the same territory as well as the rest of the world could be, and how they create their identity similar to 

what I learned from the vishuddhi community. I learned how the social space is produced and functions 
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through and for different meanings by different communities according to their different beliefs and 

knowledge systems. 

My research scope changed frequently. Exploring, and learning new facts became a part of my 

research journey. I could not control how my study stalled, expanded, and branched off in new 

directions. I learned to wear appropriate and respectful clothing when approaching people of this 

different culture, especially to dress suitably when reaching Buddhist religious institutions where the 

vishuddhi training sessions were held. I used the same dress code, a shirt, and a long sarong, throughout 

my fieldwork and maintained a local appearance without disturbing the social and cultural setting of the 

locale. Dressing for the occasion made me comfortable and a partial insider. Yet, I was not able to be a 

full insider who could reach the vishuddhi community and Guru Gedara at my convenience. 

 I learned not to be offended by their occasional indirect communication, the restrictions I had 

to visit some places, and the knowledge I was withheld. What they gave me and allowed me to be a part 

of was incredible. On some occasions, they use different behaviors/ nonverbal communications to show 

their disapproval. It took some time to understand these little signs that were unfamiliar to me. Learning 

about these people, their worldviews, cultural practices, and knowledge system brought me closer to 

local people in general and helped me unlearn my preconceptions and stereotypes of people. Especially, 

they made me respectful to nature, something I further developed during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

1.8 Organization of the study  

 

Chapter two is the analytical study of the existing literature. This expresses the gaps and 

misconceptions in the existing knowledge, so delineating or supporting the issue/s, the project, and the 

methodology; thereby to build the conceptual background and theoretical framework for the study. The 

existing knowledge about the origin of this indigenous combat art is discussed with the historical 

connections, substantial meanings, and contested definitions. Therefore, the chapter uncovers how this 
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specific combat art emerged in the specific context, and its transformative abilities on an individual. The 

existing literature about the production and transformation of social space and people’s spaces in the 

complex Asian cities are also reviewed. They highlight how diverse communities produce and reproduce 

space through their daily activities and cultural practices creating relationships with their environment 

at different depths and spectrums, laying out an intellectual platform for the study.  

Chapter three is the key chapter of this study. It presents an analytical description of the 

researcher’s experiential journey to learn about vishuddhi training grounds, highlighting the spatial 

stories, the significance of the vishuddhi combat art, knowledge traditions, world views, daily vishuddhi 

practices, main cultural elements/symbols used in the practice, and the vishuddhi cultural proceedings 

based on the knowledge gained from the dominant vishuddhi actors. In fact, this narrative brings to light 

who these people are, what they do, how their way of life originated in the virtue of their shilpa, Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba, and their social identity. Most importantly, this chapter demonstrates how Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba is deeply rooted in shilpis’ lives and provides a strong platform for the next chapter 

which includes the key analysis of the study.   

Chapter four presents the key analysis of the main Ritigala vishuddhi training spaces (puhunu 

bimas). The vishuddhi cultural process is detailed in the first part of this chapter following the spatial 

progression and the space production of Lenagala puhunu bima. The historic Ritigala and ensemble of 

spaces at the Vishuddhi Bhumi are also detailed, branching off from the Ritigala kandu-wahanse, 

highlighting how the shilpis make use of these spaces to fit into their activities as they consume them. 

The key analysis of Lenagala illustrates how the vishuddhi shilpis transform the existing Buddhist 

spiritual grounds and produce their own spaces for and through their daily pattern of events and 

cultural practices through the satana atmosphere using their imaginations, negotiations, and agency. 

Literally, it highlights the average vishuddhi process and the space production theory they more or less 

adopt in all the other 101 training locations across the country. This knowledge illustrates the dynamic 
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role they play in creating their own spaces by giving life to the existing built environment they inhabit. 

The concept of puhunu bima is analyzed the way it is produced, as a temporary, short-lived, and 

impermanent space that can transform back to its original physical form using ‘ephemeral’ and 

‘transitory’ terms. This chapter also highlights how the vishuddhi community imagine their activities to 

fit into the abstract spaces of Ritigala/ Vishuddhi Bhumi through spatial imaginations using historic data, 

fieldwork observations, and people’s stories.  

Chapter five concludes the knowledge the study uncovers; the present-day mission and space 

utilization of the vishuddhi community in the present-day context shedding light on the traditional 

vishuddhi knowledge and cultural practice employed in the vishuddhi combat education in creation, 

transformation, and negotiation of the vishuddhi spaces, and extension of them into further dimensions. 

It also highlights the facts that the vishuddhi shilpis continue the same vishuddhi cultural process, 

traditional combat knowledge, and the same spaces used by their ancestors with a new meaning, 

identity, and sense of place. The shilpis’ continuous vishuddhi process which results in their space 

production essentially creates vishuddhi individuals and becomes a platform to fulfill their life 

journeys.  The analysis of their spatial journey is concluded here adding wisdom to the existing 

knowledge and demonstrating the idea Perera (2016: 235) highlights: “Production of social space, or 

lived space, is never complete, and is thus an ongoing process.” 

The glossary at the end of the writing helps readers navigate the unique language pattern and 

the notable words used by the vishuddhi community that are essentially used in the writing to explain 

certain people, places, activities, ideas, and situations to avoid shifting their very meaning. 
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CHAPTER TWO  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Existing Literature, Gaps and Contested Statements in the Existing Knowledge,  

               and Main Inspirations for the Study     

 

The literature review on the existing knowledge about the existence of a locally developed 

combat art and its need for the Lankan society is discussed in the first phase of this chapter with its 

substantial meanings and the contested definitions at large. The origin and transformation of this 

specific combat art in its specific context (Ritigala) is also unveiled explaining its power, depth, and 

nature. The existing literature about the production and transformation of social space and people’s 

spaces particularly in complex habitats in Asia are reviewed in the latter part of this chapter; this 

highlights the knowledge gap and absence of the intellectual discourses of the subject in the spatial 

dimension. The aim is to analyze the social spaces produced by the Ritigala Vishuddhi community. 

Moreover, the methodology used in the study is described using the existing literature that used similar 

methods and related methodologies - They also became the main inspirations for the study.  

Using the strategy Perera (1999) employs in Decolonizing Ceylon, I use the term ‘Lanka’ to refer 

to the land or territory of the island that existed before European colonization, which was known by 

various names by different travelers and Ceylon for the politico-territory constructed in the 15-19th 

centuries by colonials which became an independent state in 1948 (as Ceylon) and Sri Lanka a republic in 

1972.  
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2.1 Historical records on presence and disappearance of an indigenous combat art in 

the Lankan society  

 
According to the views shared by the vishuddhi members, indigenous martial art styles could be 

seen in many nations across the world including Kungfu in China, Karate in Japan, Yoga and Kalari in 

India, Swate in France, and Gladiator in Greek and Roman civilizations (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Sumedha 

2011; 2019a). Evidently, there has been such indigenous martial art that existed in ancient Lanka which 

is said to have been the oldest in South Asia (Kulathunga 2009; Lakpura 2018; Sumedha 2011; Vishvi 

2018). This deadly but highly disciplined combat art is believed to be practiced by warriors in the country 

(ibid). Although there are a large number of traditional and contemporary literature related to world-

famous martial art styles in the world, like karate, boxing, wrestling, or judo that evolved in different 

cultural backgrounds, there are only a few existing pieces of literature found on this vernacular combat 

art in Lanka. They also have hardly received any scholarly attention.  

The recorded Lankan history was systematized as an organized ruling system or kingdoms after 

King Pandukabhaya in 437 A.D. It had been written in Mahavamsa, an epic composed by a Buddhist 

monk, Mahanama (500 A.D), and translated by Wilheim Geiger (1912) as The Great Chronicle of Ceylon 

(De Silva 1994; Geiger 1912; Hewapathirana 2017; Sumedha 2011). The literature like Mahavamsa, 

other significant books about Lankan history, and Sinhala literature about ancient Lankan kings who 

restored peace in the country (De Silva 1987; Gamini 2018; Gunasekara 1900; Marasingha 2016; 

"Valagamba of Anuradhapura: King of the Anuradhapura Kingdom of Sri Lanka'' n.d.) depict the 

presence of adept warriors who were proficient in native combat skills in the island, Lanka, even before 

the 5th Century AD. Through presenting historic stories, they claim the existence of a powerful and 

sophisticated native combat art in the country that could fight against and annihilate invaders of the 

land or territory (ibid).  
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Mahavamsa (Geiger 1912:164-178) narrates the historic battle between the forces of the 

Sinhala king, Dutugemunu, who defeated the King, Elara, in which the former used ten significant giants. 

In this, King Dutugemunu was said to have used indigenous warrior combat techniques specific to these 

Sinhala warriors (Geiger 1912; Sumedha 2011). The Sinhalese novel Maha Naranidu Valagamba (the 

Great King Valagamba) (Gamini 2018) depicts a biography of King Valagamba of Anuradhapura kingdom 

(103 BC and c. 89–77 BC), a Sinhala king who assembled troops for fourteen years to regain his throne 

by defeating invaders. Through the composition of the life story of King Valagamba, the author 

demonstrates the proficiency of the king’s combat-fighting skills, planning techniques, and troop-

training expertise to carry out a powerful fight to win back his throne.  Moreover, the historic pieces of 

Lankan literature also explain how King Valagamba later converted the remote caves in which he lived 

during the time he was in exile into Buddhist temples and gifted (offered)them to Buddhist monks by 

upgrading them, carving sculptures, painting frescos, and modifying the cave walls by carving out drains 

known as kataram to drain water away from the paintings, among the other local building techniques 

(Gamini 2018; Marasingha 2016; see also Paranawithana 1970; Tennakoon 2001). There is a strong 

connection between these temples built by King Valagamba and Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba practice 

spaces (puhunu bimas) which is elaborated in the latter part of this chapter and the next chapters. The 

above literature demonstrates the important factors from history to manifest not only the existence of a 

locally developed powerful combat art in the country but the indispensability of such for the Lankan 

society.   

According to these pieces of literature, there had been threats and invasions to the country such 

as internal rampages, South Indian invasions, and individual attacks until the colonial invasions 

(Portuguese, Dutch, and British) from 1505-1948. According to Major General Daya Ratnayaka of the Sri 

Lankan army (in Sumedha 2011: xvii-xv):  
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Sri Lankan [Lankan] citizens had to tolerate many discriminations, injustices, and most of all the 

cultural debauchery when the country was under foreign rule. They introduced abusive lifeways 

to Sri Lankan [Lankan] inhabitants in the interest of destroying their civilization, i.e., unlimited 

food consumption, alcohol, and limitless desire for sex. The ancient kings who ruled the country 

viewed how this deceitful way of living impacted the inhabitants' attitudes and depreciate their 

spirituality. For instance, the Sinhalese water management system and the money-sharing 

systems such as ‘seettu’ and ‘attham’ methods were replaced by methods like banking, 

insurance systems, and selling labor for money. Therefore, to get rid of those prejudices and 

threats, these inhabitants and the rulers of the ancestors had to find a solution of their own. In 

this backdrop, the native warrior martial art which is known as Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba 

today had been introduced to assure national security, the wellbeing of the citizens, protect the 

inherited Buddhist history, and the Sinhalese culture which was nurtured with Buddhist 

philosophy. The foreign invaders snuck through the loopholes and invaded the country when 

there were fragile kingdoms with weak rulers who betrayed the country. 

 

Shanika Sriyananda (2011), in an interview with the custodian of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba, 

expresses her views on this indigenous martial art style which was known as Angam Haramba of Ritigala 

at the time:  

There was a time, many centuries ago, all the villagers in the ancient villages around the serene 

‘Ritigala’ knew a martial art, which was purely a Sri Lankan [Lankan] way of defending 

themselves… Ritigala Angam Haramba is unique to Sri Lanka and was also an indigenous martial 

art that helped the ancient kings, who were also well trained in this art of combat, to defeat the 

foreign invasions – Indian, Portuguese, and Dutch. The British, who invaded the country in 1815, 

did not have hand-to-hand combat with the Sinhala villagers as they had guns. When the British 

realized the power of traditional martial art, they had prohibited practicing such...  

 

The Ceylon Digest (2016) indicated that, during the European rule in Lanka, the British 

administration which understood the power of Lankan indigenous martial arts banned the practice as a 

way of neutralizing Sri Lankan patriots from initiating fights with foreign rulers. In this background, 

claiming it is dissolved, the practitioners concealed the identity of their traditional bearers (Sriyananda 

2011; “Ceylon Digest'' 2016).  

Yet, according to the Ritigala vishuddhi practitioners, during many invasions, the indigenous 

combat art bearers fought the invaders, in support of the ruling kings to protect their kingdoms. As a 
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rule, the king commands the relevant authority to organize/train troops and combat, but under the 

European rule, they did not have proper leadership or the commanding power to fight against the 

invaders (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Yasanka 2019a). When the kingdoms were betrayed by weak rulers, and 

the European leaders took control of the land, the warriors, who should abide by the prevailing law of 

the existing government, chose to step back, respecting their vows and combat principle (Ruhunuhewa 

2019a). Against this backdrop, they carried out a simple daily livelihood which they continued apart 

from combat, while secretly preserving the practice for the future by writing all the facts on books made 

with Palm leaves (puskola poth) until the appropriate/suitable time and heir arrives (Ruhunuhewa 2019; 

Sumedha 2019; Yasanka 2019c).  

The above historical literature conveys the knowledge of a powerful traditional martial art that 

was inherited by a particular Lankan community in history who trained the king’s troops as an essential 

practice to battle against the invaders and to ensure the national security of the land.  Yet, none of this 

historical literature details the nature of this martial art beyond its existence and essentiality for the 

Lankan society. The contemporary literature related to indigenous martial arts in Sri Lanka is also rare. 

They received limited academic focus as well.  

The vishuddhi leaders (Yasanka 2019b; Ruhunuhewa 2019b) claimed that the foreign invaders 

and colonial rulers forcibly indoctrinated natives to give up faith, trust, and value of their local social 

structures, traditions, language, religious beliefs, attitudes, and the local knowledge they inherited by 

inducing them the contrasting foreign systems. As they expected, the next generations highly accepted 

these foreign systems without any inquiry; they doubted, distrusted, and devalued their own native 

knowledge traditions (ibid). On the flip side, the luminary leaders who inherited these traditional pieces 

of knowledge such as combat, local medicines, and astrology had discontinued sharing these with their 

new generations who did not pay attention and give due respect, admiration, and recognition to these. 
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They believed their knowledge traditions would be misused if passed into the wrong hands. Hence, they 

secretly preserved the knowledge until the right owners came in at the right time (ibid). 

This inhibited traditional Lankan combat knowledge for the public intentionally or 

unintentionally leaving many questions behind: What is this traditional martial art? How did it come into 

existence? Who practice this today? And why it is deliberately limited to a certain group? These are 

discussed further in the sections below as an analogy with respect to the nature of this indigenous 

combat art in relation to the other ancient martial arts that exist in Lanka. 

2.2 Identity crisis: the contested definition to the Lankan indigenous martial art  

 

After centuries of silence, Jayantha Chandrasiri’s Dandubasnamanaya, an award-winning Sinhala 

teledrama (Chandrasiri 2019) that broadcasted on a local television channel in the 1990s brought 

overnight fame for the traditional combat arts of Sri Lanka. It drew the attention of many Sri Lankans to 

the ancient combat arts. In this teledrama, a village chief teaches his nephew an ancient combat art 

known as Angampora that he inherited. His nephew fails to keep the vows, so the village chief kills his 

nephew for betraying the martial art. Then, the village chief’s brother-in-law who was another expert 

Angampora fighter and a respectable head teacher at the village school became displeased with the 

village chief following an argument they had regarding the former incident. The village chief challenged 

his brother-in-law to a duel, and they both killed themselves after furious overnight combat. 

The power, brutality, integrity, ownership, and mystery that has been invested in this unknown 

traditional martial art style and the fighters were romanticized throughout this story in such a way that 

it laid a strong foundation for young Sri Lankans to vibrantly embrace these spectacular local martial arts 

that existed in the country. Additionally, the drama romanticized all of these and thus, the name 

Angampora became famous in Sri Lanka (Bandara 2019; Gunarathna 2019; Nilanga 2019a; Ruhunuhewa 

2019a; Samaraweera 2019c; Sumedha 2019a; Weeraketiya 2019).  
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Thereafter, ancient Sri Lankan traditional martial arts were socialized and recognized as 

‘Angampora’ (ibid). A huge trend emerged with the younger generation seeking opportunities to obtain 

the indigenous combat skills from qualified instructors (ibid). This can also be compared to the interest 

in martial arts that existed, especially since the movies of Bruce Lee. Within the context of ethnicity-

based civil war, and the discursive context, this teledrama aroused the interest and broke opened the 

possibility of learning a combat style inherent to the Sinhalese. 

Subsequently, most of the articles and literature released on the Sri Lankan indigenous combat 

art styles were referred to as Angampora. Many of the citizens misunderstood Ritigala Vishuddhi 

Haramba also as a form of Angampora because there was not enough literature and trending social 

media to detail the facts reaching the public at the time (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 

2019b). Also, the vishuddhi leaders had not given priority to revealing their specific identity to the public 

but rather focused on strengthening their social capital and identity in silence letting the interested 

groups find this native combat art on their own (ibid). Yasanka (2019b) asserts, “those who smell us, 

recognize us and come to find us.” The vishuddhi community also believed that the shilpis have a long-

term relationship with the art, from previous lives.  So, the group is different from other groups that 

wish to increase their membership.  

At the time of the sudden boom in the indigenous martial arts, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba 

had been known as ‘Ritigala Angam’ (Sumedha 2019a, Yasanka 2019c). This is evident in the article 

published by Sriyananda (2011) and the debut book published by gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011), The 

Ritigala Angam. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011: v; in Sriyananda 2011) claimed: 

Historical evidence of Angam Haramba which dates back to King Ravana’s era 5,000 years ago, 

was named ‘Uddisha’, ‘Mahawshada’, ‘Janani’, ‘Vishuddhi’, ‘Angam’, and later had many 

different names, but it was named ‘Angam’ during the rule of King Sena, the brother of King 

Agbo IX, in 876 BC.  
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Moreover, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011: v-x) justifies that this shilpa was named ‘Ritigala Angam’ 

during King Sena’s ruling period as the best tribute to this shilpa for defeating Angam Pandi’s army, one 

of the extremely powerful Indian invasions. Gurunnanse (ibid) illustrates: 

In 846 A.D a king from India defeated the Sinhala King Silamega Sena and invaded the country 

with a huge army. They also defeated the Sinhala king’s two brothers who were successors to 

the throne. This army was led by an extremely powerful soldier called Angam Pandi. They 

inherited a powerful fighting method to defeat Sinhala soldiers. As they entered the Sinhala 

kingdom, the Indian king and his army destroyed the valuables inherited by the Sinhala king. 

They also robbed the golden coins, statues, gemstones, and pieces of jewelry belonging to the 

Sinhala kingdom and took these back to their country. Later, Prince Sena II, who was next in line 

to the throne, became the Sinhala king. He assembled a warrior troop to fight back against the 

Indian king and Angam Padi’s army with vengeance. These warriors were said to have been 

given powerful training by the Ritigala fighting family. This troop which was trained with Ritigala 

combat traditions to battle or to have ‘Pora’ [to fight in Sinhala] with ‘Angam’ Padi’s army won 

the battle and later became known as ‘Angampora’ [Angam+Pora] team, and the Ritigala 

fighting tradition was named as ‘Ritigala Angam Haramba’ as they trained a powerful team who 

defeated Angam fighters. 

 

At first, the huge knowledge gap and the misleading recognition for Ritigala vishuddhi identity as 

another gurukula (a school of thought) of Angampora confused me until I delved deeper into the 

subject. The deep involvement with the vishuddhi community as a participant-observer and an unbiased 

listener, while referring to the existing literature on these combat arts gave me knowledge to identify 

how the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba differs from Angampora, especially referring to the nature of these 

two fighting traditions, their specific practices, values, and subsequent. Also, the senior vishuddhi 

instructors helped me distinguish Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba from Angampora.  

 Therefore, although Chandrasiri’s teledrama, Dandubasnamanaya (1995) has brought a strong 

platform and a promotional base to the declining indigenous martial arts of the country to flourish, it 

laid a contested and deceptive definition to the true indigenous combat tradition of Lanka, because his 

focus was not on the specific martial art but the story itself. Yet, he pioneered in bringing back the 

attention and focus of the traditional martial arts in Sri Lanka, along with the entertainment.   
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2.3 What is Angampora then 

 

According to the recent literature on the traditional martial arts in Sri Lanka, Gihan de Chickera 

(2004) argues that Angampora is the “only form of authentic Sri Lankan martial art” while Thushara 

Kulathunga (2009) asserts “Angampora is the traditional martial art of Sri Lanka [Lanka], known to be 

one of the oldest fighting disciplines in the world that dates back over 2500 years.” Further, in his article 

published in the Sunday Observer, Dishan Joseph (2019) contends that “Angampora is an indigenous 

martial art originated in Sri Lanka that dates back 5000 years.” Rejecting Joseph’s claims (2019), in an 

article in Colombo Telegraph, Soma Palan (2019) claims Angampora is not an indigenous martial art in 

Sri Lanka but an ancient art of South Indian origin. His argument dismisses all previous contested 

definitions that assumed Angampora as the indigenous martial art born in Sri Lanka.   

Furthermore, as discussed in the beginning of this chapter, Sri Lanka was just land or territory 

known by various names by diverse travelers in different time periods. According to Mahavamsa 

(Mahanama 500 A.D), this island was named Thambapanni in the 5th century BCE by King Vijaya, the 

first recorded king of the country. The ancient Greeks called it Taprobana in the 5th Century A.D. while it 

was known as Serendib by Arabs and Persians before the European colonization from the 13-18th 

century A.D. (Hussein 2017; Mahanama 500 A.D). During the British rule (1815-1948), some parts of the 

island were known as Ceylon until it gained independence in 1948 and the name changed to Sri Lanka in 

1972 (Hussein 2017; Nihal 1999; 2020). Therefore, the researcher finds the former arguments about Sri 

Lanka and the specified time periods are produced without a proper research base or an intellectual 

background; hence, indefinite, and obscure. Moreover, among the other recent documents, Palan 

(2019) reveals a rational argument on Angampora (2019): 

The so-called “Angampora'' was practiced by the ancient Dravidian Tamils and/or the Telugus. In 

the post- Devanampiyatissa period, this martial art would have been continued by the Hindus 

who converted to Buddhism and adopted the ethnic label, Sinhalese... Thus, the name of the 
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martial art “Angampora” is an adaptation of the Tamil word “Angampor”. The Tamil meaning of 

the word “Angam” is limbs of the body and the word “por” means to fight. The word “por” has 

been transmuted to “pora”, by the Sinhalese. That is, fighting with limbs (legs and hands). The 

truth is that this martial art form is not indigenous to Lanka, but a South Indian Martial art form. 

 

According to him, the name Angampora is an adaptation of ‘angampor’, a Tamil word with the 

meaning body fight (Palan 2019). Also, the headmaster of Angampora is called ‘Paniki Rala’. The words 

‘Panikkers’ (Pani + Kers) are said to have derived from Malayalam and the word ‘Pani’ means ‘work’ in 

Tamil (ibid). This suggests that the contents of Angampora might share an Indian influence. Among 

these contesting arguments, Yasanka (2019c) confirms the gurunnanse’s explanation which was 

mentioned above:  

According to history, a fighting team had been created to fight against the South Indian king, 

Angam Padi’s powerful forces in the 8th century to solve an important security issue to the 

country in Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa period.  Usually, the king’s army had been trained by 

the ancient Ritigala vishuddhi custodians (a former gurunnanses). Accordingly, this powerful 

team was also trained in the Ritigala vishuddhi fighting tradition during King Sena II (846 A.D.). 

This team defeated the powerful Angam forces and gained huge fame. As they fought with the 

Angam team, they were known as the Angampora team. Perhaps this team has given rise to an 

Angampora fighting style later.  

 

The head teacher, Ruhunuhewa (2019a) also suggested that Angampora has been developed or 

evolved later as a separate martial art tradition with Indian influence according to the social, economic, 

and political relationships Sri Lanka and India had during the period of Kandyan kingdom, the last 

monarchy of Sri Lanka (1473-1815).  The above discussions provide evidence that Angampora also has 

existed in the country as an ancient martial art form for centuries, but there is no evidence to suggest it 

is the art inborn in Lanka. Yet, the existing literature, discussions, and arguments detailed in the below 

sections suggest that the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is the oldest indigenous martial art born in Sri 

Lanka two millenniums ago who trained the king's troops (Ruhunuhewa 2019b; Samaraweera 2019a; 

Sumedha 2011; 2019a; Yasanka 2019c).  
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2.4 The incomplete analogy of the significant (tangible) contradictions between the two 

arts: Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba and Angampora  

 

According to the handful of existing literature on the ancient Sri Lankan martial arts, the existing 

articles on Angampora (Chickera 2004; Joseph 2019; Kannangara 2013; Kulathunga 2009; Vishvi 2018; 

Wasala 2007) repeat the same information over and over without providing a clear knowledge base on 

the subject. Hence, as highlighted before, the literature on Angampora is mostly reproductions of the 

same document without an intellectual research base. Nevertheless, the recent books published by the 

vishuddhi custodian, Ritigala Sumedha, on Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba and the videos they publish on 

the vishuddhi combat art, meditation, and spiritual knowledge provide some new knowledge on their 

combat art. They are in the process of re-building a knowledge base on what they practice and 

dispersing these among people with a new meaning and an identity (Sumedha 2018; 2019; 2020; 2021). 

Yet, the knowledge they direct into the outside world is mainly concentrated on spiritual education. 

Most of them highlight spirituality and spiritual development but not their specific combat. 

Below, I demonstrate the significant differences between these two established martial arts 

through the knowledge I gained while following the existing literature on Angampora and observing the 

Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba in the field. Here, I refer to their defensive fighting traditions, styles, rituals, 

the way they dress, vocabulary, practice, how they present themselves, and most importantly their 

spaces.  

In a nutshell, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is taught only to Sinhala Buddhists. Seven 

generations of a vishuddhi student must be Sinhala Buddhists, which is the most important rule in 

Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. Also, one’s horoscope needs to be checked by senior vishuddhi instructors 

as the first step to ascertain his character, past lives, and future endeavors (Sumedha 2014). In contrast, 

Pumal Edirisinghe, a senior master of Angampora (in Joseph 2019) asserts, “Today, we live in modern 

times. We do not check horoscopes as we have foreign students who have no horoscopes''. Therefore, 
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reading the beginners’ horoscopes is not essential to join Angampora. Yet, unlike Angampora, Ritigala 

vishuddhi is not taught to foreigners (Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2020a).  

Secondly, the ethics and rules strongly prohibit vishuddhi practitioners from challenging other 

fighting groups or average people (Ruhunuhewa 2019b; Samaraweera 2019c; Sumedha 2011; 2019b; 

Yasanka 2020a;). Yet, Yashasvi Kannangara (2013) and Chinthana Wasala (2007) state that Angampora 

challenges other fighters in a specially created space called ‘urawala’, uralinda, or pig’s pit (a pit like an 

arena), and they take part in social performances as well (''Angampora Martial Arts Show from 

Colombo'' 2021).  Yet, ‘Urawala’ is not part of Ritigala vishuddhi spaces (Ruhunuhewa 2019b; 

Samaraweera 2019c; Sumedha 2011; 2019b; Yasanka 2020a). Moreover, they do not perform in fighting 

demonstrations, concerts, or contests for entertainment purposes (ibid). Yasanka (2019e) affirms that 

the Ritigala vishuddhi community does not conduct shows for the requests of the government or to 

satisfy any government officials even though they abide by the existing law. He declares, ''although we 

are under the existing law, our shilpa, Vishuddhi Haramba is not under any law. Therefore, we perform 

only if we feel it is necessary for this shilpa, when it receives due value, honor, and respect''   Moreover, 

the Ritigala vishuddhi community does not advertise themselves to attract students (Amithasiri 2019; 

Samaraweera 2019b; Sunanda 2019; Yasanka 2019e). According to Yasanka (2019e): 

It is the people who used to be with us in their past lives who are joining us right now. Most of 

them are already here with us at present. One who is familiar with our “smell” will find us. 

Therefore, no advertisements are required to invite new members. Also, there are no 

restrictions for newcomers to join us, the Ritigala vishuddhi community, if they meet our 

requirements. 

  

Furthermore, existing literature about Angampora explains a space called ‘angam madu’ where 

the fighters used to practice their martial art. Yet, Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba takes place in open 

grounds at specific Buddhist temples or ancient practice spaces in Ritigala, where their ancestors used to 

practice away from the public eye. 
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According to Thushara Kulathunga (2009), “the practice style of dance of the Angam Satan 

Kalawa [combat art] kept practicing it as a style of dance as it couldn’t be practiced as a form of 

combat.” Yet, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba does not contain any such dance features in their combat 

contents (Yasanka 2019e; Yadipura 2019a). In addition, Edirisingha (in Joseph 2019), one of the 

headmasters of Angampora declares: 

Our ancient warriors ate kurakkan-based food. They occasionally drank kithul toddy. Today, 

diets have changed. But we do not allow our students to eat beef and pork. Even the students 

from Germany and Switzerland adhere to this rule. We are a nation of old farming communities. 

We respect the cow and the bull.  

 

This discussion mostly explains Indian-Hindu traditions than Sri Lankan-Buddhist traditions. 

Respecting cows and avoiding beef is a tradition highly practiced in India and among Hindu communities 

in Lanka. Moreover, vishuddhi students strongly asserted that they were not forced to avoid any habits 

they used to, other than requesting them to refrain from consuming alcohol and meat 24 hours before 

entering puhunu bima (chapter 3 and 4). Yet, most of the vishuddhi practitioners I interviewed claimed 

they had quit meat and alcohol (i.e., those who consumed) soon after joining the vishuddhi community 

without any enforcement from the senior shilpis. Gurunnanse and senior vishuddhi instructors assert 

that they do not impose such rules over students but put them through vishuddhi teaching which gives 

them the awareness that these acts are not necessary for human life; if they do not consume meat and 

alcohol, it is a byproduct of training. Also, as a traditional doctor, gurunnanse does not advise his 

disciples to be completely away from consuming meat, but to avoid them at certain times/days (chapter 

3). This disciplined guidance made them understand the greed, hatred, rough thoughts within 

themselves, and the wrong acts they habituated that made them “rotten”. This understanding helps 

them become their best selves in a short period of time (Rajasnagala 2019; Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 

2019e). Furthermore, gurunnanse has introduced, but not required, a traditional Sinhalese plant-based 
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food culture or a balanced diet and medicines for vishuddhi members to keep them healthy and strong 

(chapter 3).  

Moreover, I observed the different dress codes used by the vishuddhi and Angampora fighters. 

They both do not cover their upper part of the body while training. All the Angampora male fighters 

wear a white or black color garment to cover their lower body with a black belt while vishuddhi trainees 

wear garments known as dhavidhari wastraya, (chapter 3) in which the color of these garments is 

assigned to them according to their maturity to shilpa. The specific color of this garment depicts a 

certain meaning that it represents the vishuddhi shilpis’ combat knowledge and spiritual awareness in 

the secular world (chapter 3).  

In addition, Angampora fighting tradition is taught to women and are encouraged women to 

learn their combat art while Ritigala vishuddhi combat is not taught to women, nor are they encourage 

women to fight. Yet, some parts of vishuddhi teaching are shared with women, concentrating solely on 

spirituality (chapter 3).  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Angampora fighting tradition is taught to foreigners, children, and women (Pictures: “Angampora 
STIMA” 2020). 
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The above discussion unveils the inherent features and underlying expressions of these two 

ancient combat arts including the distinct depths, values, and substantial meanings. Consequently, my 

observation survey witnesses that the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba still practices and carries the 

traditional Sinhalese and Buddhist culture, virtues, way of life, food habits, vocabulary, and moralities 

that existed in the past but have gradually drifted away from Sinhalese (Amithasiri 2019; Ruhunuhewa 

2019; Sumanaransi 2019; Sumedha 2019a; Sunanda 2019; Yadipura 2019; Yasanka 2019e; Weeraketiya 

2019). These factors are elaborated more in the following sections. 

2.5 The expression of the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba in the present Sri Lankan context, as 

the indigenous martial art originated in Lanka 

 

The existing literature, my observations in the field on shilpis, their activities and spaces, and the 

stories brought by the relevant actors equipped me with knowledge on the significance of the Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba and their stance in the modern Lankan society. My observations strengthen the idea 

that the contemporary vishuddhi shilpis possess a strong connection with the ancestors of the early 

kingdoms of Lankan society, the Buddhist culture in Sri Lanka, Sinhala customs and traditions of ancient 

local inhabitants, and vishuddhi guardian spirits or supernatural powers (see chapter 3) (Sumedha 

2019d; 2019e).  

According to the custodian, the vishuddhi haramba bearers are trained to use traditional Sinhala 

words that are used by ancient local inhabitants (Sumedha 2019e; Samaraweera 2019a). Their 

frequently used words like vishuddhi, gurunnanse, guru gedara, jalasaththuwa, and haramba are clear 

and unblended Sinhala words that are barely used by the present Sri Lankans (ibid). The vishuddhi 

community also uses the respectable terms ‘unnanse’ and ‘wahanse’ which are represented in the 

Sinhala vocabulary to name certain creatures and elements of nature; they give due respect to 

elephants calling them maha-unnanse with the humble meaning ‘the gigantic being’, cobras are called 
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naga-unnanse with naga meaning snake, sacred Nuga tree is personified as nuga-unnanse or Nuga-

Wahanse, and wewa (lake) as Wew-Wahanse (Kumara 2019; Samaraweera 2019c; Sumedha 2019b). In 

effect, the vishuddhi community respects nature to the fullest and shares friendly relations with nature, 

trees, plants, animals, and humans. This gratefulness toward nature further connects with Mahavamsa 

(Mahanama 500 A.D.) or The Great Chronicle of Ceylon (Geiger 1912:164-178): in its section, 

Mahavamsa elaborates on how a tamed elephant named Kandula ushered the Lankan warriors assuring 

their victory and fought side-by-side with them.  

Apart from these pieces of literature detailed in this chapter, the stories of locals and vishuddhi 

leaders assert their shilpa, which is known as the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba today was the traditional 

combat art that existed in the country even before King Valagamba’s time (103 BC and 89–77 BC) for the 

sole purpose of protecting the early kingdoms and citizens (Rajasnagala 2019; Sumedha 2019c; Yadipura 

2019a; Yasanka 2019e). Even today, as an essential practice, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba training is 

done only in the spaces used by their ancestors for their ancient combat missions; the main combat 

teaching spaces at Ritigala and the ancient temples built by King Valagamba who trained and organized 

his troops skillfully to win back his throne using the same indigenous combat art (Sumedha 2019b).  

 In addition, the religious and government endorsement for the vishuddhi haramba is high. At 

present, the custodian of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba and his legion are the dedicated protector of Lord 

Buddha’s sacred tooth relic in the Temple of the Tooth, Kandy, Sri Lanka. The vishuddhi community 

proudly says that they have the blessings of more than 2100 head monks who provide leadership for 

more than 100 temples built by ancient kings of Lanka (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Yasanka 2019b).   

Today, other than providing security to the Temple of Tooth to represent their traditional duty 

(see chapter 3), the vishuddhi members are actively engaged in training the Sri Lankan military forces to 

establish peace in the country as a part of their service to the country while contributing to elevating 

citizens morally through spiritual development. Believing the spiritual development as an essential need 
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for the present-day world, the vishuddhi community, which is endorsed by its leadership, helps people 

to have a peaceful and balanced life through spiritual education, sharing vishuddhi philosophical 

thoughts combined with Buddhist meditation (Ruhunuhewa 2019b; Samaraweera 2019a; Sumedha 

2019c; Yadipura 2019; Yasanka 2019c). 

  Therefore, while maintaining their heritage, they share spiritual knowledge with the public 

voluntarily and manage a group of people who are skilled, resilient, wise, and equipped with traditional 

combat knowledge for the purpose of preserving this shilpa, as their present-day mission. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Believing the spiritual development as an essential need for the present-day world, the vishuddhi 
custodian conducts monthly meditation/health programs for children, youth, elders, and pregnant women to 
lift their spirituality (Pictures: Sumedha 2018; 2019; 2020). 
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2.6 Origin of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba; the inclusion of savagery, power, and 

spirituality 

 

There is hardly any literature published on Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba until recent years. 

According to the recent literature released by gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011; 2014), before the 16th 

century when the kings were ruling the country this combat art (Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba practice) 

was owned by the king and the security officials who taught the king’s forces. Ritigala combat training 

school which is known today as Ritigala Vishuddhi Adyathmika Arana was then known for its ancient 

military training and welfare of the king's large army. According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011), Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba was established back in Sri Lanka about 300 years ago with the permission and 

blessings of local deities: God Aiyanayaka and the Fighting God. The legends confirm the belief that this 

powerful martial art is from powerful yakkas or demon lords and the vishuddhi meditation is from gods. 

Therefore, Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is a powerful yet balanced combination of energetic combat style 

and spiritual development that purifies the mind. A long quote from gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011:28-32) 

narrates its origin: 

Little Jayasena who lived in a modest house at Kaluebe, a small village bordering the Ritigala 

jungle, led a happy and peaceful life until a stranger appeared from the thick jungle and 

assassinated his parents in broad daylight. Little Jayasena witnessed this brutal incident with his 

naked eyes but never got justice. Both his dead parents then became gods and took care of little 

Jayasena until he became a strong young man. Young Jayasena grew up with one single dream: 

to take revenge on the stranger who killed his parents. When young Jayasena divulged his 

strong ambition to his parents they panicked, knowing a very strong demon Yakka called 

Mahasona killed them. The parents were petrified and pleaded with young Jayasena to give up 

his idea. Jayasena did not want to back down. The parents then suggested a way that Jayasena 

would be able to gain retribute from the demon. Their suggestion was to attach Yakka’s soul to 

Jayasena’s body and encourage him to commit serious sins and misdemeanors. In doing so, the 

parents thought Mahason yakka would be sent to hell for all the sins he did.  

Subsequently, with the help of his parents, young Jayasena attached (called arruda in 

Sinhalese) his strong body with Mahason yakka and started committing murder and destruction. 

He spent years committing brutal killings, destroying whoever entered the Ritigala Jungle, and 

accumulated the bulk of bad karma. Without knowing Mahason yakka’s soul entered Jayasena, 
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the villagers thought Jayasena had become a demon and were frightened to speak of his name. 

Finally, people fled the village to save their lives. Meanwhile, Jayasena’s parents (who were 

believed to be gods) learned that Mahason yakka could carry out more of this type of sins for 

centuries but his strong karmic energy would not lead him to hell, and Jayasena’s vengeance 

mission would not succeed. Thus, the parents confirmed to Jayasena that he should get rid of 

Mahason yakka’s arruda. Jayasena too was tired of his dreadful actions and wanted to get rid of 

Mahason yakka’s soul but failed. It was impossible then to detach from yakka’s soul, as it was 

well affiliated, and had built up a robust relationship with Jayasena’s strong, young body. As 

yakka refused to leave, Jayasena thought his death would be the only solution to separate him 

from yakka’s soul. To stop this massive destruction, the brutal killings, and to restore the 

peaceful environment which existed previously, Jayasena decided to die. With this intention, 

Jayasena initiated a battle with one of the king’s strongest giants called Gotaimbara and let 

Gotaimbara kill him. The villagers regained peace and returned to their villages.  

Albeit Jayasena was a human with a good heart, his strong anger, resentment, and 

desire for vengeance made him perform sinful actions. It led his spirit to be born again as a 

powerful demon lord. The demon lord determined not to harm anyone with the new powers he 

gained. He opted to live inside the thick jungle, engaged in meditation and purifying of negative 

karma.  

In the later centuries, the presence of a powerful demon inside the thick Ritigala jungle 

fell under the wisdom of an Indian sorcerer who visited the Ritigala jungle. The sorcerer 

summoned the demon lord, Ritigala Jayasena with his magical charisma, and demanded his 

powers. The demon lord rejected handing over his powers to a stranger, claiming how he was 

still grieving for the destruction and killings he did with the limitless power and energy he gained 

by attaching a yakka soul. Further, the demon lord declared he never wanted to produce more 

sinners and become a partner of sinful acts. When the sorcerer was trying to charm the demon 

lord, he agreed to give the powerful fighting style he owns with all the techniques, powers, 

energies, and abilities it possessed to the village headman but not to the sorcerer. The sorcerer 

agreed to the conditions.  The Village headman accepted the vows with ultimate respect and 

devotion: firstly, to not commit sins or any wrongdoing using this combat technique; secondly, 

to protect, love, and respect all living beings including soil, trees, roots, and rocks; thirdly, to be 

loyal to the ruling king and his force who protect Buddhism of the country; and lastly, to offer 

merits to the Fighting God - the deity who is specified as the Fighting God in vishuddhi is said to 

have been protecting this shilpa for Kalpaya (4.32 billion years). The village headman then 

accepted this powerful fighting style from the demon lord Ritigala Jayasena. 

The sorcerer was sent to his country with a load of precious gifts - equal to the weight of 

an elephant according to the legend. The combat style inherited from Ritigala Jayasena has been 

named the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba today. It was preserved, developed, and maintained as a 

form of traditional indigenous martial art in the country and transferred from generation to 

generation for a long period of time with the customs, rituals, worship methods, and vows it 

contains. The demon lord, Ritigala Jayasena’s soul was always connected with the custodian or 

the guardian of Ritigala vishuddhi for its safety. Therefore, the effectiveness, power, intensity, 
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toughness, and the original spirit stayed hitherto with Ritigala vishuddhi as a live combat 

fighting. 

 

 This legend explains the origin of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba with the extraordinary power, 

dynamism, capability, endurance, and potential this combat style inherits from supernatural powers like 

gods and demon lords beyond the context of the third dimension. 

There is another legend that has passed down from generation to generation by word of mouth 

which reveals awadi meditation, a part of vishuddhi meditation that had been granted to Ritigala 

vishuddhi by gods. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011; 2014) sums up the story: 

A rishi, a sage or a saint who had been meditating in the woods of Ritigala mountain, had 

observed some people walking down the hill from time to time. He studied these people for 

some time and spotted their exceptional radiant-looking bodies. Further, he realized these 

human figures were not real humans but gods who got their own human figures created by 

performing a special type of meditation called “awadi.” He also discovered these gods liked to 

be with humans and formulated human bodies solely to spend time with humans. The rishi 

learned these awadi meditation techniques and made himself young, radiant, and healthy. 

Later, awadi meditation was transferred to Ritigala vishuddhi. 

 

According to these legends, Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is not only a martial art style but also a 

philosophy of life. It is evident that this martial art style is a powerful way of life that creates healthy, 

disciplined, and self-confident human beings (Sumedha 2011; 2016). In effect, a person whose soul is 

strengthened, and spirituality is enriched through Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba can be potential leaders 

with high moral standards, spiritually sophisticated, and healthy both mentally and physically (Sumedha 

2019b). With this purpose, gurunnanse wishes to share his philosophy associated with Buddhism inside 

and outside the vishuddhi community. He has begun programs to educate Sri Lankan citizens and people 

around the world on how to develop the mind, physical health, virtues, and strong attitudes to enhance 

their lives through the Buddhist philosophy.  
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2.7 The absence of documented information on Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba, shilpis, and 

their spaces 

 

The handful of recent books, articles, and videos published by the vishuddhi custodian illustrate 

just the significant features of their martial art, cultural practices, meditation, and philosophy of life. At 

present, he frequently disseminates philosophical thoughts, moral lessons, dhamma talks (based on the 

Lord Buddha’s teachings), the importance of coexisting with nature and leading a spiritual lifestyle, and 

current social and environmental issues at a personal level through organized public gatherings and 

social media, especially, on Facebook and YouTube (Ritigala TV). The objective is to educate people and 

elevate their spirituality. Therefore, the existing literature on Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is all about 

their teachings on spiritual knowledge and a few of vishuddhi combat knowledge, but not about the 

vishuddhi legion who actively embraced vishuddhi knowledge traditions and cultural practice as their 

way of life. Most importantly, there is an absence of literature and scholarly attention on vishuddhi 

spaces; the spaces they create through their daily haramba practices, although the Ritigala Vishuddhi 

Haramba creates an intimate connection with their physical environment and a deep-rooted bond with 

their spaces (chapter 3 and 4).  

I observed how the vishuddhi community utilizes spaces and places in different spectrums to 

perform specific rituals and cultural practices that are essential for their combat training. These natural 

spaces/places are modest, calm, and serene. I witnessed the amazing spaces they become when they 

perform their rituals and martial arts (see chapters 3 and 4). Yet, these spaces were neither documented 

nor received due attention by scholars or professionals. There are astonishing picture essays published 

in journals and videos on social media (Danushka and Kushantha 2011; Sumedha 2018; 2020) displaying 

or portraying vishuddhi activities in lush greens of their spaces at Ritigala; but their focus was not on 

these spaces but the art.  These picture essays express more of the power and charisma of this martial 

art and the skills of the fighters but not about the vishuddhi way of life, identity, and spaces (Figure 2.3).  
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Additionally, there are no scholarly articles or academic literature on how they produce, 

reproduce, and transform their social space as they carry out their daily activities and cultural practices. 

I consider this a huge void because the traditional combat arts usually develop to protect lives, 

properties, and their space, against invaders.  

 

 

Figure 2.3: Vishuddhi activities in their space (Ritigala Bhumi): The expression of power and charisma of the 
shilpis and their combat art (Pictures: Danushka and Kushantha 2011; Sumedha 2020) 

 

2.8 Space utilization of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba in relation to the popular martial arts 

in the world 

In comparison, the most popular martial arts of the world like karate and wrestling have been 

discussed and received much more attention than the locally developed indigenous combat arts like 

Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba, especially in their application of space and the nature of the art itself. 

Amidst many pieces of literature, these martial arts are well-known and active in the world. 
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 Andrea Simpliciano, in her doctoral thesis on Architecture, Build Community by Fighting (2010), 

vividly discusses the spatial features of karate, Taekwondo, boxing, judo and many other wrestling styles 

that emerged in different cultural backgrounds. Accordingly, these martial art styles have mostly been 

evolved or used for self-defense, and today, they are developed as a form of sport for competitions and 

demonstrations. They are practiced or exercised in more formal spaces under specific spatial rules and 

regulations.  

Simpliciano (2010:6) details these customary spaces and equipment as: 

Competition of karate takes place in a more formal space...The rules consist of an area eight 

meters (approx. 26 feet) square, marked off with a white or visible marker. The surface should 

consist of a smooth, flat material like canvas covered mats or polished wood...The rectangular 

shape is a traditional form used in Taekwondo and is used...The walls usually are painted in 

neutral colors that give a bright atmosphere...Lighting can have a large effect on action and 

reaction and could lead to mistakes and injuries. Fluorescent lighting, in particular, provides 

light without creating heat...The flooring of Taekwondo and dojang usually consist of flat, 

leveled padded floors that can withstand the impact of falls, spins, and jumps. The padding, 

however, should not be similar to a wrestling mat or any other type of mat that has a spongy 

feel with soft plastic. This type of padding of the mat can cause the feet to be stuck and toes 

can get caught and ankles may twist and injure other body parts...Other instructors prefer 

wooden floors or even carpets. Mirrors are needed in order to watch themselves perform a 

technique they are trying to perfect...The equipment of TaeKwondo focuses on striking targets 

both by punching and kicking. Fixed striking pads are used and are sometimes mounted on 

walls...The heavy bag focuses on the development of power and how to see how much power 

is placed on a bag when it moves. Along with fixed pads are immobile pads that can be held by 

a partner as a moving target.  

 

Furthermore, their significant spaces could be classified as sumo rings and wrestling rings for 

wrestling styles, Halau spaces for Lua, and conventional halls that resemble gym settings and shrines for 

judo (ibid.). They basically use gloves, protective gear, punching bags, and specific mats as their common 

tools. In contrast, my observations captured drastic differences in Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba practice 

spaces (puhunu bimas) and elements they use with their attached meanings in relation to that of the 

world-famous martial arts. These fundamental differences are associated with the substantial meanings 
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and values for which these arts originated for. Mainly, the Vishuddhi Haramba practice is not for self-

defense, competitions, or demonstration purposes (Ruhunuhewa 2019; Samaraweera 2019; 

Weedhagala 2019). According to senior vishuddhi shilpis, in the past, the ancient combat fighters in 

Lanka were trained for the sole purpose of protecting their land (country) and the Buddhist culture from 

foreign invasions. Therefore, the art could be only used for protecting their land, Buddhist heritages, and 

citizens’ well-being (ibid). The early fighters protected their lands, properties, and citizens by fighting 

against the opponents’ eye-to-eye on natural grounds or hiding in the jungles, lakes, muddy lands, or 

fields using guerrilla warfare tactics (Ruhunuhewa 2019; Weedhagala 2019; Yasanka 2019). To earn 

triumph over the invaders, they had to take control of natural environments. Therefore, like early 

warriors, the vishuddhi shilpis are trained to fight in anywhere a battle could take place, not in rings, nor 

for competitions, demonstrations, or self-defense (Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 

2019a) (Figure 2.4).  

Thus, to win a battle, they should learn to win every environmental condition: the environments 

the Ritigala vishuddhi shilpis should win are introduced as kanda (Mountains or hills), landa (Jungles, 

woods, and thickets), godella (fields associated with flat lands), and borella (lakes, muddy or marshy 

lands associated with water). Therefore, the vishuddhi training takes place at informal outdoor spaces 

under natural weather conditions for the sole purpose of building a warrior who can withstand any 

harsh conditions. Such training prepares them to fight in any place not of their choosing and win a 

battle. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014) points out, “Being integrated with the natural environment is 

where the battle begins...Hence, nature becomes the shilpis’ friend and ally.” Accordingly, adapting to 

the environment is the first step of gearing up for combat, because mobility and constant movement in 

the natural environment are essential aspects in a real fight. Therefore, they operate with nature in its 

broadest sense of the word. 
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Figure 2.4: Juxtapose: (a.) A mixed martial arts training center (Kao 2019). (b.) A Dojo training room 
(Katanas 2015). (c.) Vishuddhi training grounds at Ritigala Bhumi (Sumedha 2019). 

 

With this firm viewpoint, as a rule, Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba training does not take place in 

artificial indoor practice halls with designed interiors but in natural environments such as mountains, 

hills, paddy fields, wetlands, woods, and thick jungles in Ritigala. They also practice in serene outdoor 

spaces at ancient Buddhist temples around the country, built by King Valagamba (Figure 2.5) (Sumedha 

2019a).  

Swimming, breathing, staying long hours in muddy water and thick jungles are essential parts of 

their training. Ritigala is rich with such diverse resources where the trainees are regularly trained to be a 

part of the Ritigala locale.  A trainee who employs much time in a tough practice would be mollified by 

vishuddhi meditation (ibid). Such training strengthens the trainees’ mind/body connection and the bond 

they have with nature; that is winning (Sumedha 2019a; 2019b; Yadipura 2019a). Furthermore, the 

vishuddhi community ascertains that being connected to nature enhances their physical and mental 
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well-being. This connection they have with nature has greatly impacted on building up a robust 

vishuddhi individual who is powerful both mentally and physically (ibid).  

 

      

Figure 2.5: The serene outdoor spaces where the vishuddhi training takes place: (a.) Some ancient Buddhist 
temples built by King Valagamba [(1.) Lenagala. (2.) Pilikuththuwa. (3.) Pidurangala].  
(b.) A natural outdoor training ground at Ritigala Bhumi (Picture: Sumedha 2019). 

 

In addition, the vishuddhi trainees I met were not restricted to a certain age group. They all were 

above 19 and older. There were senior citizens between 60 to 75 years old too. According to Chandu 

Rajasnagala (2019): 

The Ritigala vishuddhi is not a martial art practice which is solely based on physical 
abilities/fitness or youthfulness. Had it focused on them it would not uphold for such a long 
time. Vishuddhi is a discipline that sustains or flows with its shilpis’ cognizance and awareness. 
Thus, age and physical fitness is not a barrier for inclusion in the vishuddhi community. There 
were mature adults in history who were proficient in other life skills, had good exposure, and 
were full of life experience necessary to provide leadership and command vishuddhi troops.  
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Moreover, Mahesh Wheedagala (2019), a senior vishuddhi teacher and the trainer of the Sri 

Lanka Navy vishuddhi team, Punewa declares: 

We train our students to fight for the land or our space, not for self-defense. When you fight for 

space, you need to know everything about space and every spatial condition you encounter. You 

should be alert with all your senses to win any environmental condition. For such fighters 

winning a fight is all about winning their space, but when you fight for self-defense, space may 

not be that important. 

 

These ideas support that the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is tightly bound to their environment 

or space. They suggest that fighting for self-defense or to win competitions and fighting for space are 

two different actions. Fighting for space means fighting for their land and citizens’ well-being. It needs a 

robust, self-confident, well trained, and selfless fighter/warrior who can withstand any harsh 

circumstances and win the real wars in life (Sumedha 2019b; Weedagala 2019; Yasanka 2019c). 

Moreover, the senior shilpis justified the fact that the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba strongly prohibited 

them to fight to solve/win personal disputes, but to stand out for humanity without being biased. They 

also practice the art to improve their physical health, mental well-being, and elevate spirituality, but not 

to harm or impress anyone through the power they gained through this shilpa.  

2.9 Puhunu bimas: The rhythmic story behind the active vishuddhi training grounds 

 

The Sri Lankan landscape includes a significant number of ancient Buddhist temples built by 

kings who ruled the country. They are known as raja maha vihara, raja standing for king, maha for 

grand, and vihara for temples; these are considered the oldest Buddhist temples in the country 

(Sunanda 2019). There is a broad variety of these prominent ancient temples in Sri Lanka. The King 

Valagamba (103 BC and 89–77 BC) built most of them. All the temples he built are centered around 

caves and therefore, they are popular in the country as ancient cave temples (Gamini 2018; Marasingha 
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2016; see also Paranawithana 1970; Sumedha 2019a; Tennakoon 2001; Yadipura 2019b; 

Wickramarachchi 2019).  

As discussed above, Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba training takes place solely at ancient temples 

built by King Valagamba  and the natural environments such as mountains, hills, paddy fields, wetlands, 

woods, and thick jungles in Ritigala. Therefore, the rhythmic story behind this combat art and the active 

vishuddhi training grounds which recurs over time, is always interlaced with King Valagamba. Today, 101 

out of 166 of these temples are resumed as vishuddhi training grounds (puhunu bimas) with the 

outstanding dedication of the vishuddhi leadership (Rajasnagala 2019; Ruhunuhewa 2019a; 

Samaraweera 2019a; Sumedha 2019a; Yasanka 2019a). According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019c): 

At the time, when he had been the right heir to the throne, Valagamba unnanse [King 

Valagamba] had also been the custodian of this shilpa and at this time, the shilpa was known as 

the same name which is known today, i.e., Vishuddhi. The King Valagamba had used the same 

combat art to train his troops and defeat the invaders. 

 

According to the shilpis (Kodikara 2019; Nilanga 2019b; Sumedha 2019a; Yadipura 2019b; 

Yasanka 2019c; 2020a) all the temples built by King Valagamba are located at the highest elevations and 

the central points of the specific locations, surrounding gigantic rocks with natural caves sharing similar 

physical settings and geographical features. I witnessed these features in Pidurangala, Dambulla, 

Pilikuththuwa, and Lenagala Valagamba temples (Figure 2.6) (see chapter 3 and 4). The built scape of 

these temples was created in a way that it could well merge with the natural setting without disturbing 

the existing landscape of the area. The built structures of these temples were constructed by attaching 

them to the surrounding natural caves leaving a front compound to be useful in their practice 

(Rajasnagala 2019; Samaraweera 2019a; Sumedha 2019a; Yasanka 2019a).  

Unlike other ancient temples in Sri Lanka, pagodas or stupas were not originally included in all 

the Valagamba temples of the country (ibid). They had their own meanings for these exclusions (the 
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reasons stretch beyond the framework of this study); if there are any, they are later additions (ibid). 

Moreover, a separate place for the Lord Buddha and God Vishnu is a common feature for these temples. 

According to the vishuddhi trainers, these Valagamba temples had been created with all the spaces and 

features that are necessary to carry out their combat training. Therefore, the temples built by King 

Valagamba are specific and unique compared to the temples built by other noble kings of Lanka.  

 

 

Figure 2.6: All the Valagamba temples are located on the highest elevations and sharing similar geographical 
features [(1). Pidurangala, (2). Dambulla, and (3). Pilikuththuwa, and (4). Lenegala]. 

 

 These Valagamba temples become active vishuddhi training grounds when the shilpis are 

actively engaged in Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba practices (see chapter 4). Usually, the vishuddhi training 

is done at night; they light up natural lamps surrounding the elevated compound. There are at least 30 

trainees in each puhunu bima I studied. Getting permission from the village chief (today, from the chief 

resident monk at the temple where the puhunu bima is located) prior to the daily practice is a primary 

task of the vishuddhi teacher and all the shilpis. Moreover, the shilpis must perform a series of activities 

-which take at least 3 hours- prior to their haramba training at the grounds; cleaning, purifying land, 

preparing pujas for worship, decorating the main lamp, and assembling sub-lamps are some of these 

tasks (see chapter 3 and 4). After conducting the worship, they are engaged in haramba (vishuddhi 

combat) training for approximately 4 hours in the front compound. Each built space and the natural 
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landscape of the temple were created in such a way that they support all the vishuddhi activities and 

their cultural practice. In addition, this hard training is done in the presence of the shilpis’ intermittent 

noise and the natural lighting which is visible and could be heard from a distance. Therefore, the 

vishuddhi training I observed is something that makes the entire landscape alive and active.  

According to the historic literature, King Valagamba, who was proficient in combat knowledge 

and built those temples using specific combat strategies was a noble king who ruled the country 

defeating powerful invasions from the mainland across the sea (De Silva 1987; Gamini 2018; Geiger 

1912; Gunasekara 1900; Hewapathirana 2017; Marasingha 2016; see also Paranawithana 1970; 

Tennakoon 2001; "Valagamba of Anuradhapura: King of the Anuradhapura Kingdom of Sri Lanka'', n.d.). 

Yet, some of the literature also claims that the king was “hiding” in forest caves after being overthrown 

by the invaders (103 BC); gathering troops, training, and commanding them while organizing an army 

until he regained his kingdom defeating the invaders through a remarkable historic battle (ibid).  

Yet, my observations of the vishuddhi training at Valagamba temples contradict with the idea 

that the king was “hiding” and trained his troop in secrecy. None of the vishuddhi activities I observed 

could be done in silence and in hiding. Therefore, I disagree with the idea that King Valagamba who was 

an extremely proficient fighter and a custodian of a powerful combat tradition gave leadership, train a 

large crowd, and make a large army of combatants from 166 different locations across the country in 

secrecy. As a response gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019e) replied, “when the history is rewritten 

aesthetically it goes far from reality.” Thus, I assume the king had considerable power, human resources, 

and the maximum support from his citizens and regional leaders to organize his large powerful army in 

public.  

As disclosed in the first chapter, these cave temples were built following a powerful star pattern 

that was visible in the night sky at a particular period (Sumedha 2019e). This knowledge is preserved 

within the Ritigala vishuddhi community. In the process of transforming these networks of spaces back 
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to the active vishuddhi training grounds, Lenagala puhunu bima, locates at Lenagala Valagamba temple 

at Athurugiriya, was the first active vishuddhi practice ground established back outside of Ritigala, by 

gurunnanse, in 2010 (Yasanka 2019a) (chapter 4). A few years back, Lenagala puhunu bima had been 

handed over to one of his senior students, senior teacher Yasanka, to continue vishuddhi teaching at 

Lenagala (Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2019a). Thereafter, Yasanka was given the name (or introduced as) 

Yasanka Lenagala (ibid). Similarly, the other senior vishuddhi teachers are also introduced by the names 

of the puhunu bima locations to which they are attached. In vishuddhi, these locations are known by 

their ancient names: Saman Yadipura and Chandu Rajasnagala are the head teachers of Yadipura 

(Pilikuththuwa today) and Rajasnagala (Kandy today) respectively. The vishuddhi teachings at these 

vishuddhi training grounds are mainly carried out by these senior vishuddhi teachers. 

Hence, my study suggests that the vishuddhi teaching has been carried out in Valagamba 

temples repeatedly for centuries (since 103 BC). Therefore, the vishuddhi shilpis are continuing a 

practice that belongs to history. They are repetitively following that historic story in between time and 

space, and their spaces follow suit. Lefebvre (2014) explains such repetition of similar actions as 

‘rhythm’. According to him (Lefebvre 2014: 2), rhythm is “something inseparable from understanding of 

time, in particular repetition”, which is found in the “movement through space” in natural or social 

timescales. Thus, for Lefebvre, rhythm is repetitional movement in ‘time and space’. He shows the 

correlation of understanding time and space in everyday life. Therefore, Lefebvre’s understanding of 

‘rhythm of our bodies’ in the social space or ‘repetition of our actions’ in the space creates a diverse 

lived space, which has its own rhythm related to the rhythm of the consumers. This idea further 

enhances through the research discloses of Perera (2016;2019); it is people who give life to places, or 

else people’s struggles creates lived spaces.  

Likewise, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba practices maintain a rhythmic pattern throughout 

history. There is also a certain rhythm in everything they do including their daily pattern of activities at 
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puhunu bima. The vishuddhi community is sensitive to time, space, power and energies, atmosphere, 

their customs and traditions, rituals, rules and regulations, and their cultural practice. Hence, evidently, 

the vishuddhi community has given life to their spaces by transforming their own rhythm into these 

vishuddhi spaces through their daily pattern of activities and cultural practices (Figure 2.7).   

 

 

Figure 2.7: The vishuddhi shilpis gradually transform their own rhythm into the vishuddhi spaces through 
their daily activities and cultural practices: The vishuddhi haramba training at Lenagala training ground. 

 

Therefore, these spaces/places should be understood through the rhythm of these people, their 

activities, and stories rather than looking at the abstract spaces. Yasanka (2019b) conveys: 

An individual starts vishuddhi education back from where he stopped in his previous 

birth...these are the spaces, where we used to practice haramba since the past. Therefore, 

they carry a certain weight... We energize these spaces and make them powerful through the 

offerings and worships before every practice takes place, to restore power and positive 

energies with the presence of vishuddhi guardian gods.  

 

Hence, the shilpis’ rhythmic movement in time and space, is not limited to this lifetime but to 

their past and future lives in long samsara along with their prospective meanings of life. After the 

vishuddhi cultural practice is done at the training ground, the shilpis believe their space has been 

consecrated and they have made it easier for their guardian gods to make connections with them. This 

unification of shilpis with these powerful but invisible deities who are considered as dominant vishuddhi 
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actors (spirits, energies, or guardian gods) in the vishuddhi process is believed to be protecting the 

shilpis and assisting them throughout the practice, to provoke the energies they developed within 

themselves throughout their previous lives.  

The junior and senior shilpis claim that they feel certain power and energy within themselves 

after they conduct customary pujas and worship at puhunu bima and these help them continue their 

hard training (haramba) for at least 4 hours without intervals. As per my observations at the field, these 

rituals are deep, unique, and powerful and could certainly create atmospheric changes with certain 

gravity, mystery, and holiness. Yet, the power they gained was not something that I was able to 

experience just by observing them as an outsider; these invisible powers are not the focus of my study 

but the community itself and their space-making processes.  

2.10 How the Buddhist temples in Sri Lanka function as a viable social space for villagers  

 

Most Sri Lankan Buddhist temples carry a hybrid culture inspired by Buddhism and Hinduism 

and these temples were built in central places of early Lankan villages. Yet, the contemporary Buddhist 

temples are transformed according to the consumers and their activities. Mostly, on full moon poya 

days, the temples turn up their highest religious atmosphere with large number of Buddhists devotees 

engaged in numerous religious activities; they observe sil (precepts), organize almsgiving, and engage in 

cleanings, offerings, and worship. In times they perform puja offerings for gods, these temples function 

as Hindu shrines. Frequently, they become public meeting places or educational institutes too when the 

villagers make use of the space that way. The head monk at Lenagala temple, Venerable Pinnawala 

Amithasiri (2019) declared, “space at the temple could be harmonized for various uses for the benefit of 

village inhabitants if the events are suitable for a temple under the guidance of the head monk.” 

Accordingly, the village temples are a great community gathering place for the village community (ibid). 

This emphasizes the fact that space is defined by the activities and the meanings these activities impose 
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on them than its physical make up; when the “users'' carry out their activities, they create space (Perera 

2016; 2018). Similarly, these Buddhist temples become active combat art and meditation training 

grounds for the shilpis as they continue their vishuddhi process.  

In general, Buddhist temples in Sri Lanka, have features such as shrine halls with Buddha 

statues, a place for gods, monks’ residence, bo tree, pagoda, and a compound. Yet, the temple is a 

property of villagers. At Lenagala, Pidurangala and Yadipura, I observed the vishuddhi community gives 

priority to the villagers to continue their daily worship as they negotiate space with the villagers. The 

shilpis patiently wait until the last person leaves the temple ground to start their training.   

2.11 The least scholarly attention on the space production of the vishuddhi puhunu bimas 

 

Ritigala and ancient temples in Sri Lanka get much attention and attraction from both foreigners 

and locals pilgrims (Chandananda 2018; Kodikara 2019; Marasingha n,d; Medhananda 2007; Nilanga 

2019b; Sunanda 2019). These places are mostly famous for their architecture, landscape, massive 

structures, statues, temple ruins, and paintings. Some cave temples built by King Valagamba such as 

Dambulla, Pilikuththuwa (Yadipura), Pidurangala, Mampita, and Kotakadeniya are well-known among 

locals as well as foreigners; they are active vishuddhi training grounds too (Kodikara 2019; Nilanga 

2019b; Sunanda 2019). These temples have gained scholarly attention mostly for their abstract spaces, 

architectural significance, and the historic particulars such as frescos, paintings, and artwork but not for 

the activities taking place in these temples. In the view of not studying and detailing how consumers use 

these spaces hinders the knowledge of how these spaces produced, reproduced, and transformed at 

particular time periods in history by the types of activities performed by various consumers. 

Mainly, the recent literature/research articles published on the ancient Ritigala (Chandananda 

2018; Medhananda 2007) are also about the Ritigala mountain range, its historic legends, and the 

archeological remains only. The spectacular temples like Lenagala, which are smaller in size, but unique 
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in physical attributes, architectural characters, and paintings, stay in silence without any records, written 

documents, or publicity. Therefore, whatever contemporary or historical literature recorded on these 

cave temples built by King Valagamba is only about their physical features, not their spatial attributes, 

space production, or the community who consumed the space.  

Even though these temples get much attention from locals and tourists as Buddhist institutions 

and unique pieces of vernacular architecture with serene landscape, the unseen stories of these spaces, 

consumers’ space-making processes, and the people who contributed their time and efforts for the 

continuation of these spaces have not been recorded or critiqued by scholars; they remain unknown to 

the public.  In Sri Lanka, pola (periodic markets), handiya (people’s neighborhood centers), gama 

(village), and many other complex public spaces in Colombo have been explored and gained much 

scholarly attention as lived spaces or people’s spaces (Liyanage 2016; Perera 2016). Yet, these Buddhist 

temples have not been studied as socially produced spaces or people’s spaces even though they are 

viable social spaces for village inhabitants. Most importantly, there is an absence of intellectual 

discourses on the Lankan vernacular martial arts and the spaces they produce as part of their strong 

culture and powerful environmental connections.   

The minimal attention given to the indigenous martial arts is also solely centralized on the art 

itself but not on their space utilization or the production of space, ignoring the intimate relationship the 

practitioners have and make with their space. In general, vishuddhi puhunu bimas where the shilpis 

carry out their vishuddhi training process have not been discussed as socially produced spaces. 

According to gurunnanse (2019c): 

Today we cannot escape from political influences, but the Sri Lankan government has not 

initiated, sponsored, or assisted any research studies or educational programs on these 

traditional combat arts at the state level. Although there are a few local scholars interested in 

the subject they did not carry their research studies further. The Cultural Department of Sri 

Lanka has some connection with us, but they just look at vishuddhi from an economic point of 
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view, as a market for the tourists. Hence, this is not a period that the rulers understand the 

value of local knowledge. 

 

Each social group pays attention to vishuddhi knowledge differently: the politicians, the Tourist 

Board, Department of Cultural Affairs, the religious leaders, and the public perceive vishuddhi in 

different ways. According to senior shilpis, the political leaders do not have a proper understanding of 

what this native combat art is and how the knowledge tradition it contained could be used positively on 

citizens and development projects (Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 2020a). The Tourists Board see vishuddhi 

from an economic viewpoint and the politicians see it as a massive electoral power source, but none of 

them have responded benevolently on the development of these vernacular martial arts with the sense 

of what they could give in return to make a positive impact on society (ibid). Therefore, the Ritigala 

vishuddhi community progressively functions on its own without a backing from the government or 

private organizations. 

 Against this backdrop, I drew my attention toward the Ritigala vishuddhi community and their 

training grounds on the academic purpose of developing new knowledge; to investigate how this 

community transforms the specific temple grounds and natural spaces of thick jungles, paddy fields, 

marshlands, hilly sites, and rock mountains to produce and reproduce their vishuddhi training grounds 

when they proceed with their combat training and cultural practices. To execute such a study, I believe 

the knowledge obtained through the Ritigala vishuddhi community as well as the discourses on cultural 

studies, community and neighborhood studies, and literature on social spaces, space production, 

people’s spaces, and place-making are influential and specific which will be highlighted below.  

2.12 The main inspirations for the study and application of methods and methodology  

 

 I gained much knowledge on research methods to understand communities, their specific 

characters, skills, abilities, and agencies from influential research publications like Beggers in Sri Lanka 
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(Ratnapala 1979), SideWalk (Duneier 1999), A Nomad Called Thief (Devy 2006), In Amma’s Healing Room 

(Flueckiger 2006), Small Change (Hamdi 2004), Cultural Theory in Everyday Practice (Anderson & 

Schlunke 2008), The People Place and Space Reader (Gieseking and Mangold 2014), and People’s Spaces 

(Perera 2016). Furthermore, I learned about people's production of space and lived spaces in Sri Lanka 

by referring to the literature such as Transforming Asian Cities (Perera and Tang 2013), People’s 

Neighborhood Centers (see Perera 2016), Pola (Liyanage 2016), and People’s Spaces (Perara 2016). 

Moreover, the literature related to spatial studies like Rhythmanalysis (Lefebvre 2014), Poetics of Space 

(Bachelard 1969), Place and Place lessness (Ralph 1976), Timeless Way of Buildings (Alexander 1979), 

Geoffery Bava, The Complete Works (2004), and A Pattern Language (Alexander 1977) provided me 

much clarity and confidence to learn more on spaces, their patterns, characters, and the subsequent 

meanings created through human activities and theories. I built my framework, learning through these 

pieces of literature.  

As argued by Perera and Tang (2013), the existing knowledge of Asian cities as represented in 

literature is largely Western which belongs to the genre of much needed knowledge produced by the 

Europeans during the European expansion. This knowledge is inherited as part of European expansion 

and disseminated through colonialism. 

Understanding this vacuum and filling the gap of local knowledge on local space, Nirmani 

Liyanage (2016) discussed and documented ‘pola’ and ‘handiya’ in Sri Lanka as people’s spaces solely 

produced, reproduced, and transformed by people (Liyanage 2016; Perera 2016). Moreover, Liyanage 

and Perera highlight the lack of scholarly attention on locally grounded knowledge production on social 

spaces in Sri Lanka. Nabeel Hamdi (2004), a highly influential scholar emphasizes the knowledge gap and 

production of new knowledge through bottom-up planning initiatives in spatial planning and 

development discourses. In Asia, for the most part, the knowledge production has not emerged from 

within; hence, it tends to be inaccurate and misleading (Perera and Tang 2013).  
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Acknowledging this gap, I aimed to develop knowledge on the vishuddhi community, their 

spaces, and space production through understanding them from within. My method is largely based on 

the perspectives of Duneier (1999), Devy (2006), Gieseking and Mangold (2014), Nandasena Rathnapala 

(1979), Hamdi (2004), Liyanage (2016), and highly inspired by the spatial studies and teachings of Perera 

(2013; 2016; 2018; 2019; 2020).  

 If the researcher wants to observe subjects more closely without having the researchers’ effect 

on the subjects and to understand their worldviews from their perspective, Ratnapala (1979) suggests 

the method of lived-in experience. He recommends at least for six months of living with the subjects. 

For this, the researcher must learn the subjects’ language and the culture to some extent in order to 

make the observations legible (ibid). In his research work on the Beggars in Sri Lanka, Ratnapala (1979) 

became a beggar for nearly two years. After the realization that disguising himself as a beggar but still 

being attached to his own world would not take him on his research path, he became a real beggar. 

There, he was able to learn the secret language the beggars used, their body language, how they attract 

sympathy from the public, how they behave and talk in public, and the pathetic life story of a beggar. 

Ratnapala was exposed to the subculture of beggars within the larger social context and understood 

himself as well as the life of beggars in Sri Lanka. With much experience and knowledge, he argued that 

economic depletion is the main reason for increasing beggars in Sri Lanka. 

Although my initial intention was to practice lived-in experience for my research as suggested by 

Ratnapala (1979) and experienced by Duneier (1999) and Ganesh Devy (2006), I realized it is not 

effective for every research. As stated in the first chapter, I had many restrictions and limitations to 

know certain information and practices of vishuddhi education, reach certain vishuddhi places, and talk 

to certain actors. In addition, it is not an easy task to be a vishuddhi member (see chapter 3). In 

vishuddhi, there are many places and activities that are not permitted for women; vishuddhi combat 
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education is not given to women (Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 2019c), although gurunnanse also learned 

the discipline from a woman, a sister, known as gurumeniyan-wahanse (see chapter 3).  

Therefore, as per my experience, it takes at least 10 years for a male with inborn talents and 

much dedication to be a knowledgeable vishuddhi member who knows at least 10% of the subject. To 

reveal the things, he knows would dishonor his pledges and vows. Therefore, I understood that the 

lived-in method will not work in this study. Also, with time constraints and limited resources, I chose 

participant observation and an inside-out approach to carry out my research. I was partly an insider but 

neither a total insider nor an outsider. Hence, I relate the story from the community through my own 

experience. 

I remember a story I heard repeatedly when I was a small kid about a king who ruled Lanka 

(then). This king was said to have visited local villages at night disguising himself as a stranger who lost 

his way and spent the nights in village houses to see how his rule affected the subjects. While he was 

spending his nights at those places he listened to people’s stories and joined with their discussions in 

order to understand how they were doing, how fair the government officials treated them, and most 

importantly how his kingdom would improve citizens' lives. By this method, he gained a deep exposure 

to most of the issues his citizens face and could provide solutions for them. Thus, he maintained a 

righteous kingdom. While this is a very old story, I see this approach as a well-utilized inside-out 

approach and a participant-observation method which had been taken to solve major issues of the 

country from within and making bottom-up decisions, rather than using a top-down approach in the 

development process (Perera 2016). 

For his investigation on the informal sidewalk community and their complex social structure of 

New York’s Greenwich Village, Duinier (1999) used both participant-observation method and the lived-in 

experience to learn the dynamic social structure of his subjects without revealing his identity. He 
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learned about his subjects from them and produced a substantial amount of knowledge on the sidewalk 

community through his research efforts. 

In his research publications, Perera (2013; 2016) illustrates how ordinary citizens who do not 

have power, actively engage in the space-making process, thus transforming abstract space they receive 

into a meaningful space that supports their living.  He also stresses how these people produce their lived 

spaces in more imaginative and creative ways as they continue their daily activities and cultural 

practices. Perera (2013; 2016; 2018; 2019) emphasizes the lack of existing knowledge on human 

subjects as the main issue for authorities to have lack of empathy on the space-making processes of 

ordinary people and the deep meanings they have attached to their spaces. This leads authorities, 

professionals, and relevant decision-makers to provide oppressive environments for ordinary people 

making them fight very hard to transform these into livable spaces. Therefore, Perera adopts an inside-

out approach research based on participant observation, building new knowledge beginning with subtle 

social issues. Perera (2016:15) asserts “People’s spaces are more visible when observed from the space 

of production with an empathy for people’s perception of space.” Explicitly, this enables researchers, 

scholars, and planners to see the deep meanings of these spaces beyond the dynamic physical space.   

Ganesh Devi (2006), the creator of the Adivasi Academy in Southern Gujarat, India, learned 

about the tribal communities in depth using an inside-out approach. At the beginning, he spent more 

than three years with the students without teaching but listening to their stories, developing empathy. 

This lived-in experience made him realize he had more to learn from them as opposed to what he could 

teach. This paved the way for him to understand what Adivasis truly want in their lives. Thereby, he was 

able to build a true knowledge system on Adivasis and create the Adivasi Academy which continues to 

lift them up with the kind of development they always sought.  

This scholarly literature and continuous learning form Perera (2016; 2018; 2019; 2020) helped 

me rethink and reject applying Western concepts to understand local realities; most importantly, the 
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importance of learning from the subjects and to see their issues from their perspectives without bias. 

The continuous process of learning, unlearning, and self-reflection made me a balanced observer and a 

good listener. 

Therefore, my research approach offered me a favorable base to learn about this community 

and their space-making process from them. I witnessed that vishuddhi spaces were created, produced, 

reproduced, and transformed continuously with time and the involvement of each vishuddhi actor when 

they are actively engaged in their combat training and cultural practices with their holistic engagement: 

trust, confidence, loyalty, dedication, energy, and power. They transform abstract temple grounds and 

other natural environments into combat training grounds known as puhunu bimas using their own 

knowledge and resources. 

In Pilikuththuwa (Yadipura), when I was having my early conversations with a group of vishuddhi 

practitioners (2019), I asked them how they would like their training ground at Pilikuththuwa to be 

modified. Although this training ground was a simple temple yard surrounded by ancient shrines and 

green spaces where the ground could rapidly get muddy in one downpour, forming muddy puddles as 

the groundwater level is high in the area, I received a completely different answer to what I expected: 

They all were fully satisfied with their existing puhunu bima. The shilpis said to me that they had 

everything they needed at their training ground. Recently, the Department of Archeology had installed 

new light posts to light up the Vishnu shrine located at a higher elevation of the temple where the 

senior shilpis used to practice haramba. Yet, they claimed that they preferred to practice in the 

moonlight or rather with natural lamps, the way they used to do before this modification. The members 

suggested their ground without artificial lighting was far more convenient than the ground with this 

modification. Yet, for an outsider their puhunu bima would be just a muddy ground from which does not 

have a roof, convenient flooring, proper lighting, and security to practice at night in unexpected tropical 

climates. Nevertheless, it is these environments that sharpen their observation and combat skills. 
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 Although these training grounds were neutral when they were not in use, I witnessed how they 

become alive when the shilpis actively engaged in vishuddhi haramba training and cultural practices 

while utilizing all the surrounding amenities: the bo tree, shrine rooms, open spaces, and covered spaces 

on top of the hill (at Pilikuththuwa and Pidurangala), and the elements they made themselves using local 

materials. They use the dark spaces in between trees/ boulders to light up their individual wishing lamps 

prior to practice (chapter 3 and 4). In doing so, they employ all the spaces at Valagamba temples and 

produce vishuddhi puhunu bima. Hence, I understood that puhunu bima is not just the open compound 

of the temple, but the composition of all the above-explained amenities which help them proceed with 

their practice and necessary cultural activities (chapter 4). The time I spent with vishuddhi members and 

the deep discussions I had with them were watershed moments of my research where I started to self-

reflect and practiced unlearning my own stereotypes being a balanced listener. At the field, I learned 

some of the subtle details of the vishuddhi subculture within the larger social context of Sri Lanka: their 

vocabulary, traditional dress code, food culture, traditional medicinal practice, construction and vastu 

techniques, deep-rooted connection with nature, and farming and agricultural techniques. The 

vocabulary they use and some of their actions are significantly different from the ordinary Sri Lankan 

culture today. Yet, I believe they convey deep and meaningful expressions.  

With all these inspirations, I  highlight my experiential journey and the spatial stories I 

encountered at the vishuddhi spaces in the next chapter, introducing the main vishuddhi actors, 

vishuddhi combat traditions, practices, and cultural pujas, special elements and symbols, knowledge 

system, and their way of life, in order to build knowledge on how they produce their lived spaces using 

their endless creativity, imagination, agency, and knowledge, through negotiating, transforming, and 

reproducing the abstract space as they thorough their combat training. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MY EXPERIENTIAL JOURNEY TO RITIGALA 

 

Meeting with vishuddhi people, familiarizing myself with their spaces, and developing an 

inside-out understanding of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba and vishuddhi identity. 

3:1 A description of my experiential journey to Ritigala and meeting with important actors 

 in their spaces 

 

Since the day I planned my ethnographic study with the vishuddhi community, a trainee 

instructor (puhunu guru), Sanath Samaraweera, who works as a liaison between the gurunnanse and the 

public, guided me with his time and knowledge to meet with special vishuddhi actors and learn about 

their spaces from them. He insisted I not come alone and instructed me to be accompanied by a male 

who could stay with me throughout my research. This was to ensure my safety and to adhere to some 

cultural restrictions. Respecting their views and proceedings, my father accompanied me in all my 

interviews and visits with the shilpis in their spaces. He who was with me from beginning to the end in 

the field being a silent observer, later became a devoted vishuddhi member since August 2019 to date.  

Two weeks before my arrival, Sri Lanka was startled by the suicide-bomb attacks on Easter 

Sunday that killed many people. To avoid intensifying disputes, misunderstandings, and a possible ethnic 

conflict the vishuddhi had withheld their proceeding at usual places, i.e., Buddhist temples: their training 

may be viewed as combat training by some fundamentalist Buddhists at a time of heightened anti-

Muslim sentiment. I was asked to stay in Colombo a few days until things returned to normal and they 

summoned me to meet them.  

After a week, I was informed that gurunnanse wanted to have a discussion with me in a place at 

Sigiriya, a well-known city associated with a historic rock-fortress, closer to Habarana. Also, they 
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suggested that I stay at a place they knew at Habarana during my study, but not in Ritigala (Habarana is 

112 miles from Colombo and Ritigala is 15.5 miles further North from Habarana- Figure 3.1). 

The fact that they did not want me to stay full-time in Ritigala disappointed me at first, thinking 

the vishuddhi practice was solely centered in Ritigala. Yet, Samaraweera explained to me the 

complexities I would face if I stayed in Ritigala such as safety issues, poor sanitation, meals, lack of 

internet access, and the dangers posed by reptiles and insects. 

The next day, I met gurunnanse at Lario Resort at Sigiriya, 10 miles away from where I was 

staying. It was the first time I met gurunnanse after about 9 years. We started our long talk about the 

proceedings of my case study. Gurunnanse unveiled the important facts on their spaces, student base, 

cultural proceedings, social connections, built structures, nature, vishuddhi knowledge systems, 

placemaking, and their training grounds known as puhunu bimas.  

 This discussion gave me the knowledge on the huge social and spatial boundary they work on; 

their training centers are not just limited to Ritigala but expands to many other locations in Sri Lanka. 

They have launched their 101st practice center recently (in 2019). This knowledge helped me narrow 

down my research focus. 

At our discussion, gurunnanse taught me the psychology of how people feel and perceive things 

in different spatial attributes, explaining why we met at that specific place (Figure 4.1). According to 

him, the large lounge we were sitting in, facing the infinite natural view through the organization of 

pillars, provides unlimited natural light and ventilation. He had intentionally made use of this calm and 

quiet space for our first meeting to support the free flow of ideas and to understand the purpose and 

the core areas of my study.  
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Figure 3.1: Meeting with gurunnanse at Sigiriya, in a place of his choice; the large lounge provided view, 
infinite natural light, and ventilation.  

  

After this discussion with gurunnanse, I realized they were quite right in their suggestion for me 

to stay in Habarana, mainly for three reasons: first, it would take a long time for me to adjust to the 

harsh social setting at Ritigala and would interrupt my focus on the research. Habarana is a tourist 

destination as well as a departure point for other locations. Hence, it provided me a peaceful stay and 

freedom of thought that I could carry out my work comfortably. Second, Ritigala is a sacred and 

exclusive place for the vishuddhi people where they do not accept visitors for long stays. Most of their 

activities, rituals, and traditions are performed outside of the public eye. Even the beginners or the 

probationers are not allowed to visit Ritigala for a certain period until they are mature enough on the 

subject. Therefore, being a female and an outsider, I could absolutely be an impediment for their daily 

practices and my presence should not disturb their daily routines. Last but not least, I learned it was not 

necessary to stay in Ritigala to observe shilpis and their spaces since their spaces are located in 
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numerous places around the country branching off from Ritigala. From this initial meeting, I made 

arrangements with the vishuddhi custodian for continuation of my study.   

3:2 Special vishuddhi actors  

Gurunnanse (also known as maha gurunnanse) 

  Long before I met him in Habarana, I encountered gurunnanse in 2009. It was when my family 

was going through a hard time when my only sibling lost her husband and became a devastated grieving 

young widow and a mother of two, in November 2009.  Within a few weeks she had found a journal 

article about gurunnanse and his psychic healing powers. With the thought that he could help relieve 

her grief, my sister accompanied me to meet gurunnanse at a place in Colombo where he worked a few 

days per week voluntarily to heal people through their life issues.  

On that day, as we were sitting outside to meet him, expecting an elderly wearisome astrologer 

and a healer with supernatural powers, an attractive, strongly built young person welcomed us with a 

friendly smile. He patiently listened to my sister and gradually helped her build courage within herself to 

accept the reality of life and death with powerful guidance, extreme kindness, and trustworthy 

personality. He gave us some hope at our first meeting. His remarkable knowledge and puja methods 

helped my sister heal fast, more quickly accept her loss, and embrace her new “normal” without 

lamenting and complaining. My sister strongly believes that she got the strength and courage to move 

on and raise her children alone for more than ten years now, solely because of the healing advice, pujas, 

and meditation techniques she learned from gurunnanse. Just as gurunnanse gave her a new life, his 

wisdom and knowledge had helped shape the lives of many others both inside and outside of the 

country (Samaraweera 2019a; Yasanka 2019a).  

 It was about five years before we met him first, gurunnanse had begun his journey as the 

successor of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba after his teacher’s (non-biological sister’s) demise in 2004. 
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Since then, he has been serving as the custodian of the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba, devoting his whole 

life for this shilpa and accumulating awareness through meditation. He desires to heal people who seek 

his help and expand the practice by sharing his knowledge with many young people in the country. He 

has worked diligently in re-establishing the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba back in the country and its 

development to the present stage over the years (Samaraweera 2019a; Yasanka 2019a).  

Gurunnanse, who is in his mid-forties lives a saint's life detached from the average concept of 

family and embraces the Ritigala Vishuddhi community as his family. He elaborated that this shilpa or 

the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba was bestowed on him by his non-biological father, one month prior to 

his 18th birthday, in 1996 at a very special place at Ritigala mountain according to vishuddhi traditions 

associated with pujas and customs. Therefore, gurunnanse believes he owned this shilpa by bhava 

tradition; something he inherited through the continuous accumulation of knowledge in previous lives 

(bava). Thereafter, his father and gurumeniyan-wahanse (his non-biological sister) had become his 

teachers who prepared him to uphold the tremendous task of becoming the powerful leader of the 

Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. Additionally, he claims that he had to master many disciplines including 

Sinhala literature, art and culture, Buddhist philosophy, and spirituality. According to gurunnanse 

(Sumedha 2019c): 

I accepted this heavy gift with a solemn pledge but without having a proper understanding of its 

weight and the meaning at the time. I pledged to protect the country and its citizens but 

imagined this could only be done by building up a huge army. Yet, I began to understand its real 

meaning when I sufficiently matured with my meditation practice. Now, I understand the real 

meaning of my pledge; it did not want me to make a huge army and fight in warfare to protect 

the country. It is not today’s vishuddhi custodian’s task, because there is a military force in the 

country dedicated to that task. Therefore, our challenge, or the vishuddhi task, is to construct 

good thoughts among people and build up humanity back in the world. That was the real 

meaning underneath my pledge. Today, I am aware that I can silently accomplish my dream 

which my ancestors and teachers expected me to accomplish. 
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At present, gurunnanse is accredited the name Mahanayaka Gurupadavi Ritigala Sumedha as his 

position or title as the custodian of this traditional combat art, known as the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba 

today. Accordingly, he is merited to wear the purple dhavidhari wastraya (a cloth wrapping) and a 

purple color saluwa (cloak) over his shirt, which represents the spiritual status he acquired in his 

spiritual journey. He explained that the purple cloak bearer is exclusively allocated to use the Ritigala 

kandu-wahanse’s (lit. mountain) name, ‘Ritigala’ before his name as a title. Therefore, he received the 

name Ritigala Sumedha. Gurunnanse declares how he accumulated knowledge through his tough long 

journey (2019a): 

I was just an average human among the ordinary people until I started building the Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery in 2005, nine years after my pledge of accepting the guardianship 

of the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. I practiced meditation daily while mastering the other 

required disciplines to lead the vishuddhi team. I have observed and studied people, how they 

think, and how those thoughts affect their lives when I was working for them in Piliyandala, 

Malabe, Pannipitiya, Kandy, and back in Ritigala. I continued to do the same when I was 

travelling back and forth from Ritigala to Colombo. The fact that I studied many layers of the 

society made me more empathetic and my meditation practice became practical and 

meaningful. The journal I wrote with collective quotes, ‘Ritigala Dekma’ was born out of the 

inspirations I had with people.  

 

Gurunnanse is confident about his knowledge of many disciplines he gained through meditation 

practice. He is a combat fighter, thinker, philosopher, healer, and spiritual mentor. He performs multiple 

tasks together being an actor, fighting director, public lecturer, a vernacular doctor, meditator, social 

worker, a planner, a designer, and a teacher (“Ritigala Sumedha” n.d.). He has dedicated most of his life 

to teaching, meditating, writing, lecturing the public, and tending to people’ well-being.  

Moreover, gurunnanse has a delightful way of communication, utmost kindness, and a high 

spirit. I assume that his charming spirit can attract not only humans but also non-humans. Although he is 

a powerful fighter who radiates masculinity, his humbleness which he said (Sumedha 2019a) he received 

from his teacher, gurumeniyan-wahanse is remarkable and notable.  
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Gurumeniyan-wahanse (lit. teacher-mother) had been his spiritual guru (teacher); his father 

taught all the other parts of shilpa that was not received from gurumeniyan-wahanse. Therefore, I 

believe this hybrid connection of genders shaped gurunnanse with the hardcore masculinity wrapped in 

kindness, sensitivity, humility, and compassion. After the years since I first met gurunnanse, I heard and 

witnessed again his unique abilities, kindness, spiritual healing powers, and way of teaching from 

vishuddhi shilpis, devotees, Buddhist monks, and ordinary village inhabitants. He possesses many 

devotees, a team of 7000 vishuddhi students, and a countless number of followers who are centered 

around him by virtue of his practice, and the meditational experiences as his assets.  

The shilpis connection, loyalty, and faith for gurunnanse were totally based on their belief and 

trust. They obtain the vishuddhi knowledge gurunnanse shares with them wholeheartedly and with 

sincere respect. They treat this knowledge as a gift they received to continue their spiritual journey. 

When I talked with the vishuddhi teachers, for some of my questions, their answer was “I do not know.” 

Every so often, I wondered why these vishuddhi teachers did not know the answers to my questions 

when they associate with gurunnanse so closely. It was Yasanka, a senior vishuddhi instructor, who 

made me understand that they never question gurunnanse to know the things they did not need to 

know (Yasanka 2019a). They believe that gurunnanse reveals things at the right time, like a living god 

(Yadipura 2019a; Yasanka 2019a). Moreover, the senior vishuddhi instructors work hard to release 

gurunnanse from his busy routine by carrying out some of his tasks on their own. In doing so, they want 

him to be relaxed so that his creative energy will produce more new knowledge. As Ruhunuhewa 

(2019b) asserts: 

It was only after I met gurunnanse that I experienced the practicality states beyond theory; it 

was like I only understood that I was following the light of fireflies after the sun rose in the 

morning. We were following theories, but gurunnanse applied the practicality first; he teaches 

through his actions. Then one becomes aware of theory without any effort.  
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Today, although living in a remote village with low physical resources, but with rich natural 

resources, gurunnanse makes use of new technology and social media more effectively to distribute his 

messages, disseminate his knowledge, and help people around the world. My recent discussion with 

Samaraweera (2020d) affirms:  

Gurunnanse is someone who praises modern technology and communication methods including 

social media. He is of the view that wonderful things can be done in the world through modern 

technology. His concern is that it is not being used by the right people. 

 
Gurunnanse’s knowledge and motives are highly admirable as he dedicated his whole life to 

educate people and elevate them through his knowledge. He wants to make people independent from 

Western slavery and make them aware of the value of local knowledge, attitudes, food culture, and 

traditions for bringing a positive change in society through Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: The vishuddhi custodian: gurunnanse in his orange and red dhavidhari wastrayas in respective 
time periods in the past and today in his designated purple dhavidhari wastraya (Pictures: Sumedha 2011; 
2018; 2019). 
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Gurumaniyan-Wahanse (lit. teacher-mother) 

Gurunnanse (2019b) describes gurumaniyan-wahanse as an exceptional and incomparable 

mother and teacher who built him and helped awaken the spiritual energies within himself. As he stated 

(Sumedha 2014), this great teacher passed away in 2004 when she was 47 years old. 

The senior vishuddhi shilpis talk about her with ardent respect like a goddess who blesses this 

shilpa and shilpis. Although I did not meet and talk to gurumeniyan-wahanse in person, I saw her 

through gurunnanse, in his recent publications, and virtually met her through many other senior 

vishuddhi shilpis.  

According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014), gurumeniyan-wahanse was a schoolteacher by 

profession in a reputed school in Colombo and was known to have inherited exceptional mathematical 

and teaching abilities. She had told gurunnanse that she gained them through the awareness she 

received by practicing the patterns specific to vishuddhi since her childhood (ibid). As she possessed 

many outstanding abilities in multiple fields, she had had the knowledge to teach many subjects in the 

school without limiting herself to a particular discipline. That made her a resourceful and experienced 

teacher who was competent in high school mathematics, science, commerce, as well as literature, arts, 

and history. The villagers believed that she had received a “guru waramak” or a gift of teacher hood 

from gods. Yet, for gurunnanse she is the greatest goddess who even guides gods (ibid). Moreover, in 

The Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba (2014: 140), gurunnanse states:  

Gurumeniyan-wahanse had wonderful knowledge on the existence of life, the world and 

beyond. There were times when I was surprised to see gurumeniyan-wahanse having 

discussions with powerful gods. To my surprise, these gods were listening to her respectfully in a 

worshiping position. This caused me fear and curiosity than pride to accept her as my teacher. 

Even today, I never knew how much knowledge she possessed. She was a very humble and 

realistic teacher. 
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Gurunnanse (2019c) claimed that she trained him in her own specific way, letting her knowledge 

flow into him gradually, without making him inundated, scared, or overwhelmed, foreseeing he would 

deliver vishuddhi teachings to the world on behalf of her, in the future. She neither trained other 

members, nor practiced vishuddhi haramba in public. Her only task was to produce a leader who can re-

establish the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba in the country and work for the betterment of shilpa and its 

assigned duties. Hence, she had built the persona, gurunnanse, and directed him toward the goal, giving 

life back to the vishuddhi knowledge (shilpa) (Sumedha 2014). 

Gurunnanse (2019d) explains how gurumeniyan-wahanse gradually made him aware of the 

circle of birth, suffering, and how we could help each other: 

When I was a teen, gurumeniyan-wahanse took me to Wanathamulla, Colombo, to see how 

urban poor people live in their overcrowded self-built settlements in extreme poverty. She 

asked me to write an essay on how I think of these people. My essay concentrated on how a 

leader could make these poor lives better. I wrote aggressively on how the social leaders 

ignored these people. But, through this essay, my teacher was teaching me astrology and a basic 

lesson on Buddhist philosophy that we all were born according to our previous karma and to 

learn from our mistakes. In the meantime, she also gave me some horoscopes to check the 

characteristics of some people. I understood some of the horoscopes were more rigid; that the 

owner’s characters and karma could not be changed, or their lives could not be lifted by any 

external support. They have come to the world to suffer and learn through them. Through this, 

she made me understand how our births and lives are tied up with our karma and how we had 

spent our past without knowing them. Therefore, we all are born in certain places with certain 

people until we pay off, learn through them, and end our sufferings. Hence, the only thing we 

can do is to live with awareness, support each other, and cultivate good karma. 

 

Today, gurunnanse is thankful for gurumeniyan-wahanse for making him into a sensible human 

who can understand the plights of people and be able to help them. Every (full-moon) poya day 

gurunnanse devoted his time to conduct meditation programs and public lectures concentrating on 

human health, peace, and happiness on behalf of gurumeniyan-wahanse. Gurunnanse believes that 

gurumeniyan-wahanse will continue to guide the vishuddhi shilpis throughout her samsaric journey with 

her kindness and the universal intelligence/energy she grasps day by day. 
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Figure 3.3: Gurumeniyan-wahanse as portrayed in Ritigala Sumedha’s Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba (2014) 
and some Poya Day meditation programs held on behalf of gurumeniyan-wahanse (Pictures: Sumedha 
2011; 2018; 2019). 

 

Vishuddhi teachers 

 

All the vishuddhi teachers I met were equally skilled and respected by vishuddhi shilpis. At 

Dambulla, I met the students for the first time, and explored their puhunu bima before meeting the 

designated teacher, Samantha Ruhunuhewa; this was the best experience I had with vishuddhi teachers. 

Ruhunuhewa was an influential person in his students’ lives. They described to me the traits of their 

teacher but also highlighted his internal qualities such as selfless-empathy, wisdom, skills, friendliness, 

approachability, knowledge, and kindness which gave him the ability to influence people. I contacted 

this teacher with the help of Dambulla vishuddhi students and met him at Kandy, where he lives, 45 

miles away from Dambulla. 

On the first day, I revealed his students’ impressions to him and asked him how he became the 

most influential person in his students' lives. Ruhunuhewa (2019b) humbly disclosed the following story:   
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In the time of the Buddha, there was a monk called ‘Udayi’. His disciples loved him for his 

disciplined personality, humility, gentleness, and meaningful preaching. When he preached a 

sermon, people would ask if he preached his own philosophical thoughts. Then, the monk, 

Udayi, explained about his great teacher, the Lord Buddha. The monk said that he gives people a 

morsel of rice from Lord Buddha’s plate. Metaphorically, it meant that he preached the 

Dhamma he learned from his teacher. We do the same. I simply give my students what my 

teacher bestowed upon me. I represent my teacher, maha gurunnanse, and teach everything 

constructed through gurunnanse’s teachings. Also, it is stated in our ancient books made of ola 

leaves that maha gurunnanse should be portrayed through shilpa dharis. Therefore, the 

vishuddhi shilpis should symbolize gurunnanse. This is my identity. If someone sees me, he 

should see gurunnanse through me.  

 

All the senior vishuddhi teachers I talked with are humble leaders with strong physicality and 

softer and kinder personalities. According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014: 4), “one who has physical 

manipulation, mental concentration, body retention, and leadership qualities is defined as a 

teacher…shilpa dharis see gurunnanse through their teacher.” 

Currently, there are 49 vishuddhi teachers assigned by gurunnanse to teach vishuddhi. They are 

categorized as anu guru, upa guru, and puhunu guru. There are 7 anu gurus (senior or head teachers), 5 

upa gurus (associate teachers), while 37 puhunu gurus (trainee teachers) within the vishuddhi team. 

These teachers wear dhavidhari wastrayas with the respective colors that demonstrate their spiritual 

level or the stage they are in according to the vishuddhi scale.  This level is not measured considering 

their physical energy or the seniority to shilpa, but many other depths including their spiritual 

development, awareness, experience, dedication, maturity, and learning proficiency they developed 

through vishuddhi education. Apparently, the 7 anu gurus are known by the names of the puhunu bimas 

they are attached to (see chapter 2). 

According to these senior teachers, their most important duty is to direct novice trainees toward 

the traditional vishuddhi cultural practice at their puhunu bimas while making them aware that it is an 

essential practice (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Sumedha 2019a; Yasanka 2019a).  

Ruhunuhewa (2019b) explains: 
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It is visible that this cultural practice is unique and does not belong to this era but to the ancient 

times. Therefore, it is the teacher’s responsibility to take students through the vishuddhi cultural 

practice, make them respect the shilpa, turn them into devotees, devotees into vishuddhi shilpa 

dharis, and shilpa dharis into philosophers. This is the ancient process that all the teachers have 

done in the past; the current teachers do the same today.  

 

Once a week, all the teachers meet gurunnanse at Guru Gedara. Since each teacher represents 

gurunnanse, every teacher’s responsibility is to keep a report on all their students and puhunu bima and 

discuss about them with gurunnanse. Therefore, although there are around 7,000 shilpis and 101 

puhunu bimas (in 2020), gurunnanse knows each one of them in detail. Yasanka (2019b) affirms: “if we 

do not communicate regularly about each shilpa dhari or each puhunu bima, the quality of our shilpa 

will deteriorate. It is our duty to be mindful of the students, society, and the subject, to maintain the 

quality of vishuddhi education.” Ruhunuhewa (2019b) stresses, “simply spoken, we sleep with the 

consciousness of our oaths... we are wearing a heavy crown and we know its real weight.” They all work 

for the betterment of shilpa and work hard to maintain the quality.  

Moreover, the senior vishuddhi teachers claimed that if anyone fortunate enough to associate 

with gurunnanse or his lifestyle he easily corrects his misconducts and vices, because gurunnanse 

teaches by example, and not by imposing restrictions. (Rajasnagala 2019; Ruhunuhewa 2019b; 

Samaraweera 2019c; Yadipura 2019a; Yasanka 2019a). All these teachers strictly follow gurunnanse and 

represent his image to the society (ibid). 

Along these lines, I understood a certain weight vishuddhi haramba carries itself, which 

challenges the shilpis who use it, and the teachers who bear it. These vishuddhi teachers sustain an 

extensive amount of knowledge, instinctive awareness, competent abilities, deep understanding, and 

harmonious spirituality.  
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Figure 3.4: Senior vishuddhi teachers transform natural spaces in Ritigala Bhumi into a haramba training 
ground (Pictures: Sumedha 2018; 2019; 2020). 

 

Shilpa dharis or vishuddhi shilpis 

 

The Ritigala vishuddhi practitioners do not introduce themselves as combat fighters but as shilpa 

dharis or shilpis. The Sanskrit and Sinhala word shilpa is designated as ‘proficiency in any work of art, 

ingenuity, or skill’ (“Shilpa, Śilpa, Śilpā: 12 definitions” 2020) and dhari means ‘holding or bearing’ 

(“Dhari: 5 definitions'' 2020). Therefore, shilpa dharis could be defined as bearers of a skill or an art. 

Vishuddhi shilpis are artists who are nurtured and toughened by vishuddhi fighting but disciplined with 

vishuddhi meditation. Yet, in the average social structure of the country, shilpa dharis are ordinary 

citizens. They wish to conduct a simple life in accordance with the subculture produced through Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba. 

Sinhala Buddhists who are over 19 years old may join vishuddhi and be a shilpi or shilpa dhari. 

According to vishuddhi teachers, children (below 19 years) are not spiritually mature enough to hold 

vishuddhi education (Samaraweera 2019c; Yasanka 2019d). If a child is interested in vishuddhi, his father 
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or a male relative can join instead, until the child becomes 19 (ibid). This way the child’s interest and 

devotion are maintained until he becomes eligible.  

Vishuddhi teaching is absorbed through the shilpis’ continuous engagement of vishuddhi 

education. Hence, seniors are more mature with deeper knowledge, abilities, and devotion. Juniors are 

not allowed to observe the training sessions of their seniors. They patiently wait until they are mentally 

and physically ripened to endure such learning. It takes years to be a confident vishuddhi shilpi. 

Moreover, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019b) asserted that the senior shilpis who have years of experience 

have chosen the practice habitually from their former lives or inherit vishuddhi through the bhava 

(previous lives). Accordingly, every shilpa dhari starts vishuddhi education from where he stopped in a 

previous birth (ibid).  

Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019c) declares learning vishuddhi haramba is about learning to deal 

with your environment, i.e., nature, trees, animals, humans, and your own life. He also affirms that 

one’s spirituality can be measured by the way he respects the world, i.e., humans, animals, and all the 

components of nature. Thus, the first step of vishuddhi teaching is to build awareness within the shilpa 

dharis to respect all the living and non-living beings. In fact, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014: 5) teaches, 

“humans should protect themselves, but they should not harm others, even in their thoughts.'' This way, 

the lifeways of the shilpis are enriched with vishuddhi education (Samaraweera 2019b).  

  Gurunnanse also teaches shilpis the traditional cultivation and construction methods, healthy 

food habits, and the ancient sustainable living besides vishuddhi fighting techniques and meditation 

(Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Samaraweera 2019b; Yadipura 2019a; Yasanka 2019b). Their spiritual 

advancement prompts them to turn a blind eye to unnecessary worldly desires or temptations which 

brings restlessness, undue stress, and solid attachments (ibid). They move with the modern 

technological world in harmony, bearing their own beliefs and knowledge traditions. During the informal 

discussions on their grounds, I understood that each shilpa dhari had his own style of communication, 
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identity, and knowledge capacity. They have a clear vision, excellent organizing skills, and deep 

knowledge of the education they follow. Each is able to clearly articulate their vision. Their stories gave 

me insights, and I never ceased to learn from them. When they could not answer, they clearly stated 

that they did not know. I observed the shilpis worship their fighting sticks before taking them back if 

they fall on the ground while training. With all these, I witnessed their self-discipline at the training 

ground.  

Furthermore, the shilpis shared an intimate relationship with nature; they admire, embrace, and 

honor nature to the fullest. They have their own vocabulary that respects certain people, things, 

locations, elements, and activities reflecting their way of thinking. According to vishuddhi, trees, earth, 

and stones are considered to have life like the other living beings. Thus, they respect these as living 

beings by personifying them. They obtain permission before cutting tree leaves, bark, or branches for 

their necessities and collect produce from trees with great care and appreciation. Seemingly, they 

practice animism, but this is complete gratitude, respect, and appreciation they have for nature. I 

observed a special verse which they recite with full awareness, prior to starting haramba at puhunu 

bima. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011:109) mentions it as: 

The mother earth is full of life. May my physical, mental, and tiny physical attributes which I can 

see, or cannot see, which I can hear, or cannot hear, which I can touch, or cannot touch, which I 

can feel, or cannot feel, be offered to this mother earth for creating life on it.  

 

It is improbable that a shilpis who starts his training with a self-sacrifice and noble thought, and 

whose heart is filled with kindness and ardent love for all beings, becomes a sinner or a brutal killer. Yet, 

in the past, the lethal warrior, who was camouflaged by vishuddhi meditation, had to come out from 

time to time, especially as shilpa dharis were the protectors of their country (Sumedha 2019 a; 

Weedagala 2019; Weerakatiya 2019). Today, unlike the past, there is a separate army; hence, shilpa 

dharis are solely liable to gurunnanse but not accountable to the government to protect the country in 
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wars. Nevertheless, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019b) says vishuddhi still has much to offer to the society to 

build up people’s thought process and intellectual development. Therefore, he wishes to train more 

interested people who can help his mission. He (Sumedha 2019 e) declares, “all the vishuddhi shilpis, 

have similar intentions and interests as mine - They all are willing to serve humanity without expecting 

anything in return.” In effect, when I was talking with shilpis of one puhunu bima as a group, I felt like I 

was talking to a single person. They all had similar traits.  

The shilpa dharis do not wear anything to cover their upper body at the puhunu bima other than 

their meditation rosary made with wooden beads and the spiritual necklace provided by gurunnanse. 

They wear dhavidhari wastrayas (see the following sections) to cover the bottom part of their body. 

Dhavidhari wastraya and the wooden rosary are to be the vishuddhi shilpis’ utmost precious physical 

belongings.  

These shilpis live average lives and practice diverse professions. I had the opportunity to talk to 

more than 60 vishuddhi shilpa dharis from different educational fields: medical doctors, engineers, 

lawyers, tourist guides, journalists, government officials, military officers, farmers, carpenters, 

freelancers, and teachers. Regardless of the social status they have attained and the region from 

which they come, these shilpa dharis work in harmony and respect each other as a family. They have 

similar interests and are united for a common cause to become strong, skillful, spiritually advanced, and 

serve humanity under the vishuddhi leadership (Thilakasiri 2019). Yasanka (2019d) asserts, “People like 

to see the gods on earth. If we can work as if we are gods, there will be plenty of gods on earth.”  
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Figure 3.5: Vishuddhi shilpa dharis transform abstract spaces of Vishuddhi Bhumi into multiple lived 

spaces through their daily activities and cultural practices (Pictures: Sumedha 2018; 2019; 2020). 

 

3:3 Familiarizing the vishuddhi activities in the space of production 

Experience at Pidurangala puhunu bima 

 

On my second day at Habarana, I was invited to observe a live vishuddhi training ground 

(puhunu bima) at Pidurangala where the shilpis were carrying out their daily training session.  

Pidurangala puhunu bima is located at the Pidurangala historic Buddhist temple built by King 

Valagamba, 9 miles away from Habarana (Figure 3.6). Since the huge rock boulders of Pidurangala 

temple are popular among local and foreign tourists, it is one of the most visited cultural heritage sites 

in Sri Lanka (Abeysinghe 2018).  
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Figure 3.6: Pidurangala Rock Temple: its location in the North Central Province and some images of the 
significant places of the temple (Dilshan 2015). (1.) The Entrance. (2.) bo tree and the steep stairs to the 
upper level. (3.) The shrine room at the cave 1 in the upper level. (4.) The large cave and the ruins of the 
Buddha statue on the rock. (5.) The steep irregular steps to the rock through the thick forest. (6.) View of 
the top of the Rock. [Space A is where the shilpis carry out their vishuddhi training, explained below.] 

 

Samaraweera (2019b) instructed me how I needed to perform before visiting the place and their 

practice ground. He instructed me to be at the temple from 6 pm until vishuddhi haramba ended at 

midnight. I was also instructed on my attire; it was requested I wear a long-sleeved top and a skirt to suit 

the culture, since the practice is held in a Buddhist temple. 

As I entered Pidurangala temple, Samaraweera was already there with Chandu Rajasnagala, the 

head teacher who oversees the Pidurangala puhunu bima. About 25 shilpis were already there among 

worshipers. All the shilpis were wearing white shirts and black/blue dhavidhari wastrayas. They were 

making the ground ready for the poojas and haramba training.  

First, they went to meet/worship the chief incumbent monk of the temple to inform their 

presence and obtain his blessings. Then they started cleaning the compound around the bo tree and 
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stone stairs. After cleaning, the trainees started decorating the lamp they keep at the training ground 

and got ready to offer pujas and worship. Pidurangala is a hilly site. The bo tree and the compound were 

located at a lower level, while the shrine was located at a higher elevation, about 150 garden steps 

(Figure 3.7). I could see the mentees climb up and down in silence carrying colorful flowers, fruits, and 

other offerings. The teacher was wearing an orange color attire (dhavidhari wastraya) and an orange 

robe was wrapped around his upper body. While the trainees were busy with their puja preparations, 

the teacher was silently engaged in walking meditation in a calm place. Next, they invited their teacher 

to offer flowers and fruits (Figure 3.8). After the cultural pujas, it was the teacher's turn to take over 

puhunu bima and guide them through vishuddhi haramba process (see chapter 4).  

 

 

Figure 3.7: Outline of the spatial organization of Pidurangala training ground highlighting the sand 

compound in front of the shrine room at the upper level and the sand compound around the bo tree at the 

ground level where the main haramba training takes place constructing the vishuddhi puhunu bima. 
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Figure 3.8: Pidurangala shilpis are making the ground ready for haramba training, producing multiple lived 

spaces at the temple: (1.) Shilpis meet the resident monk before and after the training. (2.) They clean the 

temple and bo maluwa. (3.) The head teacher with his orange color attire. (4.) Shilpis walk to the shrine 

room at the upper level for pujas following the head teacher (5.) Puja offerings done at the shrine room. 

(6.) When the ground is ready for haramba, mahapandam-wahanse is placed at the haramba training 

ground. 

 

The Pidurangala shilpis were proceeded with a practice called ‘tantra’ (Samaraweera 2019c). As 

I understood, tantra is a type of meditation exercise which is practiced honoring and conveying our 

gratefulness toward nature for providing what is needed for living (Samaraweera 2019c; Sumedha 

2019b). It was the first day a month after they had resumed vishuddhi training following the Easter 

bombing; Gurunnanse has instructed vishuddhi teachers to resume puhunu bimas with tantra but not 

with haramba (fighting). This was to avoid misconceptions and negative impacts on the multicultural 

social context of Sri Lanka.  

The training continued until 1:30 am in the pouring rain (Figure 3.9).  
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Figure 3.9: At night, Pidurangala shilpis transform the space under the bo tree (bo maluwa) into a haramba 

training ground. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Local and foreign tourists make Pidurangala temple and its huge rock boulders live with their 
presence, giving it a new meaning. A clothing rack is placed at the entrance of the temple for those who 
do not wear long cloths (Middle) (Pictures: Bandara 2019). 

 

The next day, when I entered the temple, I spotted a clothing rack full of colorful clothes placed 

at the entrance. According to Bandara (2019), who take care of the temple, these clothes were given to 

the visitors who do not wear long garments to cover their bodies irrespective of their gender. Based on 
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the monk’s perception, the long garments give visitors a sense of responsibility to behave modesty in 

respect of this religious environment (ibid) (Figure 3.10). 

There, I had several interviews with the trainees of Pidurangala puhunu bima including the team 

leader, some juniors, and senior shilpis. We had our initial discussions under the bo tree, on mats and 

other interviews on top of the Pidurangala rock, which is believed to be 660 feet high. Giving some 

insight into how novice vishuddhi members view their vishuddhi training, Yasaranjana (2019), a 37-year-

old junior vishuddhi member, explained to me how vishuddhi training became a life-changing experience 

for him. He joined the vishuddhi team about one year ago and was learning the basics. He believes that 

the new life choice brought by vishuddhi teaching gave him a leader’s personality and helped him make 

the right decisions in life. The chief incumbent of Pidurangala temple, venerable Bante Sumanaransi 

(2019) disclosed the importance of vishuddhi for modern Sri Lankan society: 

Globalization gives opportunity to explore different societies, values, cultures and experience 

their differences. Yet, at some point it devalues the cultural heritages and disregards our own 

cultural values as people are made to believe Western ideologies are better. Against this 

backdrop, the knowledge, and motives introduced by Ritigala Sumedha are highly admirable as 

he divulges the value of our legacy. He uses his knowledge and the power of Ritigala Vishuddhi 

Haramba to bring a positive change in society. 

  

In a later discussion, gurunnanse made me aware of the special vishuddhi teaching he conducts 

for the Buddhist monks which help their concentration, mind development, and safety to carry out their 

continuous meditation and Buddhist practice.  

 In the afternoon, we climbed the Pidurangala rock to continue the rest of our interviews for the 

day, which became a memorable experience. Sunil Bandara (2019) who accompanied us to the rock was 

a junior member who was eagerly waiting to visit Ritigala for the first time to perform his beginner 

training known as pravishtaya and demonstrate his basic skills at guru gedara. He has been a vishuddhi 

member for nearly one and a half years and explained to me how he became healthier day by day after 
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he engaged in vishuddhi. Kumara (2019) was a senior who bore philosophical thoughts. He has been 

associated with vishuddhi for about 5 years. He explained to me how his life changed since the day he 

started vishuddhi and the thought process developed gradually after the pravishtaya training. Today, his 

whole life is centered around gurunnanse and vishuddhi education. As we were having our discussion on 

the Pidurangala rock, which gave grand views of the surrounding area overlooking the famous Sigiriya 

rock, I asked Kumara why they call Sigiriya rock ‘gal-wahanse’ [personifying the rock (gal)]. Kumara 

asked me back, “how could it be just another rock?” with a firm tone and logical argument. He explained 

to me how and why it differs from an average rock: 

Most of the inhabitants’ livelihood is centered upon Sigiriya gal-wahanse. They live and work 

solely because it brings jobs and money to the villagers. It is a good source of foreign exchange 

for the country too. Therefore, the villagers owe this gal-wahanse. It is like a father, mother, or 

a deity who feeds their children. So, how can it be just a rock? 

 
During my time in Pidurangala I spoke with eighteen vishuddhi shilpis in their space. We had 

open discussions – our conversations were mainly centered on shilpis’ lifestyles, life priorities, religious 

beliefs, work/life balance, society, and nature, vishuddhi education, and topics related to the space in 

which they work on. While gaining a new knowledge, I learned that I have so much more to learn from 

these humble and wise people about them and their space. 

        

Figure 3.11: Listening to the stories of Pidurangala shilpis at the temple transforming these natural spaces 
in to meeting places. 
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Reaching Guru Gedara at the Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery 

 

After my first vishuddhi experience at Pidurangala puhunu bima, I was invited to visit Guru 

Gedara at the Vishuddhi Bhumi or the Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery, which is located at 

Thelhawadiyawa village, Ritigala. It is about a 45-minute drive from Habarana through the Habarana-

Maradankadawala (A11) road and Maharambewa Road (Figure 3.12). This locale is lush with greenery, 

chena cultivation, and small rural settlements built with local building materials. I heard that the only 

public transportation was a bus which reaches the village only once a day.  

 

 

Figure 3.12: The location of Guru Gedara at Vishuddhi Bhumi, Thelhawadiyawa, Ritigala. 

 

  The second interview I had with gurunnanse at Guru Gedara gave me a significant learning 

experience on the space at the Vishuddhi Bhumi, Guru Gedara, vishuddhi shilpis, and vishuddhi haramba 

process. He introduced me to senior vishuddhi teachers to gain multiple learning experiences on 

vishuddhi education.   

Samaraweera (2019c), who oversees most of the work at Guru Gedara, described how the 

vishuddhi members share their work equally to ensure Guru Gedara functions efficiently. Preparing 
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meals for at least 15-20 vishuddhi members who come to Guru Gedara every day is among the many 

tasks he contributes at Guru Gedara. Samaraweera (2019b) declares that the food at Guru Gedara is 

prepared respecting gurunnanse’s teachings and advice. I learned that gurunnanse does not promote his 

students to have vegetarian meals although he is a vegetarian. In fact, he allows his students to 

consume meat to maintain their protein quantity except for certain days of the week, when they are 

engaged in vishuddhi pujas. It is mandatory for vishuddhi shilpis to stay away from animal products one 

day prior to entering a puhunu bima.  

Mahesh Weedagala and Prabath Weerakatiya are two associate vishuddhi teachers with whom I 

had formal interviews on my first day at Guru Gedara. Weedagala was a 49-year-old, retired Navy 

commander. He trains soldiers at Sri Lankan Navy and teaches them vishuddhi under the leadership and 

guidance of gurunnanse. Among the other things, Weedagala revealed how they built Punewa puhunu 

bima at Vavuniya, North of Sri Lanka, for the vishuddhi practitioners in the Sri Lankan Navy, without 

harming trees or living beings. Weedagala (2019) added to our discussion:  

 
People fight for the space to protect their territories. Therefore, combat fighters are the 

protectors of their space. The vishuddhi warriors take energy from the bhumi [land] and sacrifice 

their lives and energy back to prosper the land.  Hence, people are not only the producers of 

space, but also the protectors of their space. 

 

Weeraketiya, who was 39 years old, was a journalist of a famous newspaper in Sri Lanka before 

joining vishuddhi. He explained how one could be united with nature through vishuddhi meditation, and 

what a well-disciplined vishuddhi shilpi has to offer his society.  

Whenever we had discussions at Guru Gedara, Samaraweera came around 4:30 pm to remind 

me that I should leave before elephants start roaming around the village, “after 5 pm, maha unnansela 

will come out of the jungles.” He was referring to elephants who come to the roads. Samaraweera was 

careful and kinder to send me home safe. Yet, I never got a chance to continue further the 

discussions/learnings I had at Guru Gedara due to such environmental restrictions. 
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The next day, gurunnanse said that I can have a discussion with another senior vishuddhi 

teacher, head teacher Saman Yadipura, until afternoon, because all the vishuddhi teachers are supposed 

to leave Guru Gedara every Friday for their assigned puhunu bimas. They usually return to the Guru 

Gedara on Tuesdays or Wednesdays. Saman Yadipura, who oversees Yadipura (Pilikuththuwa) puhunu 

bima, has worked full time in Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba for more than 15 years. He is also the chief 

helper at the vishuddhi medical unit. We had our interview under the huge banyan tree known as Nuga-

Wahanse (see chapter 4), which is about a half-mile away from Guru Gedara. Yadipura removed his 

slippers as we entered the space, i.e., when Nuga-Wahanse became visible through the winding 

pathway, respecting and honoring the nuga trees and the space.  

 We talked about the vishuddhi spaces, haramba, and how they use space to empower a human 

through the activities within vishuddhi haramba (see chapter 4). For instance, he took ‘yawara mandiya’ 

(see section below), the first mandi taught in vishuddhi to explain how a team of two, four, or more 

were taught self-control, balance, tolerance, teamwork, understanding the opponent, and conserving 

energy in a fight. For that, they draw a pattern on the grounds through their actions and follow the 

pattern repetitively with the opponent until they develop awareness of the pattern, their own speed 

and energy, opponent’s strengths, and how to continue the pattern constantly with the opponent. He 

explained to me how a shilpis’ thoughts equate with his opponent’s, as he proceeds within the pattern. 

With these exercises they learn to balance their energy effectively by understanding the opponent 

without expending undue energy.  

After the discussion, he worshiped the ground three times as he picked some leaves from Nuga-

Wahanse and told me they were to be kept in his car for protection until he came back safe after driving 

long miles away from Ritigala (Figure 3.13).  
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Figure 3.13: The space, Nuga-Wahanse at Vishuddhi Bhumi, is divine for the vishuddhi shilpis (With the senior 

vishuddhi teacher, Saman Yadipura at Nuga-Wahanse, transforming space into a meeting place).  

 

As the senior vishuddhi shilpis leave on Fridays, Guru Gedara is silent on the weekends; thus, 

gurunnanse engages in meditation and various other vishuddhi activities on these days (Samaraweera 

2019c). 

Weda gedara (medical unit) experience at Guru Gedara 

 

In my third week of familiarizing myself with Guru Gedara, gurunnanse suggested that he sees 

my father at the public clinic, as the last patient, so that I can observe the process of the vishuddhi 

healing system.  

In Sinhala, weda is medicine and gedara is house. Weda gedara is a place where traditional 

medical care is given. At Guru Gedara, the medical clinic is one of gurunnanse's free services to the 

public. People become aware of the service by word-of-mouth. According to Samaraweera (2019d), they 

normally limit the number of patients per day to avoid inconvenience for the patients who registered to 

receive medical treatment.  
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This day, when I reached Guru Gedara, it was not silent and calm as it had been in the last two 

weeks. It was filled with people and vehicles. Samaraweera wanted me to sit with the public, observe 

and examine without disturbing their daily process. There were about 60 patients waiting. Most of them 

were middle-aged women, some men, and a few young women. The vishuddhi shilpis were keeping 

track of their patients’ records. Gurunnanse saw the patients in a small open structure in the garden, a 

short distance from the Guru Gedara lobby, where the seating was arranged for the patients.  

 

 

Figure 3.14: Vishuddhi shilpis and the users transform Guru Gedara into a weda gedara (A Village medical 
clinic): the users transform the Guru Gedara foyer into a public lounge as they consume space. 

 

As time passed, people who were sitting in the lobby, started to talk with each other (Figure 

3.14). A group of women voluntarily talked with me too. They have come all the way from Kurunegala, 

55 miles away from Ritigala. Two were suffering from rheumatoid arthritis and the other had issues with 

her digestive system. Another was happy that she was cured after 7 months of medicine. A retired 

dancing teacher who was suffering from chest pain said that gurunnanse diagnosed her illness by doing 

some mathematical calculation after asking her for a random number. Another young woman explained 

to me how weda gedara became a regular place for them after gurunnanse had cured her young sister 

who had been suffering from cancer. They have come today seeking further medical assistance for the 
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young sister and astrological assistance for the development of her family business. People were talking 

about gurunnanse’s endless abilities, kindness, and powers. 

 In the meantime, a woman explained to me how they offer guru panduru, voluntary payment, 

for gurunnanse’s service. People bring numerous things such as king coconuts, water bottles, herbs, and 

money wrapped in betel leaves as donations and keep them at a shrine-like place in the front courtyard 

known as pahan pala. People who offered donations knelt and worshiped this space (Figure 3.15). 

 

 

Figure 3.15: When Guru Gedara is transformed into a public health clinic, the patients transform Pahan Pala, 
the shrine-like space at the front courtyard at the Guru Gedara foyer, into a place of worship. 

  

In a later discussion, gurunnanse explained to me what people bring here as their guru panduru 

will be used solely to make medicines whereas the vishuddhi medical unit wants to provide free service 

that benefits both rich and poor. Senior vishuddhi shilpis in the various parts of the country as a group 

voluntarily come to help gurunnanse make medicines at Guru Gedara. 

Moreover, I observed the clear demarcations of sacred and secular spaces at the weda gedara 

space, which have been carefully planned to enhance freedom and concentration of patients (Sumedha 

2020d). They have marked physical and mental boundaries; the shrine-like place (pahan pala) at the 
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open courtyard near the foyer was considered sacred. Although people behaved freely in the waiting 

area, they did not step out anywhere else except for the gurunnanse’s shed only when they were called 

by name.  

All in all, weda gedara is a social space to where people of different religious, social, and racial 

backgrounds come for a common cause, creating a shared identity; it is produced by transforming the 

Guru Gedara lobby into a friendly public gathering space (Figure 3.14). It is more like a village health 

clinic, where people negotiate their time and space by building friendly social relations.  

I visited Guru Gedara for consecutive weeks and learned numerous things about vishuddhi 

shilpis and their society and space from them. I also explored the 7 villages around Ritigala, a part of 

Ritigala kandu-wahanse, reservoirs, vishuddhi shrine at Hurulu Wewa (reservoir), and the 

Thelhawadiyawa village setting to get further understanding of these people, their culture and space, 

historic Ritigala, vishuddhi identity, and the socio spatial context of Ritigala, which I detail in the 

following sections and the next chapter (chapter 4).  

Experience at Lenagala puhunu bima  

 

 Lenagala puhunu bima is the first vishuddhi training ground established away from Ritigala. 

Gurunnanse established it in 2004 at Lenagala historic temple, Panagoda, Colombo to begin dispersing 

the vishuddhi education throughout the country. Today, Yasanka Lenagala, a telecommunication 

engineer by profession, is in-charge of Lenagala puhunu bima. He gave me permission to observe the 

vishuddhi process, the pattern of activities, cultural practices, and haramba training at Lenagala training 

ground under his supervision and the guidance of gurunnanse.  
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Figure 3.16: The location: Lenagala Temple/ Lenagala vishuddhi training ground is accessible from Colombo 
through High Level Road, turning to Panagoda road from Godagama handiya, and turning to Lenagala Road 
from Welipillewa handiya (Picture: Serasinghe 2019). 

 

On my first day at Lenagala, I met the head monk and had a discussion with him until the 

vishuddhi members arrived. They came to the temple around 5 pm, had a brief talk with the head monk, 

worshiped him, and left. Soon after, a person came and introduced himself to us as Tilak, the leader of 

the team, and accompanied us to their head teacher. It was a hilly site, and the puhunu bima was held at 

the upper level. Tilak took us up through a winding gravel pathway instead of the steep directly to the 

upper level. Later, I learned that the shilpis use the pathway through the gravel road when they go to 

the upper level and use the stairway to come down after the training (chapter 4). 

When we arrived, the shilpis were making their ground ready for their practice and preparing for 

pujas (chapter 4). The head teacher, Yasanka was sitting at padmasana, the lotus position in his cave by 

the side of the bo tree. There, Tilak asked us to wait near the bo tree and approached the head teacher. 
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As Tilak stood in front of the teacher, he stood up and walked toward Tilak. Next, Tilak paid respect to 

his teacher through a series of vishuddhi namaskaras (worship techniques). After having a brief 

discussion with the teacher, Tilak brought us to the head teacher (Figure 3.17). 

 Later, Yasanka explained to me the proper way in vishuddhi how a team leader should report to 

a head teacher concerning a visitor who had come to meet him at the training ground: the visitors 

should remain 27 feet from the team leader while he stands 7feet from the teacher. 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Meeting head teacher, Yasanka Lenagala at Lenagala puhunu bima, depicting some of the 
communication rituals associate between the team leader and the head teacher. 

 

The head teacher welcomed us with the traditional Sri Lankan greeting saying ayubowan (lit. 

may you live long!). We followed suit. As we were having the discussion, Tilak invited the head teacher 

to participate in cultural puja and start the haramba practices. He instructed some vishuddhi members 

to provide us with some chairs at the edge of the bo tree and invited us to observe the practice from a 

distance without entering the practice ground after pujas. As he was crossing over to the shrine room, 

the head teacher bent down to worship the practice ground before setting foot on the ground. 

 All the members were ready for the pujas and stood in line at the shrine room wearing 

dhavidhari wastrayas. When the teacher entered, they switched off all the artificial lights. I saw the 
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shilpis passing colorful flower trays full of daisies, marigolds, jasmines, blue katarolu, rathmal, and other 

offerings toward the teacher like the images of negative photographic film, in the darkness through the 

dim lights of the oil lamps. The flowers looked brighter and more colorful in the dim light (Figure 3.18). 

The teacher offered some puja trays to the Lord Buddha, and the rest to God Vishnu while chanting 

some devotional Buddhist gatha and stotra in a loud voice. The rest of the team followed suit. After the 

pujas, they continued worshiping for some time chanting gatha. It took about 30 minutes to finish the 

rituals at the shrine room. Next, they performed some cultural proceedings and namaskaras before 

starting vishuddhi haramba training.  

 

 

Figure 3.18: Vishuddhi pujas for the Lord Buddha and God Vishnu at the main shrine room, Lenagala temple: 
The pujas appeared as images of negative photographic film, in the darkness through the dim lights of the oil 
lamps. 

 

On every occasion I was at Lenagala training ground, I gained an on-site experience on vishuddhi 

pujas, rituals, haramba, and the activities performed in a puhunu bima. I observed how these people 

produce and reproduce their space through their action and the meanings they give to their space. The 

discussion on the physical space, vishuddhi cultural proceedings, and the space production at Lenagala 

puhunu bima is detailed and illustrated in the next chapter.  
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Moreover, I studied Yadipura puhunu bima at Gampaha District and interviewed Yadipura shilpis 

to gain more experience. Although I never got a chance to experience Yadipura and Dambulla puhunu 

bimas to observe how these shilpis produced and reproduced their space through vishuddhi haramba 

processes, their experiences and stories helped me understand the social, political, and physical 

structures of their spaces. Even though their practice is similar, each puhunu bima is unique. The puja 

offerings and the ritual patterns are slightly different depending on their location. I was told that the 

shilpis use different puja offerings in different locations depending on the deities who take care of the 

place and the plants naturally growing in the areas (Samaraweera 2019b; Yasanka 2019c). This taught 

me that vishuddhi spaces in different geographical locations have subtle differences with distinct 

meanings, characters, and a sense of identity although they function together with a wholistic vishuddhi 

identity. 

3:4 Inside-out understanding of the structures, processes, and elements of Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba 

Nine vishuddhi rules 

Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014:10; 2019c) detailed that the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is firmly 

founded on nine specific rules. According to him these rules are initiated and practiced for the wellbeing 

of this shilpa, the shilpa dharis, and the citizens of Sri Lanka. Therefore, anyone interested in entering 

vishuddhi education must agree upon these rules.  

The first rule involves Buddhist upbringing: Buddhist nurturing is very important in vishuddhi. 

Hence, being a Sinhala-Buddhist is a prerequisite to obtaining vishuddhi education (Sumedha 2019a). 

Yet, all Sinhala-Buddhists are not eligible. In gurunnanse’s (2019) words: 

The vishuddhi haramba contains merciless and barbaric fighting methods. Had it gone to the 

hands of a wrong person it would have been very disastrous. For this reason, haramba practice 

is always interlaced with vishuddhi meditation based on Buddhist philosophy. To gain maximum 
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output of vishuddhi knowledge, one should have devotion, belief, and trust in the vishuddhi 

process.  Sinhala Buddhist upbringings enable this thought process. If a shilpi inherited the 

qualities of another religion and race in his genes, he would not accept, trust, or respect the 

customs, cultural practice, ways of worship, and education system of vishuddhi haramba. So, he 

would not be able to protect vows and follow vishuddhi education successfully. Such shilpi 

would easily betray shilpa and bring destruction. Therefore, seven generations of a beginner 

must be Sinhala-Buddhists. This should be investigated before including him in the vishuddhi 

team. 

 

Hence, astrological examination of the beginners’ horoscope is foundational. This is the 

second vishuddhi rule (ibid). 

Vishuddhi meditation, which is enriched in Buddhist philosophy, is invested in all vishuddhi 

disciplines (ibid). Therefore, to follow vishuddhi meditation and gain awareness, one must follow 

Buddhist principles (ibid). The eight right actions explained in the ‘Noble Eightfold Path’ of the Buddha’s 

teachings helps vishuddhi shilpis shape their mindset, enhance loving-kindnesses, and experience 

(Buddhist) awareness (ibid). Hence, shilpis are firmly advised to follow the noble eightfold path. The 

shilpis learn this by experience through gurunnanse and vishuddhi teachers (Rajasnagala 2019; 

Ruhunuhewa 2019). Moreover, reciting Buddhist stanzas and worshiping the Lord Buddha are the first 

and utmost important actions done before any vishuddhi processes (Sumedha 2014). In effect, a person 

who follows the above discipline and the teachings enriched with Buddha’s teachings called Dhamma 

will be intelligent, spiritually developed, and of high moral standards (ibid). Therefore, the third rule 

firmly says that a vishuddhi shilpi should agree upon his spiritual transformation after learning 

vishuddhi (ibid). This way, a warrior who knows a savage and ruthless combat-art would not become an 

assassin, rapist, or a terrorist who fights to fulfill his own selfish desires (ibid).  

The fourth rule requires shilpis to be aware of the contributions they make to the 

environment where they live (ibid). The shilpis’ offer their exhaling breath to the air after reciting a 

certain verse (explained on page 85), prior to vishuddhi practice. Every participant must recite this verse 

with full awareness (Sumedha 2011:109). Although everyone exhales by instinct, gurunnanse advises 
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shilpis to do this consciously, making it a true offering with the awareness of their existence on the 

planet.  

The fifth rule explains the shilpis’ offering merits of their good deeds to the Fighting God (ibid). 

Gurunnase claims that the Fighting God specific to vishuddhi is a powerful deity who oversees Ritigala 

Vishuddhi Haramba. Accordingly, the Fighting God will be respectfully honored, invited, and offer merits 

in all major vishuddhi pujas before the haramba practice. 

The vishuddhi education does not take place inside sophisticated buildings or convenient halls. 

Usually, the practice takes place in natural environments such as kanda (mountains or hills), landa 

(jungles, woods, and thickets), godella (fields associated with flat lands), and borella (lakes and muddy 

or marshy lands associated with water) under harsh weather conditions in which a real warrior must 

fight and win a battle. Therefore, the sixth vishuddhi rule explains that the shilpis should get 

permission from the gods who supervise the area where the practice takes place to assure the shilpis’ 

protection (ibid).  

The seventh rule explains about the oaths the shilpis must take before they enter the higher 

vishuddhi education after pravishtaya (ibid). Through these oaths, the shilpis must promise that they 

will not misuse the knowledge gained through vishuddhi haramba. This oath is taken in a special place at 

the Ritigala kandu-wahanse, keeping the shilpis’ lives as a bond (ibid). Therefore, the shilpis make sure 

to protect their vows and keep the secrets of shilpa with absolute respect.  

The eighth rule strongly prohibits shilpis to share or discuss what they learn after pravishtaya 

with anyone other than their head teacher (ibid). Moreover, there is neither any evidence on what the 

trainees learn after pravishtaya in the books written by gurunnanse nor revealed by any senior shilpis 

during this study. The literature on vishuddhi haramba also explains only the fundamental namaskara 

and mandi training techniques done by novice shilpis before the pravishtaya training. 
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The ninth vishuddhi rule explained that shilpis should respect the kingship, the kingdom, the 

government, or the ruling system of the country. Hence, the shilpis are not allowed to damage the 

king’s respect and honor (ibid). They are expected to be intelligent, spiritually developed, and wiser; to 

be aware, patient, and peaceful, to help maintain the peace and stability of the country. Since there is a 

separate government military force in the country today, the shilpis are solely responsible for 

gurunnanse’s orders, i.e., aiding in his tasks of educating society and maintaining citizens’ wellbeing 

(Sumedha 2019; Yasanka 2019).  

Pedagogy of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba and vishuddhi meditation 

 

The Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is largely a combat education system, combined with six 

different disciplines into a unified whole; geta (knots), pora (wrestling, combat), nila (body chakras/ 

critical points), jothishya (Astrology), wedakama (medicinal practice), and manthra (sorcery) (Sumedha 

2014 ;2019a; Yasanka 2019b). These six disciplines are thoroughly enriched with the wisdom of the 

Buddha’s teachings. Gurunnanse (2019c) affirms, “every component of Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba has a 

meditation embedded within it.” Inevitably, as stated in the above sections, vishuddhi shilpis are 

nurtured and disciplined with vishuddhi meditation, exclusive to Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba.  

Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014:18) illustrates, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is an effective composite of 

combat fighting and Buddhist meditation. Therefore, one can achieve actual development by learning all 

the vishuddhi disciplines only by following the principles taught by the Lord Buddha (ibid). This way, the 

Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba can transform an average person into a disciplined citizen, leader, 

professional, counselor, and philosopher (ibid).  

A shilpa dhari must learn 7 mandis and several namaskaras as his fundamental vishuddhi 

education (Figure 3.19). Each mandi is a series of vishuddhi exercises which are done fast and frequently 

on a pattern, and namaskara is a worship/greeting method executed as an array of body movements 
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(Yasanka 2020). As stated in The Ritigala vishuddhi Haramba (Sumedha 2014), these mandis and 

namaskaras performed with specific body movements make a novice vishuddhi trainee mentally and 

physically alert and active. The many junior shilpis I interviewed explained the mental and physical 

freshness and the connection they experienced toward the vishuddhi haramba after doing first 

namaskaras and mandis. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014) explains that these namaskara exercises, which 

are done to worship the Earth, nature, and the vishuddhi ancestors, consist of a deep knowledge of life 

and existence of self on the planet. As a result, when the shilpis are mentally mature enough, they will 

be fully aware of the value of the Earth and nature and willing to offer their lives to the Earth (ibid).  

 

   

Figure 3.19: (1.) Mandi training and (2.) Vishuddhi namaskaras in various sites at Ritigala Bhumi (Pictures: 
Sumedha 2019; 2020). 

 

Moreover, these mandis have unique patterns specific to them. They build deep awareness, 

understanding, confidence, and insight (ibid). According to The Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba (Sumedha 

2014: 66-68), yawara mandiya is the first of seven mandis a novice learns. Yawara means energy and 

this mandiya gives shilpis more energy and stabilizes their hands like an iron bar. All the steps in this 
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mandi have to do with intense understanding and awareness (Sumedha 2014; Yadipura 2019a). So that 

the shilpi is loaded with the energy required to break the opponent’s grip and to pull or throw him. 

While energizing their bodies, the specific pattern taught in yawara mandiya gives shilpis the 

awareness that every action in the universe occurs in a specific pattern; this is the fundamental teaching 

of vishuddhi haramba (ibid). The shilpis are also disciplines mentally and physically through the rhythmic 

movement of the pattern drawn in yawara mandiya (ibid). It can bring shilpis thoughts, abilities, and 

confidence into the same level as the compatriots despite their age (Sumedha 2014). Therefore, a shilpi 

of 70 years old or less will have physical strength equal to his opponents (Sumedha 2014; Yasanka 2019). 

The second mandi, ravindu, relates to the energy of the sun. The activities related to ravindu mandiya 

enables shilpis to acquire energy from the sun efficiently and effectively. It ensures the correct and 

upright position of the spine (ibid). Dushra, the third mandiya helps to eradicate the physical 

weaknesses of the shilpis bodies as well as to obtain new energies and strengths to fill the void. The 

fourth mandi, ramadu, enhances the body's immune system; the ability to fight against diseases and 

prevent them from entering the body through the unwavering energy of the mind. Therefore, the shilpis 

become healthy and energetic throughout their life (Sumedha 2014; Yadipura 2019). Dumada, the fifth 

mandi works with the stored fat content of the shilpis’ body and eliminates the excess fat. Therefore, 

the shilpis becomes physically attractive. The sixth mandi is known as darutha; it gives strength to six 

body parts (ankle, knees, waist and hips, arms, elbows, and wrists) and energy to withstand any damage 

to them. The shilpis who successfully complete all of the above six mandis qualifies to learn the seventh, 

thadathtra mandi. It enables shilpis to experiment with their own strengths as they engage in activities 

together with their peers (Sumedha 2014). 

Learning the above mandis and namaskara methods qualifies shilpis to take part in the special 

training given by gurunnanse himself known as pravishtaya. After this special training, the shilpis are 

allowed to learn the advanced vishuddhi education. This enables them to learn gata haramba 
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(ties/knots), pora haramba (wrestling), and nila haramba (body chakras or critical nerve endings of the 

body); the three of the six disciplines contained in advanced learning of the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba 

(ibid). The activities done in the gata and pora haramba aid in one's everyday activities by keeping their 

body and mind equally active (ibid). Moreover, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019d) affirms that this 

knowledge gives shilpis the quest and ability to understand life and the universe. The shilpis learn gata 

and pora haramba until they are qualified to learn nila haramba which is mostly used in vishuddhi 

medication (wedakama) and meditation (bhavana) (ibid). Hence, in vishuddhi, knowledge of nila 

haramba is used to help someone as opposed to harming them in contrary to the commonly understood 

Sri Lankan term (ibid). Moreover, jothishya (Astrology), wedakama (medicinal practice), and mantra 

(sorcery) are taught only to the shilpis who display special abilities in these areas. 

Likewise, gurunnanse explains (Sumedha 2011; 2014) that vishuddhi trainees must continue 

their practice until they attain the abilities and energies beyond an average person. To provoke such 

energies contained in Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba and build up spirituality, meditation is essential for a 

vishuddhi trainee. Essentially, vishuddhi meditation helps to soften the toughness of this ruthless and 

unforgiving combat fighting style (ibid). Gurunnanse defines meditation from what he learned from an 

ayurvedic medical book called Charaka Samhitha. He explains (Sumedha 2014:128; 2019b; 2019e; see 

“Charaka Samhitha” n,d): 

Charaka Samhitha says to obtain the five main parts of a plant: leaves, bark, roots, flowers, and 

the stem, grind all of it, and finally let the extract ‘meditate’ in the sun. If herbs are grinded and 

squeezed, it contains an excess amount of water. When it is left out in the sun, the excess water 

evaporates. This way, the most useful herbal extract will remain. Therefore, the book Charaka 

Samhitha simply uses the verb ‘meditate’ to explain this process of saving the healthy 

components of the herb and getting rid of the unwanted components using sun rays. Likewise, 

everything you sensed through your five senses since birth is stored somewhere in your mind. 

Most of them are unwanted memories. Through meditation, one can increase their brain 

capacity to store more needful things.  
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Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019e) firmly confirms meditation is the best possible method of 

discarding undesirable negative thoughts and gathering positive thoughts in our minds. Further, he 

describes the rough thoughts within us, raga (lust), dwesha (anger), moha (delusion) prevent us from 

understanding the truth and gaining new knowledge. Hence, these unwanted harsh thoughts should be 

cleansed through meditation for the purpose of acquiring new knowledge, purifying oneself, and to 

enjoy the success of meditation.  

Consequently, the vishuddhi shilpis who have successfully completed the basic vishuddhi 

education and pravishtaya training are entitled to engage in the continuous meditation practice in their 

advanced vishuddhi training. In essence, vishuddhi meditation is a combination of four major attributes: 

‘awadi’, ‘swadi’, ‘ekansa’ and ‘vibajja’ (Sumedha 2011). Awadi meditation ensures one’s physical health 

and wellbeing while swadi meditation establishes mental contentment (ibid). Ekansa and vibajja bring 

unlimited spiritual strengths and powers of invisible energies (ibid). There is a legend which says that 

awadi meditation had been granted to Ritigala vishuddhi by gods (chapter two) (Sumedha 2011; 2014). 

When the shilpis’ intuitions, awareness, and consciousness are developed gradually through 

meditation, their mindset is alleged to be interlaced with their spiritual memories when they are inside 

these very old caves at Ritigala kandu-wahanse (mountain) (Sumedha 2019a). The huge trees in Ritigala 

locales make shilpis’ minds and bodies calm and relaxed while the Buddhist cave monastery of the 

Ritigala mountain provides them a serene Buddhist discipline. In such a setting, Ritigala vishuddhi 

ancestors’ souls in this sacred and tranquil jungle are said to be freely connected or conjugated with 

them. This connection is believed to protect and guide them through their journey (ibid). Therefore, as 

the shilpis explained “the ones who learned vishuddhi in their previous lives are the fortunate group to 

learn vishuddhi again.”  

Weeraketiya (2019) suggests that, unlike the martial arts which concentrate solely on fighting 

and damaging another, vishuddhi shilpis vow not to harm another. Instead, vishuddhi teaching focuses 
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on how to help others through spiritual development. Therefore, Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is not 

simply a martial art style, but a philosophy of life (Sumedha 2019a). It is also a way of life which 

transforms an individual into a better human with high moral standards, who can lead a successful life 

balancing his everyday life through the knowledge he gained through the practice (ibid). 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Meditation is an essential part in the vishuddhi education; incidentally, the vishuddhi shilpis turn 
Ritigala Bhumi into a meditation ground through their mind training activities (Pictures: Sumedha 2020). 

 

Advent of novice shilpis to the vishuddhi education and to Ritigala Bhumi  
 
 
  As discussed previously any Sinhala-Buddhist male over 19 years of age is primarily 

eligible to join vishuddhi. Usually, people get to know or join vishuddhi through the  training grounds of 

their locales, and through word of mouth.  If someone is interested in vishuddhi, he meets the teacher 

at the specific puhunu bima through the team leader. There are several rituals to see if a beginner can 

withstand the vishuddhi proceedings and embracing such a vulnerable combat art. Therefore, the 

teacher checks the newcomer’s purpose, character, and integrity. This is typically done by studying the 

newcomers' horoscope (ibid). 
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People who join vishuddhi must trust and respect the vishuddhi processes, their cultural 

practices, custodian, vishuddhi teachers, seniors vishuddhi shilpis, and their peers. According to the 

senior vishuddhi teachers, shilpis who have exercised vishuddhi haramba over many lifetimes in their 

samsara could easily be identified by their adoration and diligence for shilpa (Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 

2019b). Therefore, this process assures if the beginner is loyal, honest, and committed to the subject 

and accompanying lifestyle changes (ibid). 

Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014: 49) states that the beginners must perform namaskaras in front of 

vishuddhi guardian gods. This series of rituals and worship will affirm the novice’s loyalty to the combat 

art (shilpa) and confirm the required protection from the vishuddhi guardian gods when he engages in 

vishuddhi training. In performing namaskaras, the beginner takes a prescribed number of betel leaves 

and flowers to perform pujas at puhunu bima. Then, after being blessed through certain types of 

namaskaras, at the training ground, he will be presented with a black dhavidhari wastraya (see next 

section for the meaning represented by these colors). After this ritual, he worships the puhunu bima.  In 

doing so, they believe the novice acquires certain energy and strength to proceed with this shilpa. 

 Moreover, gurunnanse (2014: 46) explains that the novice should learn yawara mandiya 

(explained on page 109-110) on his first day with the presence, guidance, and blessings of teachers and 

other senior vishuddhi shilpis of puhunu bima. The seniors provide protection from unseen forces for the 

beginner, throughout his first lesson while reciting vishuddhi stanzas aloud until the teacher orders them 

to pause (ibid). This occasion is considered the most righteous moment of a vishuddhi beginner (ibid).  

From that point on, the beginner gets the basic vishuddhi education [worship exercises 

(namaskaras) and the training of 7 mandis] for months until he becomes eligible to enter the higher 

vishuddhi education (Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019b; Yadipura 2019b; Yasanka 2019a). The 

beginner must successfully complete this basic training and demonstrate his expertise in vishuddhi 

before gurunnanse at the Ritigala Bhumi. Until then, the newcomers are not allowed to enter the 
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Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery (ibid). The basic training typically takes one year or more 

depending on shilpis strengths, abilities, and dedication (ibid).  

This novice vishuddhi members’ debut performance is known as pravishtaya, with the meaning 

‘advent’. This is something for which the beginners passionately wait (Bandara 2019; Nilanga 2019a; 

Tilak 2019; Yasaranjana 2019). They also get the opportunity to meet gurunnanse, take part in the five 

days of special training given by him at the Ritigala Bhumi, and display their eligibility to be inclusive in 

the vishuddhi team. A beginner gets this opportunity once their teacher decides they can handle the 

vishuddhi basics (Yasanka 2019c). Hence, pravishtaya is considered the beginners' utmost aspiration. 

The shilpa dharis who are eligible for the pravishtaya are supposed to visit the Temple of the Tooth Relic 

at Kandy first, before visiting Guru Gedara for pravishtaya (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Sumedha 2014). This 

visit, which is interlaced with certain rituals, is something the shilpis must do to obtain Lord Buddha’s 

blessings before this hard training (ibid).  

The actions and activities done at the pravishtaya training are considered confidential. 

Therefore, the shilpis take a vow/promise to keep their learning process a secret (Sumedha 2014). This 

training, which imparts knowledge, awareness, and wisdom, gives shilpis a fresh experience and a new 

beginning (Nilanga 2019a; Tilak 2019).   

After successfully completing the pravishtaya training, the shilpis are eligible to enter the higher 

vishuddhi education that composed of 7 stages that enable them to learn the six vishuddhi disciplines 

(gata, pora, nila haramba, jothishya, and wedakama) explained previously. These vishuddhi stages are 

represented by the color of their dhavidhari wastraya and their associated meanings (see next sections). 

Consequently, the status of bearing the blue color dhavidhari wastraya is bestowed upon those who 

successfully complete the pravishtaya training.  
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Figure 3.21: (1.) The Temple of Tooth, Kandy (Sumedha 2020). (2.) Shilpis at the Temple of Tooth before 
entering Ritigala (pictures: Sumedha 2020). (3.) Ritigala Kandu-Wahanse from a distance (Picture: Blacker 
2018). (4.) The vishuddhi shilpis at their sacred mountain, Ritigala Kandu-Wahanse (Pictures: Sumedha 2020). 

 

Exclusion of females 

 

Women are not allowed to learn vishuddhi combat and enter certain vishuddhi spaces. Initially, I 

wondered why women were treated unequally under such an insightful leader. After all, his late 

teacher, gurumaniyan-wahanse, was a female.  Yet, the conversations with gurunnanse gave me an 

understanding of how different societies perceive gender, social relations, and treat women accordingly. 

Gurunnase (2019e) asserted why vishuddhi exclude women in combat:  

Men are physically stronger than women, and they both think differently. Moreover, females 

are tender humans whose physical body is not consolidated and strong enough to endure a 

violent combat training like Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. She is unlikely to win a fight against a 

strongly built male. This is the main reason that women are excluded in vishuddhi combat. 
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 Instead of teaching vishuddhi combat, gurunnanse guides women through vishuddhi meditation 

to elevate them and improve their motherly attributes, kindness, and infinite love toward the world 

(ibid). In doing so, he encourages women to develop their feminine traits and womanly senses to 

nurture the world with love and care: 

In Sri Lankan culture, there is always a special place for women. In the past, all the adult girls at 

homes were given the place of the ‘mother’. It is a higher position. Although this may not be 

practiced or known by many today, it is the responsibility of adult men to protect and take good 

care of females. It is not because women are considered weak or incapable, but they are 

considered as delicate souls/minds who deserve such care and respect. Thus, this shilpa assigns 

the term ‘mothers’ for all the women and expresses that ‘women should be released from 

pressure’ and ‘should be taken care of’. Therefore, the women were not invited or involved in 

any action that destroyed the qualities of a ‘mother’; the actions that make her oppressed or 

burdened.  

 

According to gurunnase, a woman's task in the past was to provide energy to her family, both 

physically and mentally. Other than preparing food for the family and nurturing them with love, they 

were not given any other responsibilities. Hence, their minds were free, and the thoughts were simple 

(ibid). There had been a special vishuddhi discipline in the past on how to keep women free and relaxed 

from certain issues such as warfare and provision of home supplies. Men had to conceal certain tough 

situations of warfare from their women that could distort their nurturing minds. The women were also 

not invited to certain places, especially where the healing rituals are done, which have some trapped 

negative energies that could bring them lifetime illnesses (ibid). The vishuddhi education continues this 

practice further respecting its historic meanings. Gurunnanse (2019e) stresses:  

 
We should not allow these negative forces or spirits to harm women who help prosper and 

thrive humanity - This is our culture and the conception attached to Ritigala vishuddhi…  

In the past, during warfare, soldiers were not allowed to talk about the war with their wives, 

daughters, or mothers at home. This is to keep them safe and happy. If they learn the danger 

war can cause, it makes them miserable and keeps them in continuous distress, which could 

bring them acute diseases. Today, these concepts are misunderstood by many and are not 

properly socialized. People just socialized the fact that women are not allowed in certain places 
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due to their biological system, or the menstrual cycle, to maintain purity in certain places. Yet, 

the most important aspects are not interpreted properly. 

 

Accordingly, the physical and mental strength to handle such stress in men is much higher than 

women. Therefore, vishuddhi combat is gendered; it needs both strong physicality and steady mentality 

to endure this powerful combat art, and the vishuddhi teachings give much value to womanhood. 

Nevertheless, they do not devalue women, as modern societies do.  

Although societies and the gender roles have changed today, gurunnanse does not approve of 

women taking additional responsibilities they cannot handle which makes them imbalanced and 

restless. Gurunnanse believes, it is a harm they do to themselves, their loved ones, and to the society. 

He encourages women to develop strong feminine personalities and awareness to create a positive 

change in the society.  

Symbols used in vishuddhi 

  

The outdoor space at Guru Gedara, was bedecked with significant symbols and elements of 

which I was curious to know the implications. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019b) explained these elements 

as visual symbols that are used in traditional vishuddhi medication. Accordingly, such visual symbols 

carry a certain language that our brains instinctively identify the messages conveyed much like road 

signals we know (ibid).  

For instance, the series of miniature metallic bells that are hanging down the outdoor ceilings of 

the Guru Gedara foyer which are also extended to the courtyard through the tree branches are useful in 

purifying the environment by eliminating negative energies (ibid) (Figure 3.22). Gurunnanse (Sumedha 

2019b) explains: 

The small bells which are hanging around this place attract positivity and peace, while driving 

away evil spirits...When these tiny metallic bells are ringing, patients’ minds become free as the 
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heavy or negative spirits attached to them are forced off or expelled...They also purify the space 

with the pouring of positive energy.  

 

 

Figure 3.22: Visual symbols - 1: The mini metallic bells that are hanging down the ceiling of Guru Gedara 

foyer and the trees of the front courtyard. 

 

There were also some fish-like symbols that were drawn on timber planks and hung on the walls 

(Figure 3.23). Gurunnanse claims that the fish-like symbols are used to create a certain quality in the 

patients’ mind if they happen to see or observe these symbols; it enables the patient to look for the 

cause of the illness himself through his own mind and explain his illness and cause properly to 

gurunnanse. He (2019d) asserted:  

Although there are symbols hanging around here on visible spots, there is a possibility that some 

people do not see or observe them carefully although they have been seated here for a long 

time. They are just physically here, but not mentally in the present moment. This is a part of 

their illness, or maybe the main cause of the illness; the fact that they did not notice indicates 

their lack of concentration.  

 

Gurunnanse’s message is to be mindful rather than physically being here.  
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Figure 3.23: Visual symbols - 2: The fish-like symbols hung on the ceilings/walls of Guru Gedara foyer. 

 

Moreover, there were some patterns drawn on the tree trunks in white paint (Figure 3.24). In 

doing so, gurunnanse encourages the trees to go back to their old selves and regain the herbal 

properties they had by communicating with trees through specific symbols. In his words (Sumedha 

2019d):  

The trees, rocks, and soils grow each day. Hence, they have a stronger ‘sense of life’. When 

these trees evolve, if they maintain the quality they had 2,500 years ago, they can be very 

useful. The medicines produced by these trees are very effective and powerful. The iconic 

artwork which is repeatedly drawn along these tree trunks indicate/remind the trees that they 

are very old; 2,500 years. Hence, the trees identify this symbol and go back to their older version 

and load back the quality medicinal attributes they previously had...Moreover, we use these 

symbolic messages to isolate our trees from village inhabitants. Nobody touches these trees 

when they see this symbol, as they know these belong to the vishuddhi. 
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Figure 3.24: Visual symbols - 3: Visual representation of the patterns drawn on the tree trunks at Guru 
Gedara.  

 

 
Additionally, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019c) describes some other symbols that are used in 

everyday vishuddhi practice such as dhavidhari wastraya and mahapandam-wahanse (see the next 

sections). Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba expresses certain numerical patterns that involve multiples of 

certain numbers which are symbolic, i.e., for instance, 9, 18, 27, 108, 113. Apparently, the number of 

vishuddhi shilpis at The Temple of Tooth, Kandy, is also symbolic as it represents their past duty. 

According to Ruhunuhewa (2019b):  

We give our presence with 113 vishuddhi members at the procession at The Temple of Tooth to 

pay our homage and perform our responsibility to Lord Buddha. In the past, the vishuddhi 

community provided security to The Temple of Tooth, but today, the government provides 

security. Our presence is just symbolic, which reminds us of our past service. 

 
These symbols and elements used in vishuddhi convey specific ideas and meaningful 

communication with certain actors. Below sections will further explain the symbols used in vishuddhi.  
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Dhavidhari wastraya and the denotative meanings of the colors used in vishuddhi 

 

The assigned attire for vishuddhi shilpis to wear at puhunu bima or related vishuddhi activities is 

called dhavidhari wastraya. It is a cotton cloth wrapped round the waist to cover the bottom part of the 

body (Figure 3.25). As it is one of their two most valuable physical belongings, shilpis’ first namaskara 

goes to their dhavidhari wastraya (Sumedha 2019c). 

When a newcomer receives his dhavidhari wastraya, he is advised to keep it in a special place 

with special care, allowing no one else to touch them. According to Yasanka (2019c), “the things we 

frequently use is believed to retain our power, energy, and aura. These could squander if it is crossed 

with someone else’s energy level.” Hence, they do not allow others touching their most valuable 

belongings (garment and rosary) simply to prevent mixing their own energy level with others. If 

someone happens to touch them, the members must re-energize them through pujas (ibid).  The 

novices are advised to worship it for at least a week (Samarasekara 2020; Sunil 2019; Yasanka 2019c). 

Other than for haramba practice, the vishuddhi shilpi wear this special garment for special occasions, or 

ceremonies that showcase their vishuddhi identity. They do not wear it to places where negative 

energies are trapped around, such as washrooms, hospitals, cemeteries, and the places where 

undisciplined people gather (Yasanka 2019c). Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019d) discloses: 

At this point, we do not produce these garments at Guru Gedara, we buy them from the market, 

and isolate them for at least one and a half months before distributing them to our shilpis, 

which allows them enough time to be free from dosha (negative energies) attached to them 

when they are kept in various places by different owners [manufacturers, shopkeepers, or 

delivery people]. After we energize them through puja, we deliver them to the shilpis. Then, 

they wash their garment themselves and take them to their puhunu bima for puja and 

namaskara. There is a special stanza to read aloud when they worship this garment. Then it 

becomes shilpis’ own dhavidhari wastraya consolidated with their own energies. 

 

Dhavidhari wastraya is sacred, it represents the vishuddhi identity. Shilpis wear dhavidhari 

wastraya after pledging that they would not harm any living beings (Samaraweera 2019a). Therefore, 
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this garment is a symbol that reminds the vishuddhi shilpis who they really are, and their responsibilities 

to their immediate surroundings. Ruhunuhewa (2019a) suggested: 

Although today I bear this dhavidhari wastraya, I am not the sole owner of this because 

dhavidhari wastraya is symbolic and no one owns it. It belongs to all the shilpa dharis in the 

past, present, and the future. For example, the robe of a monk is not owned by him. It belongs 

to all the monks in the past, future, and present. We just bear the position and responsibilities 

according to our abilities and hopes. The person is not valid here, but the position. 

 

Its color expresses the shilpa dharis’ spiritual level or the seniority in Ritigala Vishuddhi 

Haramba; this is not defined by age, energy level, years of experience, or social status, but rather by the 

spiritual development, awareness, maturity, dedication, and passion for vishuddhi haramba. 

(Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 2019b). In effect, gurunnanse and 

the senior vishuddhi teachers describe the colors used in dhavidhari wastraya and their denotative 

meanings in the ascending order of vishuddhi seniority:  

Black is assigned for novice shilpis who have not yet completed pravishtaya. According to 

gurunnanse and the senior vishuddhi teachers, black signifies darkness, the lack of knowledge, 

unawareness, and inexperience, which brings just darkness and dissolution of the human mind; learning 

vishuddhi haramba is an effort to eliminate this darkness (Rajasnagala 2019; Ruhunuhewa 2019a; 

Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 2019b). Usually, a shilpi stays in black for at least 1-2 years (ibid). 

The shilpa dharis who successfully completed pravishtaya are granted blue dhavidhari wastraya. 

In vishuddhi, blue depicts the very moment the shilpis escaped darkness. Blue represents the sky. It 

symbolizes depth and freedom. Therefore, the shilpis who wear blue are wiser and free of darkness 

(ibid). The blue robe-bearers I met had 3-5 years of vishuddhi experience. 

The shilpis who are mentally and physically developed and spiritually capable of handling more 

responsibilities than blue robe bearers are granted the brown color dhavidhari wastraya (ibid). The 

brown robe bearers are known as the nirdishta team. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019b) defines this brown 
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as the color of snake burrows. As he states, “although termites build these burrows, snakes reside in 

them. They do not build nests for themselves but for others. The nirdishta team performs a similar duty 

here. They work hard, day and night for the benefit of vishuddhi.”  

The trainee vishuddhi teachers wear green dhavidhari wastrayas. They are known as puhunu 

gurus. There were 37 trainee teachers in 2019-2020. In vishuddhi, green designates nature and 

awareness. Therefore, the trainee teachers are advised to adapt to nature, be conscious, and practice 

meditation throughout the day while engaged in their daily activities (ibid).  

Yellow robe bearers are associate vishuddhi teachers who are also known as upa gurus. There 

were only 5 of them in the vishuddhi team. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019b) explains that the color yellow 

signifies freedom. Therefore, yellow robe bearers are free to enjoy the liberty they obtained through 

vishuddhi and allow their awareness to flourish. Their awareness and spiritual development are very 

beneficial for the development of vishuddhi haramba (ibid). 

The orange color is designated for the senior vishuddhi teachers (head teachers) known as anu 

gurus. According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019b):  

Orange signifies a heavy workload. There are 7 senior teachers who wear orange in the 

vishuddhi team; they handle most of the responsibilities in the organization. Moreover, they 

must represent the vishuddhi leadership in every possible way. Also, they are accountable for 

the 101 puhunu bimas around the country. Hence, they must look far and think deeply before 

making decisions. For them, no allowance for sleep.  

 

According to the senior vishuddhi teachers, the orange robe-bearers should be conscious even 

in their sleep (Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Sumedha 2019b; Yasanka 2019b). Gurunnanse wears a purple 

dhavidhari wastraya. He suggests that purple is tied with spirituality. In addition to these seven colors, 

they also use red in between orange and purple. The vishuddhi successor wears red as his designated 

color.  
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Ritigala vishuddhi uses these eight colors to represent the stages of vishuddhi education or the 

shilpis seniority to the shilpa. The meanings denoted by these colors explain shilpis’ dedication, spiritual 

development, awareness, responsibility, and the maturity to shilpa.  

 

 

Figure 3.25: Visual symbols - 4: Visual representation of the 8 colors of dhavidhari wasthrayas that denotes 

the stages of vishuddhi education and the shilpis’ seniority to shilpa. (1.) Vishuddhi custodian wears purple. 

(2.) Vishuddhi successor wears red. (3.) Orange depicts heavy workload. (4.) Yellow signifies freedom. (5.) 

Green bearers practice meditation throughout the day amidst their daily activities. (6.) Brown robe-bearers 

work hard for the benefit of others. (7.) Blue, the very moment the shilpis eliminated darkness. (8.) Black 

signifies darkness, lack of knowledge, and inexperience. (Pictures: Sumedha 2016; 2018;2019) 

  

Mahapandam-wahanse as the main element or symbol at puhunu bima 

 

Mahapandam-wahanse is the most essential element at puhunu bima. It is a man-made lamp lit 

from the beginning to the end of the haramba practice. As senior vishuddhi shilpis indicated, 

mahapandam-wahanse is a symbol that denotes the presence of gurunnanse and all the previous maha 

gurunnanses. Hence, all the vishuddhi shilpa dharis honor and worship this with much respect. The 
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shilpis equally contributed from their efforts in the process of setting it up to illuminating it at puhunu 

bima in a variety of ways. The way they make it, decorate it, worship, and perform rituals indicate a 

certain meaning and profound respect. 

Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014:40) asserts that mahapandam-wahanse is made of tying four 

separate tree branches. The height of the main wood in the middle is 7 viyaths of maha gurunnanse’s 

hand (Viyath is the span of one’s spread hand). Each of the other three tree branches are 6 viyaths of 

the puhunu bima teacher’s hand. This implies mahapandam-wahanse is specific to each puhunu bima. 

The middle wood which is usually the taller is placed directly on the ground and the other three woods 

are tied together into the middle one, so that the element is balanced. The illuminated portion is fixed 

to the middle wood while the ends of the other three woods will be decorated with specific tree leaves 

(ibid) (Figure 4.26).  

There are certain customs attached with setting up this element. The description from 

gurunnanse’s Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba (2014:41) depicts: 

The middle wood of mahapandam-wahanse should be cut by maha gurunnanse from a tree in 

the woods near Thelhawadiyawa reservoir or a land owned by him. Before cutting the tree 

branches, he should get permission from the gods who dwell in the banyan tree and the God 

Eshwara, reciting some stanzas three times. The tree branch should be cut exactly after the last 

stanza is recited. Gurunnanse should know how many times the branch was hit by the weapon 

to separate it from the tree. Thereafter, the branch of the tree, in which a part was separated 

should be treated with clay or soil. Next, 3 spans (viyath) of the separated tree branch should be 

dipped in the muddy water for 7 days. After 7 days the teacher must take the tree branch and 

keep it in the shrine room belongs to the puhunu bima. 

  

The other three tree branches should be cut from the area where the puhunu bima is located. 

For that, the teacher must get permission from the God Eshwara and set out for the task with three 

senior shilpis (ibid). The vines, known as kiriwal or maduwal, should be used to tie the tree branches 

together when creating mahapandam-wahanse. After, mahapandam-wahanse is set up, a king coconut, 

which was offered to God Vishnu a previous day, should be put in the place of the middle tree branch 
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(ibid). The tree leaves that are used to decorate the other tree branches are taken from the native trees 

of the specific area which has disinfectant properties (ibid). Neem (Mesua ferrea), and mango are 

commonly used leaves for this purpose.  

As these are tied, the height of the outer tree branches defines the shape of this element. I have 

noticed they keep mahapandam-wahanse at a place closer to the bo tree or in a separate place after the 

training. This is done by the senior shilpis (ibid).  

If they must make a new mahapandam-wahanse for any reason, there is a customary procedure 

to remove the old one from puhunu bima. For such, the shilpis must respectfully worship the old 

mahapandam-wahanse as if it were alive. Then, all the four branches must be separated from it, tie 

them up together and leave it leaning to a tree away from puhunu bima. Nilanga (2019a), team leader at 

Dambulla puhunu bima told me about an occasion when they had to clear away their old mahapandam-

wahanse and set up a new one which they were using now. Also, I was told by senior vishuddhi 

members that maha gurunnanse could see every puhunu bima through mahapandam-wahanse when it 

is lit. When I questioned, gurunnanse explained, “we study particular puhunu bima through 

mahapandam-wahanse to see what happens there - not to make any impacts on the students and the 

teacher, but to correct a mistake if there is any.” 

 Although it is the most significant element in all practice grounds, mahapandam-wahanse is a 

unique cultural element to each locality. The specific customs and traditions connected with making, 

decorating, and setting up this element create this uniqueness. 
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Figure 3.26: Visual symbols - 5: Illustration of mahapandam-wahanse, the main lamp that is lit from 

beginning to the end at the training ground. (1.) Mahapandam-wahanse is made of tying four separate tree 

branches. (2.) The vines known as Kiriwal or Maduwal are used to tie the tree branches together. (3.) The 

illuminated mahapandam-wahanse. 

 

3:5 Vishuddhi cultural practice based on abhichara, beliefs and pujas 

 

Abhichara in vishuddhi, as gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014:32) defines is “using of invisible powers 

and supernatural forces for the interest and advantage of shilpa dharis through cultural activities and 

pujas.” He claims that the Western knowledge usually dismisses such as myth or folklore. Rejecting such 

Western ideologies, he defines what a mythical ideology means. Accordingly, a mythical believer does 

not consider or believe in any physical or natural components or others’ viewpoints but believes what 

he thinks and does as always right (ibid). Gurunnanse claims such a mythical believer therefore could not 

be controlled by anyone (humans or gods) or other physical/natural forces. Hence, he is a danger to the 

world (ibid). He strongly believes that humans should obey and follow a religion, philosophy, or any 

environmental concern. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019c) affirms: 

Abhichara are intertwined with certain tactics to affect one’s mental conditions. Therefore, it 

influences him to maintain, change, or reinforce his perceptions. If they were scientifically 

proven and rejected, one will be deprived of the healing quality of an illness that can be cured 
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through abhichara. The in-depth idea of vishuddhi namaskara is to respect shilpa and to have 

faith in it, understanding the fact that there is someone above him. 

 

According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019c), having faith and worshiping trees, stones, or any 

physical components would not make one a mythical believer as long as his thoughts and actions could 

be disciplined by such forces. As such, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is taught on the base of 

abhichara. Hence, the shilpis are disciplined to be humble, unbiased, and mentally alert (ibid).  

Abhichara at vishuddhi haramba training 

 

Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014; 2019c) affirms that the shilpis follow vishuddhi abhichara from 

their first day. The novice provides his horoscope, birthday, and birth time to his teacher. Through 

astrological reading, the teacher will advise the novice to execute the necessary activities and pujas to 

eliminate harmful hazards if there are any on his way. After the astrological reading the novice will be 

given a suitable time to enter vishuddhi education. These pujas and rituals are the first vishuddhi 

abhicharas the novices follow. A junior member at Yadipura puhunu bima explained to me that he had 

to worship Lord Buddha, and pass merits to gods between 9-10 pm for 14 consecutive days before 

entering vishuddhi. Yet, some novices had the opportunity to join vishuddhi right away.  

Furthermore, abhichara and cultural pujas, which are done at puhunu bima, are unique (see 

chapter 4). Clarifying my observations at the training grounds, Ruhunuhewa (2019b) described: 

It is normal for novice shilpis to see vishuddhi education, which is attached with abhichara, as 

something that does not belong today but to the ancient times. Hence, as vishuddhi teachers, it 

is our responsibility to make novice shilpis aware, by taking them through this ancient process 

and letting them see the difference. If they had done vishuddhi in his previous lives, they sense 

the process.  

 

Accordingly, the vishuddhi training proceeds following a series of customary pujas, rituals, and 

worships at the training ground (see chapter 4). These rituals and pujas are performed in a certain order 
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to confirm cleanliness of the ground, activate positive energies, and invite vishuddhi deities to the 

puhunu bima (Rajasnagala 2019; Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019a; Yasanka 2019a). 

Maha puja, the greater offering 

 

The puja (offering) ceremony in which shilpa dharis get the opportunity to show their gratitude 

to their vishuddhi teachers by offering their sincere gifts and gratitude, known as guru panduru, is called 

maha puja or the greater offering. The day of maha puja is decided by the shilpis at each puhunu bima. 

 Usually, maha puja is prepared with colorful flowers, betel leaves, joss sticks, and lighting oil 

lamps on the altar of the temple shrine room. All the shilpa dharis equally contribute to prepare the 

puja. Each one wraps their guru panduru in a betel leaf and place it on the tray that is covered with a red 

cloth after reciting a certain stanza. This stanza, according to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014: 43), is as 

follows: 

The Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba, which is combined with the powers of gods, helps me focus my 

mental and physical strengths toward my aim, while awakening the energies within me. I know 

this is priceless. Yet, I offer this guru panduru, which I earned from my hard work and dedication 

to my teacher who gives me this valuable shilpa with the consent of vishuddhi deities following 

the Fighting God with the guidance of gurumeniyan-wahanse and maha gurunnanse. 

 

After all of the shilpis place guru panduru on the tray, the oldest member carries the tray on his head 

and offers it to the teacher reciting the following stanza (Sumedha 2014: 43):  

I am blessed and fortunate to have this opportunity to offer this guru panduru offered by my 

team members with much respect to my teacher who gives us this shilpa with much kindness. 

We transfer the merits we earned to all the deities following the Fighting God and gurumeniyan-

wahanse. God Vishnu, give me permission to offer this guru panduru to my teacher.  

 

Then the teacher also recites a stanza before accepting guru panduru from shilpa dharis. In 

short, it is as follows (Sumedha 2014:44): 
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Under the guidance of my gurunnanse and the consent of all the vishuddhi deities, the Fighting 

God, and God Vishnu, I am fortunate to have my students honor and respect. The Fighting God, I 

will give my students this shilpa, which I learned sacrificing my life to you. I know this offering is 

given for my hard work and dedication toward my students. Also, I know this offering is a 

portion of their hard-earned money. Hence, the Fighting God, bless me to have more strength to 

serve my students, gurumeniyan-wahanse, and my gurunnanse, without making me a debtor.   

 

 After the maha puja, the haramba training continues as usual. The offerings would be kept in 

the shrine room until the haramba session is over. The teacher should take this guru panduru to Guru 

Gedara in a few days (ibid). At Guru Gedara, there is a special shrine room for the Fighting God where 

these guru panduru are placed by the teacher (ibid). Furthermore, gurunnanse offers them to God 

Aiyanayaka and blesses the shilpis who offered them (ibid). Then, gurunnanse gives this offering back to 

the teacher as if it were a gift given to him by God Aiyanayaka (ibid). As such, all the vishuddhi shilpis are 

disciplined and submissive to the rituals and customs done at maha puja.  

In a worldly sense of this rituals involving deities, these abhicharas are created to discipline 

shilpis giving them opportunity to respect and show their gratitude to each other, maintaining their own 

seniority and respect. The vishuddhi teachers and their students are creating a close connection, 

understanding, respect, dedication, and care through these pujas.  

Cultural ceremonies at the Temple of Tooth 

 

  I encountered two important cultural activities the vishuddhi community does at the Temple of 

Tooth, Kandy. The first is their symbolic duty at the annual Kandy procession. Accordingly, one hundred 

and thirteen members participate in the event at the Temple of Tooth procession to honor Lord Buddha 

(Figure 3.27). The vishuddhi members’ presence here is symbolic as it reminds them of their ancient 

duty as the protectors of the sacred tooth relic.  
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The second is the rituals they do at the Temple of Tooth before reaching Guru Gedara for their 

pravishtaya training. The senior vishuddhi teacher, Ruhunuhewa, who is currently in charge of this 

vishuddhi activity at the Temple of Tooth claimed that there are a set of spiritual activities connected 

with namaskaras which must be fulfilled by the novice shilpis before the sacred tooth, prior to their 

debut visit and performance at Guru Gedara. This cultural practice of receiving the Buddha’s blessings 

for their training and further vishuddhi education has continued since ancient times (Sumedha 2019d). 

The shilpis prepare for these rituals and activities for months by keeping their body and mind clean, 

virtuous, and pure with much care and honor. They avoid consuming meat, funerals, wedding 

ceremonies, and activities that create negative emotions while adhering to Buddhist rituals continuously 

maintaining their freshness and mental purity.  

 

 

Figure 3.27:  One hundred and thirteen vishuddhi members participate to pay their respect and honor at 
the Temple of Tooth procession; this fulfills their ancient duty as the protectors of the sacred tooth relic. 
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Inaugurating a new puhunu bima 

Initiating a new vishuddhi puhunu bima is embellished with a variety of rituals and cultural 

activities specific to the locations of each puhunu bima (Sumedha 2014; 2019d). There are two 

approaches for this; gurunnanse could either initiate a practice ground solely based on his decision, or 

he could reopen an old training ground if a new group of people invites him to do so (ibid). For that, the 

new group should reside within an accessible distance to an ancient Valagamba temple. The rituals and 

customs regarding a new puhunu bima vary depending on these two approaches. 

In opening a new site, gurunnanse first decides on it according to the requirements of the 

Fighting God. The inauguration rituals are given by the Fighting God 14 days before starting the new 

puhunu bima (ibid). Also, the rituals vary from one puhunu bima to another. Hence, I was unable to 

know them separately during my interviews with gurunnanse.  

In the second approach, if a certain group who live closer to a Valagamba temple is interested in 

learning vishuddhi, there are certain rituals they must follow in visiting gurunnanse to ask for a teacher. 

(Nilanga 2019a; Sumedha 2014; 2019d). A group of 7 members who wish to learn vishuddhi should 

come to a certain place given by gurunnanse to meet him. The eldest member of the group should bring 

a tray of 106 or more betel leaves in his hands. The second eldest should have a box of sweets. The 

other 5 members should have a bulath atha (40 betel leaves) each. All of them should be lined up in the 

ascending order of their age, during their visitation. Then, they should offer their gifts in a particular 

order; betel tray first, next the sweet box, and then the bulath athas by each member (ibid).   

Then, they should clearly explain their intention along with the location of the ancient puhunu 

bima at the Valagamba temple they wish to reopen (ibid). Then, gurunnanse predicts the future of this 

group employing a certain astrological calculation, using some specific numbers, names, and words 

given by the new group. If he approves this group and the place, he will accept the invitation and explain 

the vishuddhi rituals, cultural pujas, and special activities. This group will be treated with honor and 
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hospitality. Finally, they will be introduced to senior vishuddhi shilpis and be presented with a new 

vishuddhi teacher. If gurunnanse does not approve of the team and the place depending on astrological 

predictions, the gifts will be returned to them, after treating them with hospitality. That means this 

specific team, or the specific place could not be included in the vishuddhi team.  

3:6 Vishuddhi knowledge System 

 

The vishuddhi education system shares a knowledge tradition specific to them. According to 

gurunnanse (Sumedha 2014:7; 2019e), traditional vishuddhi knowledge is strengthened with the 

witnesses of ancient, non-written sources, dating back more than 2,500 years, and 500 years of 

historical written sources.  

Their knowledge is represented in their martial arts (vishuddhi haramba), cultural proceedings, 

traditional vishuddhi healing, food habits, agricultural and building technologies, vishuddhi meditation, 

vocabulary that offers greater respect for living and non-living beings, the connections they have with 

other dimensions through abhichara, and their lifestyle lessons that bring both temporal and spiritual 

development. Nevertheless, the traditional vishuddhi combat knowledge is shared only with members. 

They do not want haramba knowledge spread unchecked and misused. Instead, while keeping the 

combat knowledge within the group, gurunnanse shares his spiritual knowledge, health and healing 

systems, and his spiritual thoughts with the world through awareness programs on social media and 

public lecturing for the benefit of the society.  

At the age of 18, when the custodianship was handed over to him, he had the thought that his 

responsibility was analogous to the heavy task of organizing an army to protect a civil society (Sumedha 

2019c). Yet, when he was mature enough with knowledge, he became aware of his true responsibility, 

i.e., to build awareness among the civil society and awaken their spirituality (ibid).  
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According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019c), living equates to interacting with nature: living and 

nonliving beings such as animals, humans, non-visible beings, energies, natural resources, and one’s 

own mind. Therefore, the vishuddhi knowledge teaches how to deal with nature peacefully and make 

life choices in harmony with one’s own thoughts (Samaraweera 2019c; Yasanka 2019e). Gurunnanse 

(Sumedha 2019b) affirms, “understanding the environment is temporal; many things in the world make 

sense with respect to a specific time.” This education provides shilpis with the knowledge and 

confidence to deal with different environmental conditions in different time frames. The vishuddhi 

education system exposes ancient knowledge traditions such as abhichara and the cultural pujas. Yet, 

this ancient education system could attract many of the young people of the country; 7,000 vishuddhi 

shilpis. I described a few aspects of traditional knowledge in the following section. 

Vishuddhi knowledge in creating the satana (combat) atmosphere at puhunu bima 

 
 The environment created for Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba or their combat training at puhunu 

bima represents the shilpis’ understanding of space production and innate knowledge to create the 

required atmosphere desired for combat training (see chapter 4). The elements they use, the sequence 

of activities they perform before and after entering puhunu bima, their offerings for gods and 

namaskaras for deities, ancestors, teachers, and the environment resembles their knowledge in creating 

the specific combat (satana) ambiance at the ground.  

 As explained in previous sections, the concept of mahapandam-wahanse is an extensive way of 

making use of their specific knowledge to extend their space into other dimensions (see chapter 4). 

Supposedly, they make connections with invisible deities who are in a different time-space to theirs as 

well as with their head teacher and gurunnanse through this special element (Yasanka 2019b). This 

object, which operates as a time-space connector exemplifies their use of local knowledge and spiritual 

powers.  
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In general, a satana (combat) itself represents a collision. Yet, the combat knowledge given to 

shilpis discourage them from harming living or non-living beings. According to gurunnanse (2019e)  

there is a huge difference between ancient warriors and the modern military: 

Those days the trainee-warriors were taught to win a war without a cold-blooded massacre. The 

first step of their war strategy would be to subdue the citizens, animals, and their property by 

warning the opponents without destroying them. They never carried out a war without prior 

notification; it would not be considered a proper winning but a dishonest failure. Those wars 

were honorable and ethical. But today, there is no humanity and people have become senseless. 

 

These ideologies resemble how the vishuddhi community uses their specific knowledge tradition 

which is deeply intertwined with spirituality in an honorable form of combat. In the past, they had used 

specific strategies to win a war without necessarily harming people but rather a more humane and 

forgiving manner (ibid). Their training directs them not to harm, exploit, or act cruelly toward another 

and their properties, but to be truthful to their purpose (Sumedha 2019e; Yasanka 2019e).  

Hence, to create the satana atmosphere, all the activities they do at the puhunu bima before 

the training, during the training, and after the training denote the exclusive knowledge traditions rooted 

in the vishuddhi education system (chapter 4). 

The vishuddhi knowledge on healing; meditation, medication, and healthy food habits 

 

This section focuses on the vishuddhi knowledge pertaining to healing as meditation, 

medication, and healthy food habits. This is the aspect of vishuddhi knowledge that keeps its members 

mentally and physically healthy. Concerning meditation, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019c) suggests, “not 

everything that is received through our five senses is necessary.” Therefore, he categorizes human 

sensory inputs into three parts: essential, most essential, and inessential (ibid). According to vishuddhi 

knowledge tradition, keeping the most essential parts and discarding the rest is meditation. It helps to 
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gain knowledge continuously on most essentials, which is awareness (ibid). Continuous practice of 

vishuddhi meditation certainly brings awareness and heightens one’s spirit (ibid). 

In healing, or medication, gurunnanse uses traditionally gained subtle knowledge to investigate 

illnesses; the patients’ body movements are primarily used to understand his/her thoughts. The winding 

pathway, which is created for the patients to walk toward gurunnanse at Guru Gedara is created in such 

a way that gurunnanse could study the patient’s walk toward him. In depth, these physical traits help 

him to see through the patients’ mindset and predict how a particular illness began. Gurunnanse 

(Sumedha 2019d) affirms: 

As one walks along this winding pathway, I study his walk, steps, speed, which foot sets first, 

and the body movements and so on. What I observe here is the order. The order where he goes 

wrong. This order has a relation to the patient’s mentality which is connected to his illness. We 

use a natural strategy... Today, those who embraced Western knowledge reject these local 

knowledge traditions. Measuring them through scientific theories, they defined them as myths. 

Therefore, people of this modern era lost these essential knowledge traditions. But knowledge 

evolves, and people will understand the benefits of these subtle concepts soon. 

 

Gurumeniyan-wahanse (see Sumedha 2014) believed “this whole process of this universe has a 

mathematical measure.” Respecting this knowledge transferred by his late teacher, gurunnanse uses a 

mathematical calculation and his deep spiritual powers to investigate the patient’s illnesses. After 

studying the patient’s body movement, gurunnanse locates his/her exact illness through this 

mathematical calculation according to a random number given by the patient, commonly called 

nimiththa in Sri Lankan culture.  

Furthermore, the common acceptance that some diseases such as diabetes, cholesterol, and 

heart disease are genetically transferred from parents to offspring through genes, and hence, cannot be 

cured through western medicine (Blazer and Hernandez 2006), is denied in the vishuddhi healing 

system. Gurunnase (2019c) explains: 
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If the idea, ‘it cannot be cured’ is strongly ingrained in a patient’s mind, that preconceived 

information leaves him with a false reality that the ‘cure is impossible’. Therefore, only those 

who do not know about this negative conception can be cured. Hence, the illnesses which 

cannot be cured through Western knowledge could be cured through vishuddhi medication as 

long as the patient believes it could be cured. 

 

Moreover, gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019d) suggests, the Western knowledge system has the best 

medicines to give life to the patients who are in critical condition. In vishuddhi, the critical patients’ 

horoscope should be checked to study the patient’s samsaric journey. According to the horoscope, if his 

death brings him comfort, gurunnanse does not treat the patient. Instead, the patient’s relatives will be 

advised on how to help him in spending the remaining days meaningfully and happily (ibid). However, 

there are some patients with critical illnesses or accidents that can be cured, as their life is not over 

according to their horoscope reading. The traditional medicinal trough or beheth oruwa is used in 

vishuddhi to cure such critical patients (Sumedha 2019e). Gurunnanse instructs that this medicinal 

trough to be energized through pujas for one year (ibid). 

Moreover, the vishuddhi knowledge uses supernatural forces to eradicate unseen malign forces 

from sick patients to heal them (ibid). These are done through pujas, offerings, vishuddhi meditation, 

and using elements such as consecrated pendants called suraya. 

Gurunnanse teaches his students and patients with healthy food habits to stay healthy. He 

recommends his patients to refrain from certain foods to avoid certain illnesses. Moreover, emphasizing 

the idea that ‘nature gives you the best’, he suggests that certain foods that grow in certain seasons are 

healthier for those who live in those areas. For instance, as we stayed in Habarana, gurunnanse asked to 

add more cooked moringa leaves into our diets to avoid kidney-related diseases that occur due to the 

high heat of the North Central province in Sri Lanka. According to him, traditional Asians had good food 

habits. They have used some cooking strategies to balance certain ingredients that are essential to their 

bodies, i.e., the use of wooden stoves and clay pots is healthier in many ways. The invisible amount of 
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ash that floats on to the food from the wood stove becomes a great natural alkali which neutralizes the 

body’s pH level.  

In this manner, gurunnanse uses his intelligence, traditional vishuddhi knowledge, and higher 

spirituality to heal and educate people.  

The vishuddhi knowledge on the built environment 

 

The vishuddhi knowledge system shares an exclusive knowledge on the built environment and 

landscape. As stated by senior shilpis, they energize their land or space before utilizing it, to get the 

maximum benefit out of the space. They do this by understanding the natural space. Accordingly, the 

built environment must be created after thoroughly understanding the environment and the lifeways of 

people who live there. Gurunnanse (2019e) affirms that they look for vastu before planning a building. 

He shows how the built environment, and its landscape were created meaningfully in the past. He is in 

the belief that modern professionals produce complex and meaningless built environments today.  

Gurunnanse explains the vishuddhi knowledge system to transform one’s harsh thoughts against 

another using specific plants in landscaping and through certain building mechanisms. For instance, pink 

water lilies are planted to foster kinder thoughts among humans while turmeric and lime plants are 

planted in a special process for the protection of lands. He affirms that the blue water lilies which are 

commonly grown in Sri Lanka are exotic, invasive, and harmful to the local environments.   

Moreover, gurunnanse elaborated two occasions when humans deal with nature. First, when 

they are born and become a part of nature. Second, when they are mature enough and try to own parts 

of nature. He (Sumedha 2019d) claims:  

 

People claim their portions of land and start building on them. The so-called development and 

growth happen in this second half of their lives as they construct built structures to live. Yet, the 

development strategies should cause minimum damage to the environment. This is the well-
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established theory we vishuddhi shilpa dharis practice every day. We vow to protect nature and 

the environment through our daily pujas and worships [and practices].  

 

Additionally, according to vishuddhi traditions, the ancient buildings were constructed using the 

knowledge related to astrological mechanisms (vastu) (ibid). Accordingly, the geometric shape and the 

size of the building, roof shape, the location of the water well, the direction of the stairway, number of 

doors and windows, and plants used in the landscape are considered important depending on the 

building location and its functional requirements. The geometric shape of the building decides its 

lifespan as well as the allocated functions. Hence, sacred buildings and such landscapes were designed 

and built following circular and organic shapes and patterns that are not suitable for secular places. 

Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019a) points out: 

You can find these examples from the environment around you. Accordingly, the buildings with 

organic or arched shape will not last long. As they resemble nature, they decompose and are 

desolated sooner than that of straight polygon-shaped buildings. Therefore, the built spaces at 

Guru Gedara are composed with straight lines and square/rectangular shapes.  

 

 In effect, gurunnanse explained how the Guru Gedara landscape was done thoughtfully and 

meaningfully to fit into the activities done there (chapter 4).  

Dissemination of vishuddhi knowledge to educate the public 

 

 Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019a; 2019e) explained that intuitive knowledge is essential for 

survival: e.g., closing your eyes to prevent dusts from getting in them, drinking water when your throat 

is dry, getting some medicines when your body aches, and many other natural reactions to deal with the 

external forces. According to gurunnanse, knowledge is essential for learning life lessons. Thus, he 

shares his knowledge with society and builds awareness among many (Samaraweera 2019b). 

Gurunnanse has started his charity services from his village, Thelhawadiyawa to educate the villagers 
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and expanded them within the country. His dhamma dissemination service has stretches around the 

world through social media (ibid).   

He assembles villagers every month and checks on the issues they have. For instance, he learned 

that his villagers were in debt. They were spending all their hard-earned money unnecessarily to buy 

useless things on monthly payment plans through the influence of sales agents. After educating his 

villagers that staying out of debt is possible and the ways to do so, gurunnanse had gradually made 

these villagers’ lifestyles easier. The discussions I had with villagers confirmed the innumerable services 

gurunnanse and shilpis provide them to make their lives better. As they explained, gurunnanse takes 

them on pilgrimages at least twice a year at his own personal expense. 

 Moreover, gurunnanse treats kids with much love and respect. “I do not let elders destroy 

children’s world” he declares. In effect, he organizes public lectures around the country to educate 

children and parents. He aims to get parents' attention on how to educate their kids without destroying 

their dreams and freedom. His kindness gives opportunity for the kids who live in Thelhawadiyawa 

village to visit Guru Gedara twice a month, to receive sweet treats. 

Additionally, he set up separate awareness programs to educate the youth, expectant mothers, 

and elderly people on various topics such as living healthy and happy lives and spiritual development 

through meditation. Apart from having meditation programs in various parts of the country, gurunnanse 

expects to help people around the world who intend to develop their spirituality by circulating his 

spiritual knowledge on social media through the RitigalaTV YouTube channel, Ritigala Dekma, and 

Thurunu Esa programs. He expects the society to learn through his shilpis’ behavior and way of life. “This 

would start from their homes; the children, relatives, friends, and neighbors will be the first to observe 

shilpis’ lifestyle change and learn from them,” gurunnanse explains (Sumedha 2019b).  
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These lengthy discussions with the Ritigala vishuddhi community in their own spaces brought to light 

who these people are, what they do, their social identity, and how Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba is deeply 

rooted in shilpis’ particular way of life. Contents of this chapter disclosed not only the traditional 

vishuddhi knowledge on the vishuddhi combat and the cultural proceedings, but also their world views, 

daily practices, significant traditions, and their sub-culture represented in their meditation, medication, 

building technologies, handling of nature, and their way of living. Most importantly, the knowledge 

demonstrated here provides a strong platform for the next chapter, the dynamic role they play in 

producing their vishuddhi spaces by giving life to the existing built environment they inhabit through 

their daily pattern of events and cultural practices. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE SPACE OF RITIGALA VISHUDDHI HARAMBA 

Analysis of the identity, meaning, and the socio-cultural implications of the vishuddhi spaces: 

from training grounds to the larger structure  

4:1 Lenagala puhunu bima: the organization of a vishuddhi training ground  

Lenagala puhunu bima located at the historic Lenagala temple built by King Valagamba, on a 

ledge of the large cave of a massive boulder in an undisturbed suburban area at Panagoda, Western 

Province of Sri Lanka. According to Yasanka, the head teacher at Lenagala puhunu bima (2019a), its 

topography, on an isolated huge natural boulder surrounding tropical vegetation, is quite specific to the 

low-lying built scape of Lenagala suburbs (Figure 4.1).  

   

Figure 4.1: Plan view of Lenagala temple, amidst the thick woods and massive boulders: (1.) The entrance 

doorway and gravel pathway to the temple. (2.) The walkway to the upper level (uda maluwa). (3.) 

Boulders that are unique to the area. (4.) The upper level (uda maluwa). (5.) The lower level of the temple 

(Pahatha Maluwa). (6.) Low-lying built scape of Lenagala suburbs. 
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Transformation of the physical space  

The temple is located at two levels at the foot of the rock plateau (Figure 4.2; 4.3). The monks’ 

residence and dhamma halls are located at the ground level (pahatha maluwa). This is also where the 

regular Buddhist activities such as dhamma teachings, pirith chanting (continuous chanting of Buddhist 

stanzas), Sunday school, and average village or Buddhist gatherings take place. The shrine rooms and 

the bo tree are placed at the upper level (uda maluwa). This is where everyday Buddhist rituals such as 

puja offerings for the Lord Buddha, bo tree, and gods take place by Buddhist devotees and resident 

monks. They also continue their meditation activities, daily worship, and Buddhist chanting at the upper 

level and turn the space into a Buddhist religious ground. In fact, the vishuddhi haramba education and 

training take place mainly at the upper level as well. 

The vishuddhi shilpis who live around Lenagala assemble at the Lenagala temple every Saturday 

at around 5pm for their vishuddhi education and practice. As part of their self-preparation, they cleanse 

themselves inside and out by temporarily changing their way of life at least for 24 hours before entering 

the temple; the shilpis refrain from consuming meat, fish, eggs, alcohol (those who consume alcohol), 

having intercourse with their partners, and have a nutritional vegetarian diet for 24 hours before their 

vishuddhi training. They bring all the required items to perform pujas at the training ground. The teacher 

(guruthuma) notifies the shilpis which requested items they are to bring via the team leader. This 

includes flowers, fruits, joss sticks, sweets, tree leaves, a king coconut for the puja, some king coconuts 

to make lamps, oils, and other related things. The list is divided among the shilpis. 

According to the senior shilpis, the huge entrance doorway (thorana) to the temple and the pink 

water lilies on the natural stone pond along the walkway (Figure 4.2) transform the shilpis temporal 

mentally toward this sacred atmosphere and free their minds from harsh thoughts (Sumedha 2019c; 

Yasanka 2019b).  
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Figure 4.2: Outline of the physical space, Lenagala Temple: the lower level (Pahatha Maluwa) and the 

upper level (uda maluwa): (1.) The entrance doorway (thorana). (2.) The main pathway to the temple. (3.) 

Boulders, that are unique to the area. (4.) The winding walkway through the hill. (5.) The steep stone 

stairway to the upper level. (6.) Damma halls and monks’ residence at the lower level. (7.) The upper level.  
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As they come to the temple, the shilpis worship the resident monk and obtain his blessings, if 

the monk is available. Then they head for the upper level to prepare the ground for haramba.  

There are two ways to reach the upper level: the steep stone stairway, which is shorter, and the 

winding gravel pathway (Figure 4.2). Shilpis use the winding pathway through the hill which they created 

for their own use. Their self-awareness journey begins from there. Yasanka (2020b) explains, “shilpis' 

every step on this pathway gives them awareness.” According to Lenagala shilpis (2019; 2020), as they 

walk barefoot along this gravel pathway to the upper level, the roughness of the pathway teaches them 

their first lesson; to stay in the present moment (Samarasekara 2019; Serasinghe 2019; Tilak 2019). This 

mindful walking calms their minds and works as another transitional point where shilpis’ temporal 

mentality transform toward the sacred contents of vishuddhi teaching (Serasinghe 2019; Tilak 2019; 

Yasanka 2019b).  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Detailed illustration of Lenagala Temple portraying the lower level (pahatha maluwa), the 
upper level (uda maluwa), and the boulders that are unique to the area.   
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To comprehend the physical spaces at the upper level, I divided the space into three parts. The 

area around the bo tree and the small cave on the plateau is ‘Space-A’. The area beyond it is identified 

as ‘Space-B’ while the sand compound where the main spaces intersect is ‘Space-C’ (Figure 4.4).  

 

 

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the space at the upper level (uda maluwa): Space-A (area around the bo tree and 
the small cave on the plateau), Space-B (Main shrine room, vishuddhi shrine, open shrine dedicated for 
God Ganesh, and the steep stairway), and Space-C (Sand compound, the main space at the upper level) 

 

Space-A: As they walk, the Buddha statue with its roofed structure and the sturdy branches of the huge 

bo tree at an upper corner of the upper level are visible from a distance. The Buddha statue and the 

ancient bo tree with its surrounding parapet wall on the plateau -where a part of the plateau is the rock 

itself- are the first things shilpis encounter at the upper level (space-A) (Figure 4.5). When looking 

straight at the bo tree, on the right side, the huge wall-like boulder demarcates one longitudinal 

boundary of the upper level with a slightly carved cave on the plateau. Although the winding pathway 

ends here, space-A does not give the impression of an entrance but rather an edge of a core space 

where a series of activities continues. Buddhist devotees frequently gather around the bo tree to carry 
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out numerous rituals associated with it. They carry out pujas for the bo tree, both watering the tree and 

making offerings to eliminate their mental and physical sufferings or bad karma (Yasanka 2019). 

The contiguous space on the right side of the bo tree is 20-foot-wide stretch of open land 

extended to the plateau bordering the huge boulder. In front of the slightly carved cave, a part of this 

plateau is the rock itself and the other part has soil on it. The visitors to the temple do not use this area; 

only the shilpis do so. The rock plateau is sacred for them, and they avoid walking over it. They have 

personified the large rock and the part that makes part of the ground as parwatha-wahanse, 

anthropomorphizing it. Moreover, they worship this rock if they happen to cross over it. They light their 

individual wishing lamps (prarthana pahan puja) on parwatha-wahanse after completing their cultural 

pujas at night before starting vishuddhi haramba.  

The adjoining small cave is used by the teacher to relax and meditate while the shilpis get ready 

for the pujas. The shilpis also use this area to have private discussions with the teacher in the evenings. 

The senior shilpis light up anu pandam (smaller torches) and proceed with haramba in this area, 

transforming it into a dynamic vishuddhi training ground after the regular visitors to the temple leave 

the upper level at night. Therefore, vishuddhi shilpis continuous interactions and negotiations transform 

space-A into a vishuddhi practice field at night.  

Further, there is a secluded space attached to Space-A, further inside the woods from the 

teacher’s cave. This area is used for special vishuddhi rituals of casting away one’s negative energies. 

This area is private and exclusive to vishuddhi; others are not allowed. 

Space-A, which is centered around the huge bo tree, its parapet wall, and the rock plateau, is 

transformed into multiple lived spaces through the various patterns of events and activities carried out 

by the worshipers and vishuddhi shilpis (Figure 4.6; 4.7); first, the abstract space made up of physical 

elements is transformed into the temple, then the space is transformed by the worshipers into a place 

of devotion through their cleaning rituals, puja offerings, worship, and pirith chanting in the area around 
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the bo tree, and the vishuddhi shilpis transform this lived space, later at night, into their practice field, 

elaborated below.  

 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of space-A, the space centered around the bo tree, its parapet wall, and the rock 
plateau: (1) Parwatha-wahanse. (2.) Space under the bo tree and plateau. (3.) Plateau - space next to the 
slightly carved cave. (4.) Winding pathway. (5.) Secluded space that is used to cast away negative energies. 

 

 

Figure 4.6:  Space-A is transformed into multiple lived spaces through the various activities carried out by the 
Buddhist worshipers and the shilpis: the Buddhist worshipers transform the upper level at Lenagala into a 
place of devotion through their rituals and daily worship in the evenings.  
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Figure 4.7:  Vishuddhi activities at Space-A, at the opening of the slightly carved cave. [ (1.) Shilpis meet the 
headteacher before the training, (2.) They light small lamps (anu pandam) and consume space for haramba 
and namaskara training. (3.) Shilpis light up Individual wishing lamps (prarthana pahan puja) on parwatha-
wahanse.  

 

Space-B: Space-B is also integrated with a group of spaces organized around the sand compound (Space 

C) which is approximately 150 feet long and 50 feet wide. The main shrine room or the image house 

which is built inside the large rock cave lies right in front of the longitudinal direction of the edge of the 

central compound (Figure 4.8). This shrine room is about 25 feet and 12 feet wide. It is divided into two 

parts; the Lord Buddha’s statue was placed in one large room and God Vishnu’s statue in the other. 

Comparatively, the shrine room looks more static with the materials used to construct it: bricks, 

concrete, and cement rendering. The cave inside is filled with colorful cave arts and sculptures.  

The shrine room is used by both shilpis and villagers to offer their pujas and worship the Lord Buddha 

and God Vishnu. The shilpis start their main puja at this space after the villagers finish their usual pujas. 

Yet, they use this space for puja preparations while worshipers engage in their work. There is a small 

shrine room attached to the right side of the shrine room facing parwatha-wahanse. This is where 

shilpis carry out jalasaththuwa, the water purification ritual before puja preparations. There is also an 

open shrine formed around a stone that stands leaning on a tree, with the statues of God Ganesh 

located slightly left of the sand compound. It is decorated with hanging dried leaves (Figure 4.8). The 

villagers use this space to offer their pujas such as flowers, fruits, milk rice, statues, joss sticks, and light 
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lamps for the God Ganesh while the shilpis consume it differently: they just clean the space and worship 

God Ganesh before starting their main vishuddhi puja at the shrine room. 

The vishuddhi shrine, the only new construction at the upper level, is located on the left edge of 

the compound. It is about a 7- foot by 7-foot simple square structure with a flat concrete roof built at 

the edge of the natural boulder. This is mainly used to keep the energized mahapandam-wahanse after 

the practice. There is a large stone placed in front of the vishuddhi shrine as a seat or bench for 

gurunnanse to sit when he visits Lenagala puhunu bima (Yasanka 2019b; 2020a). This space is also used 

by shilpis in certain haramba practices (ibid). Therefore, the space around vishuddhi shrine is mainly 

used by shilpis rather than the worshipers who use the upper level.  

The huge boulder backdrop defines the back (the Northern edge) of the upper level of the 

temple with its height, steep, and unreachability, assuring security for the place. The opposite side to 

this back edge (South) is the steep slope that separates the upper level from the ground-level of the 

temple (Figure 4.3). The steep stone stairway through the slope (the shorter path) connects both levels. 

It is the main road used by average worshipers, while the shilpis use it only after they finish their training 

at night. Yasanka (2020a) says they use this stone stairway for haramba training as well (Figure 4.8).   

Space-C: Space-C (Figure 4.10), sand compound, is the main haramba training ground where the 

vishuddhi pujas and training take place at night. Therefore, although the spaces at uda maluwa operate 

separately according to the pattern of events and activities carried out by vishuddhi shilpis, the sand 

compound (Space-C) binds all the spaces together being the main space at vishuddhi puhunu bima when 

the haramba training takes place at night (Figure 4.11).  
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of space-B, the physical space centered beyond Space-A and the sand compound 
(Space-C): (1.) The small shrine where the water ritual is carried out. (2.) The main shrine room inside the 
large cave.  (3.) The Vishuddhi shrine. (4.) The open shrine formed on a stone-stand to worship God 
Ganesh. (5.) The steep stairway. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Space-B is transformed into multiple lived spaces as the worshipers and the vishuddhi shilpis 
carry out their daily activities. (1.) The lived space produced by shilpis in front of the vishuddhi shrine at 
night by lighting man-made lamps. (2.), (3.), and (4.) The lived space produced by shilpis together with 
worshipers in front of the main shrine room. (5.) Puja offerings at the main shrine room inside the large 
cave. (6.) The open space under the tree canopy is transformed into a shrine by placing statues and puja 
offerings on a stone-stand to worship God Ganesh. 
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Figure 4.10: Space-c, (sand compound) binds together all the lived spaces produced at the upper level 
being the main space at uda maluwa when they carry out vishuddhi training at night. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Space-C is transformed into a haramba training ground as the shilpis carry out their daily 
vishuddhi activities at the sand compound creating multiple connections with the surrounding spaces at 
uda maluwa producing the lived space, vishuddhi puhunu bima, at night. (1.) and (2.) The ground is ready 
for haramba training. (3.) Worship rituals (namaskaras) at the sand compound. (4.) Mahapandam-
wahanse is lit at the training ground from beginning to end of vishuddhi pujas and haramba training. 
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The space negotiations with time 

In every practice session, the vishuddhi shilpis must perform numerous activities before the 

teacher enters the practice ground. Therefore, they negotiate the space at the upper level with the 

worshipers (average Buddhist devotees). This pertains to separating time rather than space itself. The 

shilpis break the team into subgroups and start their usual cleaning process and the puja preparations, 

which takes at least 2-3 hours to complete while the worshipers are present at the upper level. The fact 

that the shilpis do their chores as small groups blending with worshipers camouflage them among 

worshipers and prevents undue attraction and curiosity for their activities and identity (Yasanka 2019).   

Conversely, at Pidurangala (a different site), since the practice is done at the bo maluwa, the 

sand compound where the bo tree is located, the shilpis wait until all the worshipers finish their 

activities. At Lenagala, the sand compound which is facing the shrine room is separated from the space 

around the bo maluwa. Therefore, the Lenagala shilpis could start their daily chores, without conflicting 

with the space and the worshipers who come to worship even at midnight (Figure 4.9). They use the 

space around the bo tree if they wish to linger while shilpis practice haramba at the sand compound at 

night.    

The vishuddhi process at Lenagala 

 

The vishuddhi shilpis sweep and clean the upper level of the temple where they practice 

haramba as their foremost task, regardless of how much the daily worshipers cleaned the space (Figure 

4.12). Next, they do the water purification ritual, Jalasaththuwa, before puja preparations (Figure 4.13). 

I observed two vishuddhi members carrying a large water bucket into the small shrine room attached to 

the main shrine after they cleaned their training ground. They kept it in the middle of the room, 

squatted on either side of the water container, and started to chant. They added turmeric powder into 

the water (Figure 4.13). After Jalasaththuwa, the water inside the container is considered blessed and 
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purified (Serasinghe 2019; Tilak 2019). This water is used to perform the rest of the tasks at the training 

ground including washing fruits, flowers, leaves, and other items used in the pujas. Also, this water is 

used to make turmeric water which is sprayed around the sand compound to purify their space after 

worshipers leave the ground. For them, the turmeric water denotes purity. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: The rituals at puhunu bima - 1: (1.) The shilpis sweep and clean uda maluwa, the upper level at 
Lenagala training ground. (2.) The shilpis clean bo maluwa, the space around the bo tree, before pujas and 
haramba training, at Pidurangala training ground.  

 

 

Figure 4.13: The rituals at puhunu bima - 2: The water purification ritual: The shilpis carry a water bucket to 
the small shrine room adjoining the main shrine at Lenagala temple and perform the water purification ritual, 
jalasaththuwa, by chanting Buddhist stanzas and vishuddhi stotra. 
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The arrangement of mahapandam-wahanse is their next major task (Figure 4.14). 

Mahapandam-wahanse is the most sacred element for shilpis, representing gurunnanse, past teachers 

including gurumeniyan-wahanse, the Fighting God, and other gods of divination particular to vishuddhi. 

It is believed that gurunnanse can observe what is happening in the faraway training grounds from 

Ritigala, through mahapandam-wahanse, when it is lit. The vishuddhi members decorate this special 

element with colorful flowers and certain leaves with utmost care. They cut fresh tree leaves while 

chanting hymns specific to vishuddhi with special concern and respect for the trees. After preparing, 

they place mahapandam-wahanse in a special place at the ground before training starts (see chapter 3).  

 

 

Figure 4.14: The rituals at puhunu bima - 3: Preparation of mahapandam-wahanse, (1.) at Lenagala training 
ground, (2.) at Pidurangala training ground. 

 

Preparation of pujas for the Lord Buddha, God Vishnu, and deities is another important activity 

the shilpis perform (Figure 4.15). This is done on worktops inside the shrine room. These include trays of 

colorful flowers, lamps, and joss sticks for the Lord Buddha and the colorful flower trays and aromatic 

fruit receptacles for gods.  
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Figure 4.15: The rituals at puhunu bima - 4: Preparation of pujas for the Lord Buddha (colorful flowers, lamps, 
and joss sticks), God Vishnu, and other deities (colorful flower trays and aromatic fruit receptacles). 

 

Finally, the shilpis place lamps (anu pandam) made of used king coconuts on poles and set these 

up around the practice compound (Figure 4.16); there were around 15 lamps at Lenagala. Usually, the 

number of lamps used in a training ground depends on the size of the ground. Most of the artificial 

lights at the training ground are turned off when these lamps are lit. This results in a compound dimly lit 

by natural lamps when the time comes to start the vishuddhi cultural pujas and haramba. The practice is 

carried out in the presence of this yellow light. Yasanka (2019c) explained how and why this yellow light 

is considered important: 

These naturally made lamps neither emit a bright white light nor light-up the whole ground. 

Since the lighting level is lower, the trainees can relax their minds and concentrate solely on 

practice without outside disturbances. Also, the yellow light emitted from these natural lamps is 

physically and mentally healthier for humans. In such lighting levels, your brain processes 

efficiently as it makes you see, observe, and attempt to identify objects in the “dark”. When you 

are exposed to bright white light emitted by fluorescent light bulbs, your brain does not work 

that way because the objects are already visible. This has a negative effect on your brain 

chemistry. You tend to focus only on what you can see without effort. 
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Figure 4.16: The process of setting up lamps (anu pandam) they made using young king coconuts: (1.) The 
empty king coconuts are set up on steel poles, (2.) filled with oil, (3.) the illumination portions are inserted, 
(4.) then the lamps are lit to illuminate the training ground during the haramba training. 

 

 There are many reasons behind the vishuddhi community continuing their training at night. 

According to the views of head teachers Yasanka (2019b) and Rajasnagala (2019), and vishuddhi shilpis 

at Pidurangala and Lenagala, the young trainees who engaged in their daily tasks in the daytime can only 

make time for training at night. Taking this opportunity, the training is performed at night, usually from 

8 pm-12 am. The training is rigorous, tough, and lasts for about four hours without breaks. It consumes a 

lot of energy and spirit. Moreover, vishuddhi haramba training is done privately without exposing their 

techniques to outsiders. Therefore, the nighttime environment provides them with cover and the 

desired environment to proceed with their practice. Additionally, the environment is calm, quiet, and 

poses no distractions. According to the senior shilpis, although our knowledge and the vision range are 

limited to grasp subtle changes happening in the universe, the gods’ presence and blessings are 

bestowed upon the trainees at night when the environment is calm and holy (Rajasnagala 2019; Yasanka 

2019b).   

After puja preparations, the shilpis wait patiently until the worshipers leave the sand compound 

at the upper level to carry out their vishuddhi rituals, worship, and haramba. The team leader supervises 
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every action done in the training ground before the teacher is invited to the ground. All the 

communication with the teacher and the student before the practice is done through him. The shilpis 

wear their dhavidhari-wasthraya after they finish puja preparations. This gives them their vishuddhi 

identity and indicates they are ready for vishuddhi haramba.  

Then, the team leader goes to the teacher's cave and requests him to teach them vishuddhi 

haramba through some rituals meaningful to them. He takes several betel leaves similar to the number 

of shilpis present on the ground (Samarasekara 2019). When the teacher enters the training ground, all 

the shilpis follow him in line to the shrine room. First, they switch off artificial lights, offer pujas and 

worship the Lord Buddha, and then the deities, God Vishnu and God Ganesh. Next, the teacher, 

followed by the shilpis, goes to the mahapandam-wahanse, lights it and pays tribute by doing a series of 

vishuddhi namaskaras, remembering the present and past teachers of vishuddhi. All the shilpis stand in 

a half-circle on the sand compound facing mahapandam-wahanse in the ascending order of their age 

and worship mahapandam-wahanse, following vishuddhi namaskara. Next, they greet their teacher, 

followed by each of the shilpis, and the shilpis themselves starting from the oldest. Last, they perform 

bhumi namaskara to pay respect and admiration to their puhunu bima, earth, and nature before starting 

the combat training. After pujas and cultural activities, they light their ‘wishing lamps’, the ritual known 

as prarthana pahan puja to wish good luck for their haramba training, and the development of 

vishuddhi haramba (Samarasekara 2019) (Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.17: The lineup of rituals and pujas at puhunu bima when worshipers left uda maluwa: (1.) Team 
leader invites teacher to the training ground to teach haramba. (2.) The shilpis offer pujas and worship the 
Lord Buddha and deities. (3.) Lighting mahapandam-wahanse and worship, representing past and present 
teachers. (4.) and (5) Some worship/ namaskara rituals before mahapandam-wahanse. (6.) Worship elderly 
members in order of their age. (7.) Perform the ritual of lighting Individual wishing lamps, prarthana pahan 
puja. 
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Through all these rituals, namaskaras, and pujas, the vishuddhi shilpis gradually embeds the 

power of the vishuddhi haramba into their training ground (Rajasnagala 2019; Ruhunuhewa 2019a; 

Yadipura 2019b; Yasanka 2019b). They use their vishuddhi rituals and namaskaras as a medium to make 

their practice space divine or powerful (ibid). In doing so, they use this energized space for vishuddhi 

combat training and empower vishuddhi shilpis. Yasanka (2019c) declares the significance of performing 

pujas at puhunu bima: 

There are myriad reasons behind carrying out these rituals and pujas at puhunu bima. We 

worship the Lord Buddha and deities for their infinite qualities and to obtain their blessings. 

Also, we invite vishuddhi spirits for our training through these customs, rituals, and pujas. 

Thereby, we gradually plant ‘our power’, which is the power of Ritigala vishuddhi haramba, into 

the training ground. This ensures the safety of the combat fighters while they carry out hard 

training for long hours at the training ground. Moreover, the teacher is responsible for the 

security of all the families and properties of the vishuddhi shilpis who are present at the puhunu 

bima. Therefore, these pujas also guarantee the protection of their family members, and their 

properties until they return home. Therefore, no combat will be done without a puja. 

 

With these rituals, they extend their physical training ground into other dimensions as well. 

Moreover, through self-cleansing, rituals, pujas, and cultural activities, the shilpis expect to make the 

deities content, gratified, and draw their kind attention toward them. They consider their puhunu bima 

to be holy after fulfilling all the rituals and pujas at the site. Therefore, to maintain the sanctity and 

cleanliness of the space, they do not permit anyone except vishuddhi trainees to set foot on the sand 

compound after completing the required rituals at puhunu bima. If someone else crosses the sand 

compound, shilpis stop haramba practice and wait until the worshiper finishes her/his work and leaves 

(Figure 4.18). After that, the shilpis spray turmeric water and clean the ground again before restarting 

haramba. Meanwhile, the shilpis warn worshipers not to go close to the mahapandam-wahanse. 

Yasanka (2019d) says, “the ordinary people do not ‘deserve’ the worship and respect we do to the gods. 

Hence, they should not go closer to our most respected mahapandam-wahanse. It will bring negative 

impacts on them.” Next, the shilpis line up in the sand compound for haramba training (Figure 4.18).  
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Figure 4.18: (1.) Haramba training at Lenagala after performing vishuddhi cultural pujas (2.) The reaction of 
shilpis when a woman suddenly crossed over the sand compound at midnight while they were engaged in 
haramba. 

 

 Their dynamic haramba training includes mandi training, individual exercises, group combat 

lessons, and more. Most of these lessons were followed the patterns they drew on the sand compound 

and practiced over them. When haramba is over, they erase all the patterns they created on the ground 

from their hands and rearrange the ground again, leaving an elegant new pattern in place. They also 

return the energized mahapandam-wahanse back to the vishuddhi shrine before leaving the ground. 

(Samarasekara 2020; Yasanka 2020e).  

Production of vishuddhi puhunu bima 

According to the arguments of Giesking and Mangold (2014:285), “human experiences of space 

and time are remarkably specific to certain groups and cultures in particular places and times.” 

Therefore, the understanding of the space-making process is a complex. The shilpis too experience 

space via a series of interconnected vishuddhi activities, creating close relationships between 
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themselves and their space. This relationship creates multiple new spaces with time. This pattern of 

spatial activities produces their vishuddhi puhunu bima.  

According to Yasanka (2019c;2020a), “all the places we use for vishuddhi rituals and practice are 

parts of our vishuddhi puhunu bima.” Therefore, spaces where the vishuddhi events take place; the core 

space or the sand compound (Space-C), all the other spaces (at Spaces-A and B) at the upper level, the 

steep stone stairway, and the winding pathway converge Lenagala vishuddhi puhunu bima (Figure 4.19). 

 However, they become so only when vishuddhi shilpis engage in vishuddhi activities and combat 

training.  Although these spaces operate as separate units according to the pattern of events and 

activities carried out by shilpis, the sand compound binds all these spaces together. It is the core space 

at the vishuddhi haramba training ground at night. 

 Therefore, Lenagala puhunu bima is formed by the fusion of ‘lived vishuddhi spaces’ produced 

through the various patterns of events and activities associated with the upper level and the steep slope 

that links the ground level, within the physical area bounded by the rock walls.  

 

    

Figure 4.19: The assembly of physical spaces that produce vishuddhi puhunu bima.  
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Figure 4.20: The assembly of physical spaces that produce Buddhist devotees’ place of worship.  

 

The social meaning 

 
Today, Lenagala temple has become a focal point of the village and draws strong attention and 

attraction from the public. It is reproduced and reshaped by the continuous negotiations between the 

vishuddhi shilpis and village inhabitants who have formed an inseparable connection with its unique 

surrounding. Although these physical structures are simple and appear temporary, space signifies a solid 

and powerful meaning with both a dynamic and informal character through the continuous pattern of 

activities occurring there. Based on the discussions with gurunnanse, Yasanka, and the head monk of the 

temple, it seems that the social meaning of the place has changed across time due to the users and their 

patterns of activities. Yasanka (2019c) explained how Lenagala evolved through time: 

When gurunnanse first started vishuddhi haramba training at Lenagala 12 years ago, this space 

at uda maluwa had been abandoned and the ground was neglected. Space has been 
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transformed into different meanings over time according to its users. Unlike today it was neither 

popular among villagers nor crowded with devotees. As gurunnanse started vishuddhi training, 

space gradually developed, and the temple became more popular among villagers. As we 

continued our practice, we rearranged the space created by the King Valagamba which was later 

reshaped by the head monk and the archeological department. As we energize the space 

through rituals and cultural pujas, the people sense its power, and they make use of this 

invisible power of the space. Today, the Lenagala temple has become an important place for the 

villagers…We rebuilt what had been there in the past for the future. 

 

 

According to Lefebvre (1992), rhythm is the understanding of people’s repetitive movement 

through space over time. Similarly, the vishuddhi community has carried out a repetitive process, 

rhythmically, over time. More importantly, this repetitive pattern of vishuddhi activities had power and 

authority over the social space and the built environment of Lenagala temple although the head monk 

and the archeological department played the institutionally dominant role in the development, 

maintenance, and growth of the temple. Through its power and authority, the vishuddhi community has 

rhythmically redefined the space through their events and activities using their agency, beside the solid 

backdrop created by King Valagamba.  

While the space is transformed and facilitated as a Buddhist religious ground for Lenagala 

villagers to carry out their religious activities, the vishuddhi shilpis play a dominant role in 

transformation of space. Hence, the authority and the villagers are not the sole producers of space but 

shilpis as well. According to Yasanka (2019c), the shilpis maintain the character and the rhythm of the 

space created by King Valagamba in the past for the future using vishuddhi teachings according to the 

sub-culture formed through the vishuddhi activities. In turn, the worshipers transform the space created 

by shilpis and produce spaces meaningful to them. Thus, they make use of this space and its invisible 

power they sense with much devotion but use their agency to adapt. 

Therefore, this rhythm at Lenagala has been created through the repetition of human and non-

human patterns of events and activities of the space but not the shape, size, or order of its built 
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structures. The built structures only supported the pattern of events and activities that had given life 

and a character to the place.  

Although it is one physical space, it becomes two separate spaces depending on the type of 

activities performed there (Figure 4.21): the vishuddhi puhunu bima and the Buddhist devotees’ place of 

worship.  

 

                                    

Figure 4.21: The graphical representation of the space transformation at uda maluwa, both by the 
worshipers and shilpis. (1.) Buddhist devotees transform the space in front of the rock into a place of 
worship. (2.) Then the shilpis transform what used to be a Buddhist spiritual ground into their puhunu bima. 

 

Ultimately, uda maluwa could be defined as a particular space produced by people for and 

through their uses. It is thus reshaped and redefined by the meanings given to it by various actors in 

different eras via the social and cultural relationships overlapping multiple lived spaces.  

It had been an abandoned ground for centuries until used again as a Buddhist temple in the 

19th century (Sumedha 2019c; Amithasiri 2019). Gurunnanse restarted this training ground more than a 

decade ago in 2004 (ibid). After a few years, in 2014, Yasanka continued to conduct vishuddhi training at 

Lenagala under the guidance of gurunnanse (Yasanka 2019d). During this period, space at Lenagala has 
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undergone many transformations. Yasanka has added some physical spaces to continue the vishuddhi 

process meaningfully, always under the inspection of gurunnanse (ibid). He has redefined and reshaped 

the space and produced today’s lived space at Lenagala with his vishuddhi students as he escorts the 

shilpis through vishuddhi cultural practice and haramba training.  

In the meantime, the outsiders make use of the space the way they find meaningful to them 

using their agency.  The organization of spaces at uda maluwa allows the pattern of events to unfold and 

creates puhunu bima, being an abstract space. When the space is inactive with no vishuddhi activities 

conducted, the kinetic puhunu bima does not exist. The physical space stays just as uda maluwa, only 

with the Buddhist devotees (worshipers) activities and rituals changing its ambiance. 

4:2  Vishuddhi puhunu bimas in Sri Lanka  

 

The above discourse describes and explains how Lenagala puhunu bima is produced through the 

continuous vishuddhi processes carried out by vishuddhi shilpis transforming the abstract space formed 

within the Lenagala Buddhist temple originally created by King Valagamba into multiple lived spaces flip- 

flopped with time. Moreover, it also discloses how puhunu bima is created as an ephemeral space on 

specific days at specific times with a solid and powerful meaning, for the sole purpose of advancing 

vishuddhi shilpis. The process is similar with all the vishuddhi centers across the country (Sumedha 

2019d; Yasanka 2019b). This section investigates the organization of vishuddhi training centers (puhunu 

bim) across the country as a medium of dispersing vishuddhi knowledge, highlighting the underlying 

meaning why these temples were originally created by King Valagamba, the dominant social actors who 

create vishuddhi spaces, and the vishuddhi process with its everyday rhythm, and the changes in 

patterns of activities to fit in the context.  
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The powerful visual built space created by King Valagamba 

 

As highlighted in the early chapters, the vishuddhi puhunu bimas are organized only within the 

environments first developed or constructed by King Valagamba. He had been the guardian of this 

traditional combat art and had been on a vigorous mission of training combat fighters to form a large 

army to regain power. After he triumphed, he transformed these training grounds into Buddhist temples 

and made them gifted to Buddhist monks. Since then, these spaces have gone through many changes 

but mainly functioning as Buddhist temples. There are a few significant physical elements that are 

common to all 166 Valagamba temples; the built scape on elevated rock platforms surrounded by huge 

boulders, shrine rooms built for Lord Buddha and God Vishnu with specific statues, a bo tree, and a 

central court or a sand compound (maluwa) – just like in the Lenagala, Pidurangala, and Yadipura 

temples (ibid). These physical elements are organized in a certain pattern within these spaces respecting 

the natural topography of the respective locales while maintaining the functional aspects and the 

aesthetics of the place (Samaraweera 2019; Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2019c; Yadipura 2019a). 

Moreover, this network of 166 practice centers was said to have been built using a similar building 

technology and style following a powerful constellation of the sky at the time (Sumedha 2019b). 

According to Yasanka (2019b): 

Before each practice session, the vishuddhi shilpis perform vishuddhi pujas and bhumi 

namaskaras, to give these lands their due respect and transfer merits to the vishuddhi ancestors 

who inhabit these areas as vishuddhi deities. In return, they bless and provide shilpis with the 

required protection, power, and guidance to continue their haramba training. The frequent 

vishuddhi pujas make the deities powerful, contended, and confirm their presence on these 

vishuddhi spaces, hence the space becomes powerful and energized.  

 

According to shilpis, the power, strength, unity, trust, protection, and ownership that associate 

with these spaces, that are necessary for their vishuddhi training, are the key reason why vishuddhi is 

centered in these specific spaces (Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2019b). Knowing that these spaces were 
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created solely for vishuddhi training, the shilpis respect them with a sense of ownership. Thereby, they 

map out their spaces with a new meaning developing their social relations with more power and 

authority, using the space created by King Valagamba as a strong backstage in producing vishuddhi 

puhunu bimas. 

Importance of the thought process (expectations and purpose) of the built space creator 

Over the past millennia, these Valagamba temples have undergone many transformations. They 

had been abandoned or disconnected from the public for long periods until the 19th century and used 

by Buddhist monks from time to time (Abeysinghe 2018; Marasinghe 2016; Tennakoon 2001).  

The head monks of some of these temples claimed that most of these cave temples were 

imbued with new life and vitality after the establishment of vishuddhi haramba within these past 15 

years apart from Dambulla cave temple which is in the heart of Dambulla city and has been a tourist 

attraction since the 19th century (Ven. Amithasiri; Ven.Sumanaransi 2019; Ven. Sunanda 2019; 

Samaraweera 2019c; Yasanka 2019d). Gurunnanse (2019b) reasons this as: 

Generally, the built space around is created solely on the thoughts [expectations and purpose] 

of its creators. If the thought [purpose] is powerful, the creation becomes powerful, if the 

creation is powerful, nature protects them... Therefore, the spaces created by King Valagamba 

are firmly attached to the powerful thoughts of their creator, i.e., vishuddhi combat training… 

Hence, these spaces thrive with vishuddhi haramba. 

 

Therefore, he suggests that the creators of the built environment should have good intentions, 

understanding of their surroundings, and awareness of how to amalgamate their thoughts for the 

benefit of the vast majority (ibid). However, it is evident that vishuddhi spaces have survived anchoring 

to the symbolic meaning for which they were created for, i.e., to develop disciplined combat fighters. 

Therefore, the shilpis believe these spaces, which were created centuries ago to disperse vishuddhi 
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education, thrive in such uses (ibid). The shilpis, as well as these spaces, have reshaped and prospered 

through vishuddhi haramba.  

The vishuddhi process that produces spaces 

 Christopher Alexander (1979) argues, “Those of us who are concerned with buildings tend to 

forget too easily that all the life and soul of a place, all of our experiences there, depends not simply on 

the physical environment, but on the patterns of events which we experience there.”  Further, Perera 

and Liyanage’s (2016) study of People’s neighborhood centers in Sri Lanka explains the connection 

between people’s everyday languages and their space-making processes. They documented how 

ordinary people produce and reproduce space through their daily practices, using their agency. As they 

elaborate:  

The connection between physical and socio-spatial handiya is similar to the body and the self 

that make people, or the hardware and software that make computers. A pile of hardware is not 

a computer until it is assembled in a working combination and life is infused through 

software...More than the street intersection, the handiya is defined by the activities on each 

side and the connections across the streets/roads… 

 

Similarly, the careful examination of the recurrent pattern of the daily vishuddhi activities at 

Lenagala training ground reveals how vishuddhi puhunu bimas in their respective locales are produced 

within the existing social and physical contexts and how, through shilpis continuous negotiation of 

space, their patterns of events give life to these abstract spaces. The existing physical space acts as a 

strong abstract space for the shilpis to perform vishuddhi activities and cultural pujas (Figure 4.22). 

Therefore, the space is always integrated with the pattern of vishuddhi activities and the lives of 

vishuddhi people who are associated with it. Thus, vishuddhi puhunu bima is an inside-out creation of 

vishuddhi shilpis, i.e., socially produced through and for their vishuddhi activities along with the tangible 

and intangible relationships they make with their space, social networks, environment, culture, and 
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spiritual connections. The vishuddhi traditions, cultural implications, and their daily activities enhance 

their space and extend further into various dimensions beyond the average spatial boundaries creating 

many layers of spaces.  

 

 

Figure 4.22: The vishuddhi shilpis and Buddhist devotees give life to the abstract space produced by King 
Valagamba through their recurrent pattern of activities and cultural practices and produce ‘Buddhist 
devotees’ place of worship’ and ‘vishuddhi puhunu bima’. 

 

The puhunu bima is also a dominant lived space that stretches into the invisible spaces to 

connect with vishuddhi deities. The process of vishuddhi customs and cultural pujas are essential for this 

spatial expansion (Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019a; Yadipura 2019b; Yasanka 2019). Vishuddhi 

shilpis strongly believe that this connection they make with deities give them strength, power, and the 

blessings to carry out vishuddhi haramba. In addition, puhunu bima space is further extended for 

gurunnanse’s inspection at Ritigala through mahapandam-wahanse. Therefore, puhunu bima is a 

confluence of spaces that extend into many spheres of life and activities (Figure 4.23):  
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1. The static physical space which was created by King Valagamba 

2. The lived vishuddhi space created by shilpis through their vishuddhi processes  

3. The invisible layers of spaces created through ‘satana atmosphere’ which connects invisible 

beings into their practice 

4. The extended space created through the main element mahapandam-wahanse which connects 

gurunnanse to the space 

 

                

Figure 4.23: Layers of spaces confluence in producing vishuddhi puhunu bima. 

 

Therefore, in addition to being ephemeral, vishuddhi puhunu bima is also transitory. It is an 

ephemeral space, produced purely through continuous patterns of vishuddhi activities that come 

together for the event. After the vishuddhi process, they leave behind an extraordinary or powerful 

space for worshipers to perform their rituals. 

Changes in patterns to fit in the context (Pidurangala, Yadipura, and Dambulla)  

 

Although the vishuddhi processes and the grounds are similar, each puhunu bima is unique; 

each of the 101 puhunu bimas slightly vary based on their puja offerings and the pattern of activities. 

Each physical formation is influenced by the specific topography, the location, the respective users, the 
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deities who inhabit these specific areas, and the plants that are prone to grow in these locations 

contribute to their differences (Rajasnagala 2019; Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Samaraweera 2019b; Yadipura 

2019b; Yasanka 2019b). Each ground bears different meanings and a sense of identity.  

According to the fieldwork carried out in four different vishuddhi puhunu bimas in four different 

localities outside Ritigala: Lenagala and Yadipura in the Western province; Pidurangala and Dambulla in 

the North Central province, the structures of puhunu bimas could be classified as follows. 

 

Pidurangala 

Compared with Lenagala, spatial elements like bo tree, shrine room, and sand compound are 

stretched differently at Pidurangala (see chapter 3 and Figure 4.24). The shrine rooms are located on an 

upper level on the hill, but the bo tree and the maluwa are located at the ground level. The sand 

compound in front of this shrine room seems inadequate for haramba. Therefore, the shilpis use the 

space under the bo tree to practice haramba at night. They wait until all the Buddhist worshipers finish 

their rituals and leave the temple to begin their vishuddhi pujas and haramba. Yet, they proceed with 

puja preparations and cleaning rituals while the ordinary people are still there in the evenings but try to 

separate their area as they leave. The parapet wall (half wall) around the bo tree redefines shilpis’ 

haramba ground at night as they close the gates of the parapet wall and begin haramba excluding the 

ordinary people from the space. The seniors’ exclusive training is done in the sand compound at the 

upper level near the shrine room. 
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Figure 4.24: The outline of the spatial structure of Pidurangala puhunu bima in its respective topography. (1.) 
Space 1, the training ground at the opening of the Lord Buddha’s and God Vishnu’s shrines. (2.) Space 2, the 
main training ground under the bo tree. 

 

Yadipura (Pilikuththuwa today) 

Organization of the physical structure of Yadipura puhunu bima is quite similar to Lenagala. 

However, at Yadipura, all the spatial elements (bo tree, shrine rooms, and the God Vishnu shrine) are 

located around the sand compound, making it a central court. Therefore, to prevent attracting 

unnecessary attention, Yadipura shilpis too, like Pidurangala shilpis, wait patiently until all the ordinary 

devotees leave the ground to start their rituals and vishuddhi haramba. Yadipura seniors have a small 

frontcourt at the opening of the Vishnu shrine up the hill (Space 2) where they practice haramba in 

private being invisible to the main compound (Space 1) at the ground level (Figure 4.25).   
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Figure 4.25: The outline of the spatial structure of Yadipura (Pilikuththuwa) puhunu bima in its respective 
topography. (1.) The main training ground facing the Lord Buddha’s shrine. (2.) The seniors’ training 
ground at the opening of the God Vishnu shrine. (3.) The stairway to the God Vishnu Shrine. (4.) bo tree. 

 

Dambulla 

Dambulla cave temple complex is stretched across a huge area encompassing four main 

temples. The main cave temple on the top of the boulder (Rangiri Dambulla Cave Temple) is the most 

popular tourist attraction site. Therefore, the vishuddhi process is carried out in a secluded temple 
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ground belonging to the temple at the foot of the hill. Dambulla shilpis have a bo tree, a shrine room for 

Lord Buddha, and a sand compound to carry out their vishuddhi rituals but they do not have a shrine to 

worship gods at their site. They have ample space and time to perform pujas and practice haramba 

since the public attention is drawn to the main temple.  

According to Nilanga (2019), the team leader at Dambulla, the shrine room for God Vishnu at 

the top of the main cave temple is visible from their training ground where they carry out vishuddhi 

rituals (Figure 4.26). Therefore, they offer pujas and worship the gods lining up at the space around the 

bo tree at their training ground facing the Vishnu shrine without physically climbing the hill.  

Moreover, they divide their space into two separate spaces using a temporary screen built with 

interwoven coconut palm leaves (Cadjan) so that the juniors and seniors can practice haramba 

separately. The fact that their leveled ground does not have natural hideout spaces (like in Lenagala, 

Yadipura, and Pidurangala) to carry out seniors’ haramba training separately forced them to create their 

own private space using the resources they have.  
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Figure 4.26: The outline of the spatial structure of Dambulla vishuddhi training ground showing its respective 
topography. (1.) Location of Dambulla vishuddhi training ground (space A) within the Cave Temple Complex, 
Dambulla with respect to the Historic Cave Temple (Rangiri Dambulla Cave Temple - space B) on top of the 
rock which is located 600 feet above the surrounding plains. (2.) Historic Cave Temple on top of the rock. (3.) 
Stone stairway to the top. (4.) Illustration of Dambulla vishuddhi training ground. (5.) Vishuddhi training 
ground is separated into two parts with a screen made with interwoven coconut leaves. 
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Each training ground seems unique and has a sense of identity. Since the seniors learn new 

haramba without exposing these lessons to the juniors, they find their naturally separated spaces to 

practice privately; accordingly, the shilpis change their patterns of activities to fit in the context 

respecting their topography and the formation of the spatial elements at these temples.  

Space as a medium to disseminate knowledge and power 

 

The social meaning of vishuddhi puhunu bima is to create vishuddhi shilpa dharis (persons who 

bear haramba) with strength, high morals, and discipline. Therefore, the vishuddhi custodian and the 

senior shilpis (Rajasnagala 2019; Ruhunuhewa 2019a; Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019b; Yadipura 

2019b; Yasanka 2019b) assert that all the events and activities carried out in the puhunu bimas are to 

develop vishuddhi shilpis, building on their own strengths, defeating their weaknesses. Therefore, the 

connections shilpis have with their space work in two ways: first, they familiarize and energize their 

abstract space through vishuddhi rituals and cultural activities. Second, they make use of this space to 

carry out haramba training and empower themselves, thus turning themselves into vishuddhi shilpa 

dharis (shilpis) with power and strength. According to the discussions conducted at four separate 

training grounds, all the shilpis claim they can carry out their haramba training with more energy and 

power at their puhunu bima than at any other space, including home, after the rituals and cultural pujas 

are completed at the ground (Kumara 2019; Nilanga 2019; Samarasekara 2020; Serasinghe 2019; Sunil 

2019; Thilakasiri 2019; Yadipura 2019; Yasanka 2019; Weeraketiya 2019; Weedagala 2019). Therefore, 

they have been advised by senior teachers not to carry out haramba training at any other space except 

at the vishuddhi puhunu bimas.  

This explains how the vishuddhi shilpis gain knowledge and power through the vishuddhi puhunu 

bima, the one they energized themselves. Their space acts as a medium to disseminate vishuddhi 

knowledge and empower shilpis. The shilpis in return respect their space for giving them knowledge and 
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power. After each training session, they leave behind a powerful abstract space for average worshipers. 

Hence, these temples attract more people and develop physically and socially through vishuddhi 

haramba. 

The dominant social actors who produce vishuddhi spaces 

 
Anthony King (1980) and Perera (2016; 2019) suggest that many frameworks and layers of 

society can be understood through its built environment since people utilize multiple layers of space 

with different meanings. Their argument made it possible to understand how the vishuddhi spaces with 

its physical and social context explain its creators/users: the relationship they make with their space and 

how they make use of their knowledge traditions, customs, cultural beliefs, and socio-environmental 

relations to enhance their existing space, produce their own space (lived space) for the advancement of 

their life journeys. Although they cause minimal changes to the natural environments and use the virtual 

authority they have as an unspoken language to develop these spaces without exploiting it, they 

associate a sense of ownership with space. The shilpis believe the power of this unspoken language they 

permeated through the space via recurrent vishuddhi pujas, cultural activities, and offering merit to 

vishuddhi deities is equally beneficial to ordinary people as well. Venerable Amithasiri (2019), the head 

monk at Lenagala temple explains the development of the temple as a social space through vishuddhi: 

The young adults of Lenagala suburb come here every weekend to learn vishuddhi haramba. 

They perform grand pujas for the Lord Buddha and gods, practice haramba, and give due 

respect to this land. These shilpis are also involved in annual Buddhist activities carried out in 

the temple such as katina in their own way. With their engagement, the social and physical 

space of the temple developed within a short period of time... The bo tree at the temple is 

believed to be old and hold invisible powers. Therefore, over the past decade Lenagala temple 

has become more popular among people who frequently come here to free their minds. 

 

According to the discussions held with the worshipers elaborated on the fact that Lenagala and 

Pidurangala temples have invisible/supernatural powers that can heal them and make their wishes 
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come true (Sumanadasa 2019; Ganga 2019). They confessed that their wishes come true when they 

perform pujas at these temples frequently (ibid). The researcher does not know whether the 

invisible/supernatural powers these ordinary people were experiencing were something that existed 

before or ones the shilpi’s activities have added to the space. Yet these places that had been isolated 

and lightly populated over a century, have in recent decades started to develop with the presence of 

vishuddhi haramba. Therefore, it is evident that beyond being the producers of the vishuddhi spaces, 

the vishuddhi haramba process and the vishuddhi shilpis cause broader changes to their spaces that are 

beneficial to others.  

The following section elaborates on the main spaces where the massive vishuddhi learning 

process takes place at Ritigala. 

4:3 The past and present socio-cultural implications of the composition of Ritigala - 

identity, meaning, and the spirit of place 

Ritigala, Ritigala Kandu-Wahanse, and Ritigala Bhumi  

 

Ritigala is a rural village complex composed around the distinctive mountain range called 

Ritigala kanda by the average public; it is respectfully called the Ritigala kandu-wahanse by shilpis. It lies 

between Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa, two ancient kingdoms of the North Central Province of Sri 

Lanka. Ritigala could be reached from Habarana and Kekirawa as outlined below (Figure 4.27).  

 Ritigala mountain area, comprising of approximately 1528 hectares (3780 acres) of land, located 

2,513 feet above sea level, is a highly protected nature reserve (“A guide to Ritigala” 1983; Chandananda 

2017; 2019; Medhananda 2007). The ruined ancient monastic cave dwellings which cover 24 hectares 

(60 acres) of Ritigala mountain where hermits used to live are submerged deep inside today’s thick 

forest (ibid).  
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Figure 4.27: (1.) The location of Ritigala: Ritigala could be reached from Habarana through Anuradhapura-
Polonnaruwa Road [A11] and from Kekirawa through Kekirawa-Ganewalpola road. (2.) Presumptive map of 
Ritigala Bhumi (created using the stories told by shilpis) illustrating five reservoirs, a part of Ritigala mountain 
range, Vishuddhi Bhumi, and paths and paddy fields where the vishuddhi training takes place. 

 

Ritigala Bhumi is where the massive learning process of vishuddhi haramba takes place. The 

Ritigala Bhumi is extended across the Ritigala terrain starting from the Vishuddhi Bhumi (see section 4:4) 

at Thelhawadiyawa village toward the Ritigala mountain (Figure 4.27); the area includes the Vishuddhi 

Bhumi (see section 4.4), a part of the Ritigala kandu-wahanse, five reservoirs at Ritigala, pathways along 

the villages surrounding Ritigala, and other related paddy fields. The exact locations of these spaces 

were not disclosed to the researcher (Figure 4.27).  

Ritigala Bhumi brings all vishuddhi spaces, activities, and institutions to its apex; it is the 

headquarters and the center of vishuddhi. Hence, it is unique. Nonetheless, while Ritigala depends on 

the puhunu bimas, the whole establishment depends on Ritigala where gurunnanse lives. As discussed 

previously, he is not connected institutionally or in other mundane ways, but all training grounds are 

connected to him via the vishuddhi teachers and mahapandam-wahanse. 
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Figure 4.28: (1.)  Hurulu wewa (reservoir); Ritigala mountain range (Ritigala kandu-wahanse) from distance. 
(2). Deep inside the thick forest. (3.) Shrine facing Hurulu wewa [vishuddhi activities take place there]. (4.) 
Ruined monastic cave dwellings deep inside the mountain. (5.) and (6.) Ritigala Landscape, foot of the Ritigala 
mountain. 

 

The shilpis’ first entry to Ritigala Bhumi; their sacred and secured historic combat training ground  

 
Ritigala is the focus of all the vishuddhi shilpis who gained the basic vishuddhi education for a 

specified length of time under different vishuddhi teachers in different puhunu bimas located in various 

regions of the country. Their first visit to Ritigala is for their debut performance called pravishtaya (see 

chapter 3) to show their proficiency to the vishuddhi custodian and strengthen their relationships with 

the vishuddhi team: gurunnanse, senior shilpis, and their sacred land, Ritigala Bhumi (Sumedha 2019c). 

Therefore, the novices work hard for months and even years to prepare themselves to master the basic 

vishuddhi skills, follow certain rituals for weeks, and also to obtain the blessings from the Lord Buddha at 

the Temple of Tooth at Kandy before visiting this sacred land. According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 

2011:101): 
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This debut visit to Ritigala historic combat-training ground is centered on meeting maha 

gurunnanse and acquiring the blessings and protection explicitly from Ritigala kandu-wahanse 

and vishuddhi deities before continuing the next stage of their vishuddhi education... Before 

entering the Ritigala historic combat training ground, the vishuddhi shilpis will be given 

knowledge on the Ritigala locale; the surrounding, its specific flora and fauna, and the access 

roads to Ritigala from all directions.  

 

Gurunnanse’s explanation stresses two main points. First, the novices must obtain blessings or 

protection not only from gurunnanse and vishuddhi deities but also explicitly from Ritigala kandu-

wahanse during their first visit to Ritigala. This emphasizes the fact that Ritigala kandu-wahanse is not 

just a physical mountain but a form of life, a holy life that blesses vishuddhi shilpis. According to Jackson 

Anthony (2020), the places and the physical components of nature also have a certain culture, value, 

and faith that is embedded by the users, since the presence of these physically helps people’s lives. 

Similarly, the Ritigala kandu-wahanse is valued, honored, and worshiped by the shilpis- creating a tight 

bond with it for assisting them and for being a foundational part of their vishuddhi journey 

(Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019b). Therefore, Ritigala kandu-wahanse is both an important 

vishuddhi actor and a significant place for the shilpis (ibid). Second, gurunnanse introduces the Ritigala 

locale beyond its basic description, ‘the Ritigala historic combat training ground’. He justifies that the 

natural environments in which Ritigala was formed have the essential attributes for combat training or 

spiritual development. Hence, the ancient rulers built the city to enhance these attributes (ibid). 

Therefore, Ritigala had been the historic combat training ground of the country from where the 

traditional vishuddhi combat emerged. Further gurunnanse (2019a) claims: 

The early gurunnanses had made use of these natural environments to train their students. I 

used them on behalf of this vishuddhi haramba too...Moreover, in the past, the ancient rulers 

built monastic complexes on the hill and village settlements and amenities down the hill. With 

this planning strategy, they could create a mutual relationship with village inhabitants and 

hermits and carry out their warfare missions backstage. Also, this shilpa was not given 

specifically to the inhabitants who live in Ritigala nor were they given a clue of the combat 

training that went on in the mountains. They were left alone to carry out their lives in their own 
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ways. Thereby, the ancient rulers let the enemies or spies see Ritigala as just a forest land and a 

religious place. From the living condition of the Ritigala inhabitants, the enemies and their spies 

did not suspect it as a combat training ground. 

 

Accordingly, the ancient leaders and their combat trainers of Lanka had always intertwined 

Ritigala with traditional combat. While camouflaging themselves, they had turned Ritigala into a 

religious place composed of a monastic complex on the hill and village settlements down the hill, using 

other amenities to conceal its true spirit and combat training grounds (Sumedha 2014; 2019a; 

Weedhagala 2019; Yasanka 2019a). By doing so, the decisions regarding the security of the country took 

place at Ritigala (ibid). Based on existing historic data, close observations, and people’s stories on 

Ritigala mountain and the village composed around it, the next section attempts to unearth the story of 

Ritigala as a historic battle-training ground where several victorious historic battles were fought. 

Historic inscriptions on warfare in Ritigala 

 

The historic literature and folklore explain that yakka tribes, now considered as vaddhas, 

inhabited the Ritigala mountain; their traditional life depended upon hunting when Buddhism was 

introduced to Lanka in the 3rd century B.C. (A Guide to Ritigala 1983; Chandananda 2017; 2019; 

Medhananda 2007). The several ancient Sinhala kings obtained the support of these yakka tribes in 

warfare to win back their kingdoms before the 1st century B.C. (ibid). Mahavamsa, The Great Chronicle 

of Ceylon (in A Guide to Ritigala 1983: 10) recounts how Prince Pandukabhaya (377 BC–307 BC) won 

over/bewitched the inhabitant yakkas of Ritigala to win the throne against his eight uncles in a place 

near Ritigala. This place had been named Labugamaka (village of gourds) depicting the skulls that had 

been collected in that particular area (A Guide to Ritigala 1983). Today, this place is known as 

Labunoruwa, 8 kilometers to the northeast of the Ritigala nature reserve (Figure 4.28). This victorious 
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battle had united the country for the first time in history under King Pandukabhaya (A Guide to Ritigala' 

1983:11), thus establishing a state or a kingdom. 

After his victory, the king planned the royal city Anuradhapura, which remained the capital for 

centuries. The key factor is that King Pandukabhaya established a settlement and granted many 

privileges to the yakka tribes, constructed huge reservoirs to support irrigation for cultivation and built 

hospitals, hermitages, monasteries, resettling them around the Ritigala mountain (ibid). The idea behind 

the city’s development was to retain the trust the yakka tribes had toward the King while fulfilling the 

task of planning Ritigala as a combat training ground. 

According to cave inscriptions, Mahavamsa and Chulawamsa record that many ancient kings 

after King Pandukabhaya built and upgraded the Buddhist monastic complexes in Ritigala mountains and 

gifted them to Buddhist monks (A Guide to Ritigala 1983). Consequently, King Surathissa (187-177 B.C.) 

had the first Buddhist monastic complex built at Makkula Viharaya, at the foot of Ritigala mountain, 

followed by King Lajjatissa (59-50 B.C.) who built a second, Arittha Vihara; later, King Sena (831-851 A.D) 

built a well-equipped Buddhist monastery at Ritigala (ibid). Therefore, following the ancient yakka 

habitations, the Ritigala mountain had become a meditation retreat for Buddhist monks who practiced 

extreme asceticism.  

Furthermore, mahavamsa (in A Guide to Ritigala 1983: 10) explains another war between King 

Dutugemunu (161-137 B.C.) and South Indian Cholas, where King Dutugemunu encamped near the 

Makkula monastery at the foot of Ritigala mountain for four months before subduing Cholas. Moreover, 

the historic literature also chronicled that King Dutugemunu (161-137 B.C.) defeated King Elara (145-101 

B.C.) at a battleground in Ritigala, Labunoruwa, to unite the country under one kingdom once again 

(ibid). The inscriptions also show that Prince Jayatissa (7th century A.D.) bided his time at Ritigala, killed 

his enemies, and became the king of Anuradhapura using the exact strategies used by Prince 

Pandukabhaya (A Guide to Ritigala 1983: 11). Although many battles were trained for and fought within 
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the plains of Ritigala centuries ago, it remained in peace after the south Indian Chola invasions (993 

A.D.) where the Anuradhapura kingdom was shifted to Polonnaruwa in 1017 A.D. (ibid). The monastic 

complex which was built again by King Sena (831-851 A.D) had been destroyed and remained 

undisturbed until the 19th century (Chandananda 2017; 2019).  

These historic inscriptions explain the connection Ritigala had in historic warfare and how the 

space production revolved around the Ritigala mountain, which had been a historic battleground. 

Although I am unable to verify this historic information, per my own observations discussed in the 

following section (location of the monastic complex and the village settlements at the foot of the hill) 

describe how the spatial formation well conceal the battleground from the public eye. 

The ruins and the composition of historic Ritigala 

 

The ruins of a demarcated well-fabricated stone pathway start from the archeological office at 

the foot of the Ritigala nature reserve. Its ascent starts from the debris of Banda Pokuna, an ancient 

man-made reservoir that covers approximately 2 acres with a capacity of approximately 2 million gallons 

of water (A Guide to Ritigala 1983; Chandananda 2017; 2019; Medhananda 2007) (Figure 4.29). The 

inner face of the reservoir is contoured with stone steps that go down the reservoir in a polygonal shape 

(ibid). The cave inscriptions suggest that the reservoir was built to meet the water requirement such as 

drinking, bathing, and to obtain cool air for the civilization of the area (ibid). Banda Pokuna with its 

gigantic appearance shows its usefulness for a civilization assembled here even in its ruined state. 

Yasanka (2019d) suggests:  

Usually, communities that belonged to early civilizations in the world located themselves in the 

vicinity of natural water resources because the water was required for living. Yet here [Lanka], 

the ancient people made rivers, or waterways before producing the built environments they 

preferred. Banda Pokuna at Ritigala is one such example.  
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An author, scholar, and archeological officer at Ritigala, Ven. Mandaramnuwara Chandananda 

(2017; 2019) believes this pond gets its water supply from a natural water spring on top of the hill that 

never runs dry. Additionally, I witnessed this water source which was in a protected area of the 

mountain (Figure 4.29) and was able to experience the unique taste of the water which is believed to be 

purified and flavored by the medicinal plants of the Ritigala nature reserve (ibid).  

 

 

Figure 4.29: Illustration of Banda Pokuna and the protected water spring on the top of the hill: (1.) Ruins of 
Banda Pokuna (Wyness 2019). (2.) The water spring up the hill. 

 

The stone pathway that starts from the edge of Banda Pokuna is 2097 feet long and 4.3 feet 

wide; it ends at the monastic complex. There is no proper path or route further up. Three stone circles 

had been constructed across the stone pathway at three major points near entrances to three main 

ruined buildings (Figure 4.30). The main building ruins found on either side of this stone pathway are 

simple built structures. These ruined structures (bridges, built-in furniture, meditation walkways, 

hospital and library equipment) and the caves on top of the mountain represent monastic buildings used 

by residential monks (A Guide to Ritigala 1983; Chandananda 2017; Medhananda 2007; Sumedha 2016) 

(Figure 4.30). The literature also suggests that the monastic complex was built to house more than 500 

forest monks (ibid).  
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Figure 4.30: Monastic ruins beyond Banda Pokuna toward the hill: (1.) Stone pathway and stairs. (2.) The 
stone circles. (3.) Ruined monastic complex. (4.) The main building ruins: bridges and library. (5.) built-in 
furniture. (6.) Meditation walkways. (7.) Hospital. (8.) The caves on top of the mountain. 

 

The arrangement of the building ruins and the direction of the access on the mountain 

demonstrate that the monastic monks had spent most of their time in the caves on the mountain, 

detached from the public (ibid). The ending of the wide pedestrian access at the monastic complex with 

no path to the peak suggests that the villagers were not allowed to go (or were not welcome) beyond 

this monastic complex (ibid). The forest monks must have come down for food, health, and to 

disseminate dhamma to the villagers who supplied them food. Banda Pokuna and the monastic complex 

located between the mountain and the plain had acted as a connection point for monks and the 
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villagers (ibid) (Figure 4.31). The monks on the mountain depended upon the villagers for food while the 

villagers came to the monks to offer alms and obtain spiritual guidance.  

 

      

Figure 4.31: The spatial organization between the forest monastery (up the hill) and the village settlements 
(down the hill) demonstrate the mutual relationship between the monastic monks and the villagers. 

 

This mutual relationship between the forest monastery and village settlements have shielded 

the kings’ backstage battle-training grounds in the area (Sumedha 2019c; Weedhagala 2019; Yasanka 

2019c). To that end, the ancient kings and their successors had repeatedly enhanced and maintained 

this sacred character of the Ritigala mountain, making use of this sustainable strategy for their secret 

warfare missions, away from the public eye. 
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Ritigala today  

 
Today, the Ritigala landscape is spotted with low-rise locally built housing structures, paddy 

lands, reservoirs, reservoirs (mostly dry in the dry season), and natural forests with rural communities of 

mixed races. It is still a renowned sacred and religious site of monastic ruins and a functioning Buddhist 

monastery located at the foot of the Ritigala mountain (Figure 4.32). Although the landscape is rich with 

natural forests, lakes, and paddy lands, the immediate village area surrounding the mountain range 

which was once sustainable and self-sufficient has been ignored and deserted with unoccupied areas, 

and the communities fight extreme poverty. I suppose the undesirable climatic conditions, lack of 

strategies to manage crop-raiding, fewer infrastructure facilities, and lack of government or leading 

interventions to help the inhabitants exacerbated this unfortunate situation at Ritigala. Therefore, these 

people are confined to their everyday struggles without having much exposure to the outside world.  

According to Ven. Chandananda (2017: 68), the villagers believe the Ritigala mountain is a place 

where powerful gods exist. He (Chandananda 2017: 69) disclosed, “there are many people who have 

witnessed some colorful lights moving up the mountain on kemmura days [the days when gods’ present 

on earth].” As a ritual, these villagers worship god Aiyanayaka to ward off harm from wild animals and 

invisible evil spirits by keeping a statue of God Aiyanayaka on a rock under a huge banyan tree of 

notable junctions (Figure 4.33). The passersby respect the god by hanging tree branches near a banyan 

tree believing they will be protected. This showcases the sense of holiness, power, and mystery the 

Ritigala mountain shares to this day with the village inhabitants.  
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Figure 4.32: Ritigala Today: (1) Ritigala landscape is spotted with unoccupied barren lands, and self-built rural 
houses. (2.) The Buddhist monastery is located within the thick forest at the foot of the mountain. 

 

                 

Figure 4.33: Small shrines are formed by villagers to worship God Aiyanayaka, by placing statues of the God on 
rock platforms under old banyan/tamarind trees of notable junctions. 
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The interesting factor is these people do not have a clue about present-day combat training 

grounds or institutes at Ritigala; just like the inhabitants in the past who did not know anything about 

the combat grounds of Ritigala then (Ven. Chandananda 2019; Samaraweera 2019c; Sumedha 2019d). 

This extreme poverty line and the character of the terrain change when reaching Thelhawadiyawa 

village setting toward the Vishuddhi Bhumi which is about 12 miles away from Ritigala mountain (Figure 

4.34). Unlike villagers near the mountain range who do not have a clue of combat training at Ritigala, 

here, the village headmaster, head monks, and the inhabitants of Thelhawadiyawa village are aware of 

the proceedings of vishuddhi haramba. The vishuddhi shilpis share most of their spaces with the 

inhabitants with a mutual understanding. In doing so, the vishuddhi shilpis have, once again, revived the 

historic character of Ritigala.  

Although decisions regarding the security of the country are not made at Ritigala today, the 

shilpis maintain the traditional battle-training spirit at Ritigala Bhumi as they continue their journey, 

keeping Ritigala kandu-wahanse as their symbolic protector who blesses and guides them with its 

tranquility and enigmatic power.  

 

Figure 4.34: The character of the terrain changes a few miles away from the Ritigala mountain. The 
landscape is occupied with rich paddy lands, forests, lakes, reservoirs, and medium built houses.  
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4:4 Spatial analysis of the sacred and secular vishuddhi spaces of the Vishuddhi Bhumi 

(Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery)  

 

The Vishuddhi Bhumi is also known as Ritigala vishuddhi spiritual monastery or Ritigala vishuddhi 

adhyatmika arana. It is the center of authority or the base point for the network of over 100 practice 

centers across the country. The Vishuddhi Bhumi is an assembly of spaces produced through the 

recurrent vishuddhi processes at the Thelhawadiyawa village, transforming the natural lands belonging 

to Guru Gedara into multiple lived spaces. These spaces include Guru Gedara, Wew-Wahanse 

(Thelhawadiyawa reservoir), Dwanda Bhumi, space around Nuga-Wahanse, and the 15-acre area 

integrated with paddy fields belong to gurunnanse at Thelhawadiyawa village at Ritigala (Figure 4.35).  

 

 

Figure 4.35: The Vishuddhi Bhumi: Illustration of the spatial organization of the Vishuddhi Bhumi and its 
location within Ritigala Bhumi.  

 

The vishuddhi spaces are continuously energized through the vishuddhi activities (which have a 

strong spiritual component) carried out by the shilpis before they utilize these. This process removes 
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negative energies trapped in these spaces and enhances them with positive powers to receive the 

maximum benefit from these spaces (Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2019d). According to the vishuddhi 

knowledge system, this space purification process could be achieved through various methods. Other 

than the vishuddhi pujas, they use other natural strategies in their traditional knowledge system such as 

positioning elements and organizing spaces/ activities accordingly (see section below), understanding 

nature and carrying out the training processes appropriately, and making multiple connections within 

and across the spaces to invest their spaces with power. This has always been a reciprocal process: the 

shilpis energize the spaces through their activities, in return, they extract the invisible/occult powers and 

energies from these spaces, enhancing their own powers (ibid). 

Gurunnanse (2019e) described how his ancestors created and made meaningful use of these 

natural lands. Kattakaduwa, the land adjoining the dam of the reservoir is positioned at the highest 

elevation of the Vishuddhi Bhumi. The kattakaduwa is divided into three parts: wet, dry, and marsh 

(Figure 4.36). The marsh area contains the water that leaks through the dam. It is created with a 

mechanism called yathuru hila, a special hole that is built to discharge contaminated water crammed 

with potentially toxic substances from the reservoir. The plants that grow naturally in this area can soak 

up toxic substances in water; they grow as bushes as opposed to trees (ibid). According to gurunnanse 

(ibid), the groundwater contamination in the North Central Province of Sri Lanka could be managed 

through this technology. Consequently, the wet area is used for rice cultivation. There are more than 15 

acres of rice-paddy lands that belong to Vishuddhi Bhumi. These rice fields, which are usually muddy 

except for the dry season, are one of the most active vishuddhi training grounds where the shilpis learn 

many life skills and combat training. The space at Guru Gedara is in the dry area. Gurunnanse (2019e) 

describes: 

This dry area extends 30 bambas [fathoms] long from the dam; hence known as thisbambaya. 

Bamba, the span of a man's outstretched arms (roughly 6 feet) is an ancient unit used to 

measure distances. This dry area which had been allocated for buffaloes was considered a 
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blessing to the village because it represents good luck. This dry area is a powerful place where 

herbs grow. Therefore, in the early times, the elders had germinated certain local herbal seeds 

like thala, maduruthala, pila, or athadiya in this area. As they grow, they emit a strong gas at 

night, which can repel mosquitoes. Based on the wind direction, the mosquitoes came from the 

reservoir-side. So, they encounted the buffalos first. Yet, the pila or maduruthala plants they 

chew protected them from malaria. 

  

               

 

Figure 4.36: Illustration of Kattakaduwa: Wet, dry and the marsh area where rice fields, Guru Gedara, and 
the bushes are located. 

 

In this, gurunnanse explains how traditional knowledge was employed to produce spaces at 

Vishuddhi Bhumi to support the potential activities while protecting the village inhabitants from malaria, 

which has been an enormous problem in the North Central Province. Accordingly, the past and present 

vishuddhi shilpis make the space powerful through their knowledge and the understanding of nature. 

They make use of these practical strategies to stimulate the productivity of these lands as well, thus 

promoting human wellbeing. Moreover, gurunnanse (2019a) states, “understanding the physical and 

social environment around you and having an awareness of what nature has to offer is essential before 

transforming the natural environment into man-made neighborhoods.” He is of the opinion that space 
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sustains itself based on the intention and the thoughts of the creator. The production of Vishuddhi 

Bhumi follows the same principle. According to gurunnanse, if the intentions are powerful and the 

creation is meaningful, nature protects it (ibid).  

The Vishuddhi Bhumi is known as a monastery or arana simply because the activities or events 

that take place on the premises are spiritual and sacred (Samaraweera 2019d; Sumedha 2019a). 

Therefore, the lived spaces produced here are more sacred than secular. Gurunnanse is the present 

designer and the planner of the Vishuddhi Bhumi. He (2019c) specifies, “all the structures that are built 

here or those we plan to build in the Vishuddhi Bhumi are based on the monastic concept. They are 

created with the intention of doing good to humans. Therefore, the Vishuddhi Bhumi will heal people 

for centuries.” The shilpis produce an array of spaces within the Vishuddhi Bhumi with different 

characteristics and identities depending on the vishuddhi activities for which they are utilized for. These 

spaces are interconnected within an overall theme: to support the vishuddhi haramba process. Without 

vishuddhi activities or events, Vishuddhi Bhumi will not exist; these natural spaces will be used by 

villagers or will revert to nature. Hence, the shilpis are the sole producers of their lived space as well as 

their abstract spaces. The following compositions analyze the main lived spaces (Guru Gedara, Nuga-

Wahanse, Wew-Wahanse, paddy fields, and Dwanda Bhumi) produced through and for the proceedings 

and cultural activities carried out by the shilpis and the villagers at Vishuddhi Bhumi. 

Exploring Guru Gedara (The teacher’s house) 

 

In Sinhala, guru is the teacher and gedara is the house or residence. It is where gurunnanse 

resides, devoting his life to Ritigala vishuddhi haramba and public well-being. Guru Gedara is also the 

main space (or the center) of the Vishuddhi Bhumi, where all the activities happening at the Vishuddhi 

Bhumi, Ritigala Bhumi, and other 101 practice locations around the country are managed.  
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According to gurunnanse (2019e), Guru Gedara is located in the dry area of Kattakaduwa, the 

land that had been allocated to lodge buffaloes in early days (Figure 4.36). This land is believed to be the 

richest and the most blessed land of the Thelhawadiyawa village, bringing good luck to the village.  

The senior vishuddhi shilpis from various parts of the country who anticipate helping 

gurunnanse visit Guru Gedara and stay there for a few days to engage in various duties including 

activities related to their shilpa, administrative work, work at the public clinic, construction work, and 

spiritual talk dissemination programs. There are at least 15-20 shilpis at Guru Gedara each day 

(Samaraweera 2019c). It is these vishuddhi shilpis who transform the physical area at Guru Gedara into 

multiple specific spaces with their numerous activities giving different meanings to each space.  

 

          
Figure 4.37: Spatial organization at Guru Gedara: (1.) Gravel road toward the entrance. (2.) The place 
where gurunnanse treats patients. (3.) The place where shilpis guide patients. (4.) The lobby space [Foyer, 
the shrine-like space (Pahan Pala), courtyard adjoining the foyer) (5.) The main building (Media room/ 
gurunnanse’s office, medicine storage, main dining area, gurunnanse’s living area). (6.) Sand compound. 
(7.) Large Kitchen. (8.) Shilpis’ lodge. (9.) Rear gathering space.  
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These shilpis transform Guru Gedara into a school where they learn different skills and 

disciplines that focus on their physical and spiritual well-being. The senior shilpis learn special skills on 

vishuddhi haramba, meditation, mind training and concentration, teaching skills, agriculture, medication 

and making medicines, construction, astrology, and other related subjects from gurunnanse at Guru 

Gedara. The beginners arrive there for pravishtaya training and to qualify for the advanced vishuddhi 

learning. Other than that, all the activities and hard work the shilpis carry out at Guru Gedara give them 

explicit knowledge and lifelong experiences (Samaraweera 2019c; Yasanka 2019c). For instance, Guru 

Gedara construction work is done solely by vishuddhi shilpis. This becomes a different type of education 

for them as gurunnanse teaches construction work but combining it with mindfulness and the meaning 

attached to the project itself. The shilpis who want to engage in work at Guru Gedara must stay there 

for a week and participate in the vishuddhi rituals and cultural proceedings before receiving permission 

to join the project. According to gurunnanse (2019c) this changes the shilpis’ mindset from their 

everyday work and gives specific value to their acts in the development of this monastery. He details 

how the shilpis’ thoughts are cultivated as they proceed with their work or even hold materials for 

constructing the Guru Gedara (ibid): 

 

As the shilpi touches a single component of construction at Guru Gedara, whether brick, sand, 

metal, or concrete, the thought that comes immediately is ‘why this is done’. The importance of 

such work at Guru Gedara is given to their minds. Thus, the meaning of their actions is 

incorporated with the construction process as well as the other work they carry out at Guru 

Gedara. The training is also centered on bringing attention to the present moment; this 

enhances their everyday mindfulness.  

 

 Therefore, the shilpis continue to develop themselves as they engage in their experiential 

learning process (Yadipura 2019a; Yasanka 2019d). According to Samaraweera (2019c), “every activity 

the vishuddhi shilpis do at Guru Gedara gives them knowledge, awareness, and education.” Therefore, 
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Guru Gedara functions as a school that provides the shilpis an enormous experience as they engage in 

various activities producing and reproducing a learning environment at their headmaster’s residence. 

Moreover, Guru Gedara becomes a weda gedara, or the traditional medical clinic, once or twice 

a month. On these days, the shilpis transform the Guru Gedara into a public health clinic and 

gurunnanse treats patients with traditional vishuddhi medication. The designated shilpi keeps a record 

of patients and informs them of the clinic day about a week in advance. Typically, 50 to 100 patients are 

summoned per day. The patients arrive at Guru Gedara early in the morning and wait at the foyer of the 

main building which has already been transformed into a waiting area. The seating is arranged facing the 

courtyard which has a shrine area (pahan pala) and a tree canopy with small bells hanging on the trees 

(Figure 4.38). The shilpis try to maintain the calm and quiet ambiance in the foyer and the courtyard 

with the use of physical elements to make patients’ minds peaceful, even without the gods’ statues or 

anything similar (Sumedha 2019b).  

 

         

 
Figure 4.38: The lobby space: (1.) Illustration of the tree canopy in front of Pahan Pala, where the small 
bells hang. (2.) The shrine-like space (Pahan Pala). (3.) Foyer transformed into a waiting area. 

 

Gurunnanse treats patients in a small concrete structure, which is a 10-foot by 10-foot square 

room that has only one wall, 3 open sides, and a flat concrete roof. It is in the topmost area of Guru 

Gedara where gurunnanse can have an expansive view of nature and the foyer afar from the open sides 
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as he sits on the side with the wall (Figure 4.39). Gurunnanse explains that all the plants and trees grown 

in this area are medicinal herbs (ibid). Accordingly, across this open space, he can have an unobstructed 

view of nature that helps him to concentrate, focus easily, and understand his patients well.  

In between the structure where gurunnanse treats patients and the foyer, there is another 5-

foot by 5-foot, four-column structure with a flat concrete roof (Figure 4.39). This is allocated for the 

shilpis to guide patients and provide them medicines, i.e., the office and dispensary in the western 

sense. These three main structures, which are equally important in the clinic, are connected to each 

other by a winding pathway.  Gurunnanse explains that he uses these walkways and special elements 

like bells and sign boards which are hanging around the lobby and trees to observe the patients’ mindset 

through their behaviors such as how they walk toward him and which walkway they choose to reach 

him. These observations help him to discover the root cause of the patients’ illnesses (ibid).  

Thus, the vishuddhi shilpis together with the patients, produce, reproduce, and transform the 

space at Guru Gedara into a crowded public clinic with the multiple activities they perform as they 

consume the space. They also replace the meaning and the tranquil environment at Guru Gedara into a 

sense of healing, hope, and belief with their tasks, responsibilities, and activities.  

Simultaneously, Guru Gedara becomes a meeting place where people (other than shilpis) come 

to meet gurunnanse for advice on their work. The visitors include government leaders, political 

aristocrats, military chiefs, film directors, television directors, local and foreign elite, village inhabitants, 

or local and foreign citizens. The discussions and conferences take place in the media room or the foyer 

of the Guru Gedara. Thereby, the public, too, transforms Guru Gedara into a public space as they come 

to meet gurunnanse through special appointments. 

Guru Gedara also becomes a main cultural center for the Thelhawadiyawa village inhabitants. A 

key activity is the annual New Rice Festival organized by shilpis according to vishuddhi traditions (see 

section Dwanda Bhumi below). On this day, the villagers assemble at the Guru Gedara compound with a 
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portion of their new harvest. They join the shilpis and go to Dwanda Bhumi in a procession to offer their 

pujas to the deities. Then, the vishuddhi shilpis and the villagers together transform the space at Guru 

Gedara into a traditional holy land with their activities and cultural practice.  

Moreover, the physical space at Guru Gedara is composed of built structures that are square or 

rectangular in shape which denote specific meanings. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019) explains: 

Organic and round buildings do not last long. They couple with nature faster than the buildings 

with the shapes of sharp straight lines such as squares and rectangles...The negative energies of 

nature target the curves more quickly and cause such spaces to be abandoned. Therefore, the 

organic or round shaped buildings wear out sooner than the rectangular or square shaped built 

spaces. Therefore, all the buildings at Guru Gedara are square or rectangular in shape. 

 

The shapes reinforce gurunnanse‘s wish to construct spaces at Guru Gedara to stay for at least 

500-600 years for the benefit of the people. 

The physical environment of the Guru Gedara contains five main prominent built structures 

which are square or rectangular in shape: the main building where gurunnanse resides, large kitchen, 

shilpis’ lodge, the space for seeing patients, and the space from which the shilpis guide patients (Figure 

4.39). The main building contains the main foyer, front courtyard with pahan pala, media room/ 

gurunnanse’s office, medicine storage, gurunnanse’s resting area, and visitors’ dining/lodge. All these 

spaces are connected to a large compound that facilitates the activities that take place in each space. 

The space under the mango tree canopy behind the shilpis’ cabin and the main building becomes a 

secular gathering place where the shilpis can relax and conduct discussions. All these spaces are created 

to work together and help with the diverse functions taking place at Guru Gedara under the sub-culture 

and the main theme created through vishuddhi haramba.  
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Figure 4.39: Main spaces at Guru Gedara: (A.) The place where gurunnanse treats patients. (B.) The place 
where shilpis guide patients. (C.) The main building at Guru Gedara where the foyer, gurunnanse’s office/ 
media room, residence, main dining area, and medicine storage are located. (D.)  Shilpi’s lodge (E.) 
Kitchen. (X.) The entrance way to Guru Gedara, the gravel road (Y.) The front courtyard that connects the 
main spaces at the lobby. (Z.) The compound that facilitates all the activities take place at Guru Gedara. 

 

Therefore, the physical space at Guru Gedara is not only created for a range of diverse functions 

with different meanings but also possess meanings beyond its material level. The meanings come from 

emotions and feelings, but are combined with knowledge, intelligence, and awareness of its users. In 

fact, Guru Gedara is the social, educational, and the administrative hub of the Ritigala vishuddhi 

haramba, where the administration, media work, social programs (such as the medical clinic), and the 
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special vishuddhi training programs take place (Sumedha 2020). Hence, Guru Gedara is a sacred and 

spiritual place for the vishuddhi and a blessed land that brings good luck to Thelhawadiyawa village 

inhabitants. 
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Figure 4.40: Space production at Guru Gedara: vishuddhi shilpis transform Guru Gedara into a, (1.) 
Haramba training ground. (2.) Traditional public health clinic. (3.) Spiritual ground. (4.) A meeting place 
and dhamma dissemination area. (5.) A school that teaches many disciplines. (Sumedha 2018; 2019; 2020). 

 

The sacred space under the banyan trees (Nuga-Wahanse)  

 

The space formed under the enormous shade of the cluster of banyan trees (nuga trees) at one 

edge of the Thelhawadiyawa reservoir (Wew-Wahanse) is redefined as Nuga-Wahanse by vishuddhi 

shilpis. They use this space to carry out their vishuddhi activities at the Vishuddhi Bhumi. The Nuga-

Wahanse is located about one mile from Guru Gedara (Figure 4.35). The winding walkway toward these 

lush nuga trees from Guru Gedara is formed along the dam of the reservoir and is created in such a way 

that one would not see this space from a distance; this is a covert space that is neither exposed nor a 

random space that one encounters by chance. Only the villagers and those who already know or have 

heard of this space would know of its existence.  

The nuga trees that dominate the space are very old; the space formed here which is calm, 

serene, and tranquil is also as old as these nuga trees (Sumedha 2019c; Samaraweera 2019c). The 

massive tree branches add an enigmatic and an inexplicable character to this space, making it powerful. 

This physical appearance of nuga trees brings a specific meaning to this space: within this meaning, the 

senior vishuddhi shilpis claim that this space has been dedicated to gods and in use as a famous non-

secular space for religious worship both by shilpis and villagers for a long time (ibid). The villagers and 

the shilpis have been using this space with mutual understanding giving it different meanings. They have 
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imagined events and activities to fit into this existing abstract space and redefine the space for their 

daily processes.  

The villagers have been utilizing this space for centuries to worship deities who inhabit banyan 

trees; they have created a shrine room, a small temporary built structure under banyan trees to perform 

their activities (Samaraweera 2019c). They frequently visit this place using a separate entrance to this 

shrine on the other side of the village, which enables them to reach it without disturbing the Guru 

Gedara (Yasanka 2019d). The villagers believe that the guardian gods come here to listen to their 

requests and to accept their pujas on kemmura days (Wednesdays and Saturdays); guardian gods are 

believed to be present on the earth on these days (Samarasekara 2019c; Yasanka 2019e). A village 

matchmaker (kapuwa), the communicator between the humans and spirits, also comes here to assist 

the villagers on these days (ibid). So, the space becomes active with cultural pujas performed by the 

villagers; they worship, offer pujas, light lamps, and boil milk under the banyan trees on behalf of their 

local gods (Samaraweera 2019c; Yadipura 2019a; Yasanka 2019e). The villagers complain about their 

matters and perform rituals to gratify the gods in order to obtain support from them (ibid). With these 

activities, the villagers create a holy, sacred, or divine space under these nuga trees. Therefore, for the 

villages, Nuga-Wahanse becomes a holy shrine as they transform this space with their cultural practices. 

Hence, for centuries the space has been a well-known devotional space for villagers (ibid).    

Vishuddhi shilpis consume this space in different ways for different purposes. Gurunnanse uses 

the calm and serene quality of this space to teach meditation, train vishuddhi shilpis, and have 

discussions, lectures, and dhamma dissemination together with his disciples. The shilpis employ the 

non-built part of this space, which is spacious, for their daily practices; they meditate, gain awareness, 

educate themselves, practice vishuddhi haramba, and conduct worship and namaskaras to gratify the 

vishuddhi gods. 
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 Usually, vishuddhi shilpis do not conduct public demonstrations except on significant occasions; 

their purpose is different. If they happen to do demonstrations, they use this space which is garnished 

with nuga branches as a backdrop, to display vishuddhi haramba and demonstrate their heritage to the 

people who are important to them.  

Therefore, at one time, the shilpis make it a dynamic battle-training ground; sometimes it is a 

silent meditation field and other times it is a spiritual school where gurunnanse disseminates spiritual 

knowledge. They transform this abstract space into a variety of lived spaces with their events and 

activities making Nuga-Wahanse alive with their myriad activities. Yadipura (2019a) explains: 

The sand compound under the shade of nuga trees brings comfort for the haramba training. 

Also, this naturally formed religious environment which is sacred and alive with divine spirit is 

good for mind training and meditation practices. Besides, it is easy for gurunnanse to deliver 

spiritual talks with the consent of mind, under this serene environment. 

  

 The shilpis show their gratitude and appreciation to these nuga trees and the space formed 

under these trees by personifying and infusing life into it in gratitude for providing them a strong and 

powerful platform to continue their daily processes. They do it wholeheartedly and with much respect. 

The shilpis portray their devotion, the way they kneel under these banyan trees to worship the space, 

involving their knees, arms, hands, and forehead touching the ground before setting foot in the space 

around the banyan trees.  

In this sense, although this could be defined as a vishuddhi training ground or a puhunu bima, 

the training and the education given here are different to an average puhunu bima. Shilpis around the 

country from different puhunu bimas come here at some point of their training. Hence, in its physical 

and spiritual sense, Nuga-Wahanse is the principle puhunu bima of all vishuddhi practice centers of the 

country. The space around nuga trees turns back into its rich natural shade with its calm, solemn, and 

steady spirit when having no interactions with shilpis or villagers. Thus, the space under the nuga trees 
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is socially produced solely by the shilpis and the Thelhawadiyawa villagers as they consume it in 

different ways.  

 

Figure 4.41: Space production by shilpis at Nuga-Wahanse (Sumedha 2019).  

 

 The sacred reservoir at Thelhawadiyawa (Wew-Wahanse) 

 

Thelhawadiyawa reservoir is another important physical resource of the Vishuddhi Bhumi which 

is used by both villagers and vishuddhi shilpis. It stretches along the gravel road built on the reservoir 

dam at Thelhawadiyawa village (Figure 4.35; 4.36). Some villagers use this reservoir for bathing, 

drinking, and washing purposes. For them, the reservoir is just a body of water that meets their daily 

water needs but for shilpis this water body has a powerful relationship with gurunnanse’s teachings. The 

reservoir stores rainwater. Hence, its water level changes in stages due to the rainfall, the weather 

pattern, and environmental changes. Gurunnanse (Sumedha 2020) resembles this constantly changing 

reservoir to a human life. He takes the images of this reservoir and its natural elements to teach spiritual 
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lessons and awareness to his disciples. He meditates on the reservoir banks and water. His deep 

discussions about nature and human emotions give shilpis a spiritual awakening (Samaraweera 2019c; 

Yadipura 2019a). According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2019):  

When the water is very calm, the bottom of the water can be seen clearly. When it rains the 

mud flows into the water. Then you cannot see the bottom of the reservoir or the fish 

swimming inside the water. A child’s unblemished heart is like pure water; we can see the 

bottom of the heart. When feelings like jealousy, anger, hatred, cravings, stinginess, and 

competitiveness come into that heart from outside/ surrounding, it is like the mud water that 

comes due to rain and makes the bottom of the reservoir not visible. As time passes, we will no 

longer be able to recognize that heart. 

 

Moreover, gurunnanse takes the qualities of the type of water lilies (olu and nelum) that bloom 

in this reservoir at different times as a metaphor to connect nature and human emotions. He (Sumedha 

2019) describes the figurative meaning or the lesson that flower nelum teaches humans: 

When the reservoir is filled with rainwater the first flower to bloom is olu. It comes out of water 

seeking sunlight. This flower is weak in strength and not powerful, its stem is not hard either, or 

anyone could snatch it easily. The existence of this olu flower that comes soon after the 

reservoir is filled with water is like our emotion of happiness and the decision-making abilities. 

When something like education, power, or wealth is achieved the first time, we feel as if they 

have completed us. Yet our contentment is not firm; they emerge from one reason and 

disappear by another. Our decisions can be lost and ruined in the middle as they come up. 

Yet, the flower nelum takes some time to bloom. It comes up when the reservoir has 

started to dry up and the olu has died down; the process of blooming olu has hardened the 

water, mud, and its surrounding, making a firm base for nelum to bloom. The flower nelum is 

strong and powerful. Its stem is strong and has thorns so it cannot be snatched easily like olu. Its 

leaves spread surrounding its flower over the water in a way to protect it.  

This is like the decisions we make when we are matured. They are strong and cannot be 

overturned or broken by the opinions of others; we also know how to guard our wise decisions 

and continue life. But for the nelum to blossom the reservoir should be filled with water and the 

olu flowers should have bloomed, like our lives. 

 
In this way, gurunnanse elevates his disciples’ spiritual awareness by including natural elements 

to make shilpis mentally strong and powerful. He continuously supports shilpis to bloom with vishuddhi 
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knowledge and spirituality; it also affects their soul in a positive manner, transcending their physical or 

material needs (Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2019b). Therefore, for shilpis, the reservoir is spiritual.  Other 

than taking care of shilpis mental well-being, gurunnanse makes use of this reservoir, to make them 

physically strong as well. According to gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011: 98), “swimming in the deep water 

and understanding the underwater environment are the reservoir-based gifts given to shilpis.”   

Moreover, the shilpis employ this serene environment to meditate and make this a haramba 

training ground throughout the year whether the reservoir is full, half-filled, or dry (Samaraweera 2019; 

Yasanka 2019). As gratitude and honor, gurunnanse anthropomorphized the reservoir (wewa) as Wew-

Wahanse by giving it life. Thus, for vishuddhi shilpis, unlike for the villagers Thelhawadiyawa reservoir is 

not just a body of water that fulfills their daily physical needs, they perceive it beyond its material value; 

they honor the reservoir as a living god and mark this a devotional and sacred space at the Vishuddhi 

Bhumi.  

 

Figure 4.42: Space production by shilpis at Wew-Wahanse (Sumedha 2019; 2020). 
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Dwanda Bhumi (A sacred place at the paddy fields for worship and training haramba) 

 

Dwanda Bhumi is another key space created around the natural low-lying boulders in the middle 

of the paddy fields to support their vishuddhi activities at the Vishuddhi Bhumi. It is one of their most 

important shrines to honor and gratify their vishuddhi deities and local gods. They use this space to 

conduct special cultural ceremonies, rituals, to offer pujas, religious worship, and numerous vishuddhi 

namaskaras for their gods. While it is divine, sacred, and devotional, the shilpis also employ Dwanda 

Bhumi for several other vishuddhi practices; they train shilpis for riti haramba (stick fighting) and teach 

meditation here.  

Yasanka (2019d) claims, “The education that happens here is massive, and is not applicable 

[revealed] to others.” According to the senior shilpis, the space is powerful, dominant, and the activities 

happening here are strictly limited to vishuddhi (Samaraweera 2019d; Yasanka 2019d). The power and 

dominance of Dwanda Bhumi work in such a way that, even without a sign or fence no one enters this 

space except for the invited shilpis. Dwanda Bhumi is an exclusive place at Vishuddhi Bhumi, which is 

dedicated or devoted to shilpis and the vishuddhi deities; it is considered a holy and non-secular space. 

Outsiders are not allowed to enter Dwanda Bhumi except for the New Rice Festival that takes 

place at Guru Gedara (ibid). The festival, which is also known as the Harvest Festival, begins when the 

first harvest in the paddy fields belonging to Guru Gedara is harvested. At the ceremony, the first batch 

of new rice is offered in the form of milk-rice to the Lord Buddha and the deities to honor them. 

Harvesting paddy in both seasons, yala (the lesser season) and maha (the greater season) are celebrated 

in the New Rice Festival; the harvest of the maha season is celebrated in January and the yala harvest is 

celebrated in April, prior to the Sinhala New Year festival. At both ceremonies, a traditional procession 

takes place from Guru Gedara to Dwanda Bhumi embellished with vishuddhi traditions and cultural 

pujas (ibid). The villagers at the Thelhawadiyawa village also congregate with shilpis at the ceremony 

with their new rice offerings to the Load Buddha and deities (Samaraweera 2019d; Sumedha 2019d). 
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Therefore, this becomes a traditional festival of the village that brings together the villagers and the 

vishuddhi shilpis at the same ground to celebrate and share their traditions, beliefs, and friendships 

(Sumedha 2019d). The villagers consume their crops and rice after this festival at Dwanda Bhumi (ibid), 

making Dwanda Bhumi an important space for the villagers as well.  

Dwanda Bhumi is built solely by shilpis for and through their activities and cultural proceedings. 

They produce, reproduce, and transform the space into various lived spaces as they use it for different 

vishuddhi processes. Hence, Dwanda Bhumi carries a strong sense of place, belonging, and ownership to 

the shilpis. It continues to evolve as the shilpis carry out their daily vishuddhi practices with the variety 

of activities they perform, and the magnitude of people involved in their practice (Figure 4.43). 

 

 

Figure 4.43: Space production at Dwanda Bhumi (Sumedha 2020). 
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Exploring the paddy fields at Guru Gedara  

 

There are 15 acres of paddy fields belonging to Guru Gedara (Figure 4.35). They are active in all 

seasons (Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2019e). The paddies are grown in the two 

major growing seasons also using the changing crop method (ibid). The crops that are grown here are 

used for Guru Gedara consumption only (Yasanka 2019e). The shilpis take care of the cultivations and 

have experiential learning (Samaraweera 2019b; Sumedha 2019c; Yasanka 2019e). According to 

gurunnanse (Sumedha 2011: 98), “in the maha season, the shilpis are given education on the reservoir 

and the paddy fields while in the yala season they are given the training on the other crop cultivations, 

wild animals, and the thick jungle.” The shilpis have also experience the various stages of organic rice 

and grain production from crop/seed selection to post-harvest involving preparation of fields, sowing, 

and plowing, and traditional techniques such as using organic manure or crop rotation to improve soil 

fertility, in a real environment (ibid). These activities require most of the shilpis’ attention, time, or 

energy that give them a lifelong education and experience in a highly interactive environment (ibid). 

Moreover, gurunnanse (2011:98,99) explains:  

The shilpis were given a live experience they should have about paddy cultivation, the changing 

crop method, and the behavior of elephants at night as they stay awake on the temporary hut 

built by them on the branches of a strong tree to guard their crops against wild animals...The 

vishuddhi teachers make sure to instill respect in shilpis for their environment and 

elephants...The elephants are the protectors of the Ritigala nature reserve. The enemies cannot 

harass and escape the forest because of the large herds of wild elephants of the area. Yet, the 

specialty here is they become friends with the shilpis... The education on wild animals and 

elephants is given to shilpis when they are engaged in paddy cultivation and rest in the 

temporary hut on the tree... They are also taught to have a balanced diet that gives energy for 

combat when they are here. The usual breakfast with curd and millet Rotis multiplies their 

energy and power... Moreover, the shilpis are given hard haramba training on the dry paddy 

fields which are rough, bumpy, and uneven; the cows’ hooves make holes in the muddy fields as 

they walk on them, when the fields get dry it is even harder for people to walk on them. These 

irregular fields strengthen the joints of shilpis’ legs and teach them how to balance their bodies. 

Although these activities exhaust them, the hut on the tree provides the shilpis space for 

relaxation and an enjoyable life experience. 
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The learning process gives shilpis a life experience, helping them to understand nature and their 

own physical strengths with some knowledge on haramba. It also elevates shilpis’ thought process, 

awareness, and motivation as they oversee their tasks. These diverse activities in the field turns their 

physical and mental exposure to nature and self to a greater extent (ibid). First, they prepare lands, 

produce paddy fields, and plant crops on the lands. When the crops grow, the shilpis take measures to 

protect the crops from wild animals, building huts in the trees, illuminating them, and staying awake at 

night. This nighttime environment becomes active and illuminated by the shilpis’ loud recitation of 

traditional poetry (Samaraweera 2019c). When the crops are harvested it is turned into a completely 

different environment; the shilpis turn these paddy fields into a battle-training ground. They use this dry 

field to practice vishuddhi haramba and empower themselves. In doing that, the vishuddhi shilpis 

redefine and transform these paddy fields over and over into different lived spaces with their multiple 

events and activities. 

 

 

Figure 4.44: Space production by shilpis at the Paddy Fields, Guru Gedara (Sumedha 2020). 
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All these vishuddhi spaces are considered sacred and divine. Most of them are exclusive to 

vishuddhi shilpis but, on some occasions, they share these spaces with the villagers; while Wew-

Wahanse and Nuga-Wahanse are public spaces, Dwanda Bhumi, paddy fields, and Guru Gedara are open 

to the public on special occasions only. Furthermore, these spaces are linked to one another by the 

pattern of events created through the multiple vishuddhi activities that support the vishuddhi process. 

Interestingly, these spaces are not clearly demarcated by fencing or literal boundaries, but the villagers 

know their borders. 

The shilpis continuously infuse life into their spaces at Vishuddhi Bhumi through their vishuddhi 

cultural practice, beliefs, knowledge traditions, and way of life and mark the ultimate character of these 

places. Moreover, according to Perera (2016:4), “space is largely cultural.”  Therefore, the cultural 

implications and daily human activities reflect on the people’s spaces in which they are produced (ibid). 

Accordingly, the vishuddhi culture plays a powerful role in the space-making process at Vishuddhi 

Bhumi. Their spaces reflect their culture. For vishuddhi shilpis these spaces are sacred and spiritual, but 

for average villagers they are just natural spaces. Therefore, the outsiders cannot familiarize these local 

spaces without a deep understanding of their culture, traditions, and way of life; they are complex 

and illegible. 

 The vishuddhi language promotes a respectful and meaningful connection with nature. When it 

comes to their land, they have anthropomorphized them and turned Ritigala mountain or kanda into 

Ritigala kandu-wahanse, Thelhawadiyawa reservoir to Wew-Wahanse, guru’s house into Guru Gedara, 

the nuga-tree into Nuga-Wahanse, and the main space at the paddy fields into Dwanda Bhumi by 

respectfully injecting life into these non-human spaces. From their standpoint, they recognize the life in 

these spaces and give them due respect.  

 The vishuddhi leadership expects anyone who enters Vishuddhi Bhumi to respect the 

fundamental steps taught in vishuddhi and to have respect for all the living and non-living beings. 
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Ruhunuhewa (2019b) confirms that the foreign tourists who want to visit these places should learn the 

vishuddhi culture to a certain extent, refrain from certain habits like smoking and drinking alcohol for at 

least a week and be aware of their traditions. Also, they should properly explain the purpose of their 

visit. In doing so, vishuddhi shilpis expect to maintain the culture, holiness, chastity, and simplicity of 

their spaces and expect visitors not to defile their sacred lands.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION   

 

 
As the study disclosed, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba shares a long history as the indigenous 

warrior combat tradition of Lanka that was established about two millennia ago for the sole purpose of 

protecting the sovereignty of the country (the historical version of Sri Lanka), its Buddhist heritage, and 

the citizens' prosperity. Despite the lineage, what they practice today is contemporary; this is the focus 

of this study.  

The early shilpa bearers or the ancient combat warriors were bound to the ruling power of the 

land. They ought to respect and follow the rules and regulations of the governing authority of the 

country and take orders from it; it is one of the nine vishuddhi rules. Yet, the “warriors'' operated as a 

separate unit, or a separate branch of the state, and fought only if they received commands from the 

Sinhala-Buddhist king who they believed was the true heir to the throne. Hence, any combat of theirs 

followed such kings’ directive but training was carried out in the training grounds specifically designated 

and created by them. As the modern ruling system is different and there are armed forces working 

under the national government to ensure the country’s security, attending to the national security is not 

vishuddhi shilpis’ present-day mission. They operate as a private indigenous combat art organization, 

firmly adhering to the vishuddhi rules and regulations under the sole command of the present vishuddhi 

custodian, Ritigala Sumedha. 

 The highly skilled gurunnanse does an invaluable service in preserving this indigenous combat, 

maintaining a cadre of people who are wise, resilient, confident, virtuous, and also equipped with 

combat skills. Through the vishuddhi process, the custodian gradually makes his students the bearers of 

a particular discipline (shilpa dharis) and concurrently turns them into robust combatants by building 

their physical and mental strength through ‘haramba’ training and purifying them through ‘vishuddhi’ 
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meditation. These shilpa dharis tend to be healthy, gentle, intelligent, and selfless humans with strong 

physicality and a controlled/purified mentality who can be agents of establishing and disseminating this 

indigenous warrior combat tradition together with spiritual education back in the country. 

 Believing the spiritual decline as the biggest threat to the modern world and humanity, the 

custodian also disseminates spiritual knowledge in public and guides people to elevate their spirituality 

with the concept, “humans should protect themselves, but they should not harm others, even in their 

thoughts” (Sumedha 2019e). Therefore, today’s vishuddhi teaching is mainly focused on building 

awareness among people on spiritual development and to living a meaningful life by respecting all the 

living and non-living beings.  

Vishuddhi shilpis bear a colossal amount of traditional knowledge which is derived from their 

ancestral teaching. They carry out their combat education following the traditional combat knowledge 

used by their ancestors, especially the kings, but in the contemporary context, from their own 

viewpoints. While it creates a new meaning, identity, and sense of place, it is strongly tied to their 

history. Most importantly, they utilize the same spaces used by their ancestors in ancient combat 

missions but with some redefinition, re-interpretation, and adjustments to accommodate their activities 

and fulfill their mission in the present-day context. 

 The novice shilpis receive a separate set of combat training combined with 7 mandi and 

namaskara techniques for 1-2 years as their fundamental vishuddhi training until they become mentally 

and physically capable of obtaining the advanced vishuddhi education composed of six disciplines: gata 

(knots), pora (combat), nila haramba (body chakras/ critical points), jothishya (Astrology), and 

wedakama (vishuddhi medicinal practice) taught in 7 stages. The mandis and namaskara exercises are 

performed with specific body movements to make novice shilpis mentally and physically alert and 

active.  
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Mandis are fast and frequent exercises performed on repetitive patterns drawn on the ground. 

Each pattern is unique; they build awareness, focus, understanding, balance, confidence, and 

insightfulness. The namaskara exercises consist of deep understanding of life and the existence of self 

on the planet; they are conducted to worship, honor, and respect the Earth, nature, and the vishuddhi 

guardian gods. The shilpis assert that this fundamental training eradicates their physical weaknesses, 

helps gain new physical energies and mental strengths, enhances the body's ability to fight against 

diseases, and makes them healthy, energetic, physically attractive, and sensitive to nature.   

The bearers of the shilpa are Sinhala-Buddhist men for their own reasons. The Ritigala Vishuddhi 

Haramba is a lethal form of combat inherited from powerful demons, yet the purpose is neither to use 

the shilpa for self-defense nor for self-interest. Therefore, to balance the power and the emotions of the 

shilpa bearers, the combat training is interlaced with ‘vishuddhi’ (purifying and calming) meditation 

founded on Buddha’s teachings. Also, the vishuddhi process contains customs, cultural practices, rituals, 

and worship based on Sinhala-Buddhist culture. Hence, the vishuddhi leadership and the vishuddhi rules 

firmly insist on Buddhist upbringing and it is a requirement to protect vows and follow vishuddhi 

education successfully with devotion, belief, and trust. In this context, and to assure that it does not fall 

into the hands of enemies, this combat art is not given to everyone; the adult males (over nineteen) who 

have been Sinhala Buddhist for seven generations are eligible to follow vishuddhi.  

Vishuddhi knowledge on combat is gendered. Women are excluded from vishuddhi combat, 

some of the vishuddhi activities, and spaces but for different reasons. They continue this practice 

respecting historic meanings but not devaluing women as modern societies do, especially in the light of 

contemporary feminism. As highlighted in the study, the identity of women within the vishuddhi system 

highlights motherhood. This is not significantly different from Buddhism, but vishuddhi is also connected 

with gods and spirits. The values, specific meanings, and respect the vishuddhi education system has 

given to motherhood have kept women away from vishuddhi combat which is considered an 
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unnecessary burden on women who provide central support for life. They absorb huge amounts of 

emotions as caregivers, and it is detrimental to add to that load. Conversely, the vishuddhi education 

system also believes that women are gentle and are unable to endure such vigorous training and 

combat.  

While they learn combat techniques, vishuddhi shilpis are not necessarily prepared to fight, 

although, at times, they advise and provide input on training the armed forces, per the requests from 

governing authorities and provide certain protections, especially for the sacred tooth of Buddha at the 

Temple of Tooth Relic, Kandy as the primary traditional duties they continue to date. Most significantly, 

they protect and preserve the combat art, which is indigenous and unique to the country, thinking it will 

be useful in the future by making sure not only that the art does not die, but also that the combatants 

(shilpa dharis) continue to develop spirituality, calmness, strengths, and the energies they should 

possess. There are dimensions beyond a worldly life that fall beyond the scope of the thesis. 

This brings us to the vishuddhi knowledge system; it is deep, complex, traditional, and different 

from the modern knowledge system. It comes in many forms such as vishuddhi combat, spiritual 

knowledge (meditation and healing), medication, built environment, agriculture, and vishuddhi way of 

life for a meaningful life. It is not well-known to outsiders yet somewhat esoteric. Their refusal to share 

their knowledge of combat with outsiders is to prevent misuse, especially to prevent it from falling into 

the wrong hands. Hence, they tend to retain the knowledge within a particular group and lineage. It is 

gradually transferred from the head teacher to senior shilpis and from them to the juniors when their 

minds are prepared to receive this knowledge. The newcomers are also seemingly trained to 

instinctively not to ask certain questions until the seniors think that it is time for him to receive that 

knowledge.  

The shilpis receive deeper vishuddhi knowledge in stages as they develop their physical and 

mental strengths, discipline, and spirituality through vishuddhi haramba and vishuddhi meditation. The 
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vishuddhi leadership gradually teaches the shilpis how to cultivate self-discipline and be self-reliant 

through spiritual development, being closer to nature, fulfilling one’s duties, knowing one’s strength and 

assets, and working toward achieving their own goals without allowing greed to take over their lives. 

Spiritual development makes their lives simple and helps them stay away from worldly desires. Hence, 

the vishuddhi shilpis are loyal and sensitive to the collective of vishuddhi rules, and respect and cherish 

nature to its fullest sense, creating a strong connection with the environment.  

As they develop their understanding through practice and learn by doing, the vishuddhi 

collective knowledge permeates their actions, beliefs, vocabulary, symbolic artwork, healing powers, 

and lifestyle. This allows them to portray the underlying meaning of their vocabulary, as well as helping 

them to understand nature, help others, and built their creations. They respect physical entities of 

nature, both the living and non-living, but not according to conventional knowledge as some kind of 

divine lives, but personifying, anthropomorphizing, and honoring by addition of the suffix ‘wahanse.’ 

While they respect the elephants by the address mahaun-wahanse, they respect the Sigiriya fortress, 

calling it gal-wahanse; the latter refers to the service it does by enabling the livelihood of thousands of 

people. Others include Ritigala kandu-wahanse, Nuga-Wahanse, mahapandam-wahanse, and Wew-

Wahanse. Such an address gives these physical entities the fullest respect. 

Believing that the ‘whole process of this universe follows a mathematical measure’, gurunnanse 

uses his deep spiritual knowledge to investigate patient’s illnesses through observation and a 

mathematical calculation using a random number given by patients. Moreover, he heals the sick 

patients by introducing them to required vishuddhi cultural pujas, offerings, vishuddhi meditation, and 

occult powers. He uses specific elements like metallic bells, consecrated pendants called surayas, and 

specific hand-drawn symbols that act as visual symbols, to attract positivity and peace, cast away 

negative spirits, and build the mindfulness/concentration of his patients through his knowledge of the 

traditional vishuddhi medication. Gurunnanse also helps and teaches a balanced way of life, 
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mindfulness, and mind development to his students as well as ordinary people. He does so through his 

intelligence, traditional vishuddhi knowledge, and higher spirituality developed through continuous 

meditation practices. These essential elements of traditional vishuddhi knowledge are employed in the 

vishuddhi combat education and creation (or negotiation) of vishuddhi spaces.  

Combat could happen in any place, not in places of one’s choosing. So, they practice combat in a 

multitude of places. Unlike other popular martial arts, vishuddhi practice is not carried out inside 

sophisticated buildings or indoor spaces but in natural outdoor environments such as flat lands, 

mountains, hills, jungles, thickets, lakes, and muddy or marshy lands associated with water. They also 

practice regardless of any harsh weather conditions since a warrior should be ready to fight regardless 

of the weather or conditions. Therefore, learning to adapt to these natural environments and harsh 

weather conditions helps to win a battle that could occur in unpredictable places and times. In addition, 

it develops mental and physical strength and confidence to endure battles in life.  

The present-day practice grounds (outside Ritigala) are believed to have been created by King 

Valagamba. Accordingly, he created a series of 166 combat training grounds near huge rock outcrops 

across the country, following a powerful constellation of stars. These were later transformed into 

Buddhist temples. Along with the temples, these were developed into training grounds. They have 

traced these training grounds but have redefined and reproduced the spaces in today’s contexts, as they 

successfully carry out their spatial missions creating a sense of ownership. Today too, they employ these 

natural combat training grounds that were safely concealed behind the religious environments. Today, 

the vishuddhi team continues their vishuddhi education in 101 out of 166 of these sites across the 

country with strong hope that they will expand the vishuddhi education to all of these centers. 

Connecting these into one ensemble, they have organized their command center and educational base 

at the Vishuddhi Bhumi or the Ritigala vishuddhi spiritual monastery at Ritigala. 
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They have re-imagined their activities to fit into these existing spaces using their agency and 

creativity with little or no changes to their existing built fabric and possibly to their ancestral teaching. 

They do add new spaces to their existing training grounds through extension as well; the newly built 

vishuddhi shrine at the Lenagala training grounds is one such addition. This square-shaped structure is 

constructed at the edge of the built fabric adjoining the boulder at one end in a way that it could be 

incorporated into and well-integrated with the existing built fabric. Explaining that the development 

strategies should cause minimum damage to the environment, they have vowed to protect nature and 

the environment through their daily worship and practices. Hence, whatever extensions they add to the 

environments they consume, the shilpis expect them to fit with the activities done there, merge with the 

existing environment, and endure. They use vishuddhi vastu mechanisms to achieve their targets in 

space negotiations of all their new constructions and extensions.  

 

Vishuddhi spaces and the special cultural element they use 

 
As highlighted above, the vishuddhi system is organized hierarchically making Vishuddhi Bhumi 

(Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery) at Ritigala their headquarters or the command center. That is 

also where gurunnase resides. All the spaces at Ritigala Vishuddhi Spiritual Monastery (Nuga-Wahanse, 

Wew-Wahanse, Dwanda Bhumi, Guru Gedara, and Paddy Fields) are sacred and divine for the shilpis. 

Nuga-Wahanse and Wew-Wahanse are very old public spaces that provided shade, shelter, and 

essential support for traditional combat warriors since ancient times to carry out their activities in the 

cultural sense. Both these spaces are used by the villagers as well for their daily activities sharing a 

mutual understanding with vishuddhi shilpis. They have re-defined these spaces to express and 

accommodate their activities, cultural practices, and meditation in a way that is meaningful to them. 

Although the meanings of these spaces for both groups (villagers and shilpis) are different, shilpis 

maintain a peaceful relationship with such “secular” uses.  
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At the same time, the Dwanda Bhumi, paddy fields, and Guru Gedara at the Vishuddhi Bhumi 

are considered private properties belonging to Guru Gedara and are only used by the vishuddhi shilpis. 

Dwanda Bhumi is an open shrine created by the shilpis in the middle of the paddy fields for the purpose 

of carrying out vishuddhi practice and the cultural proceedings according to their own meanings, beliefs, 

and knowledge system. The villagers are also welcome in most of these spaces but on special occasions 

only. 

Guru Gedara, the residence of the vishuddhi custodian, is the center of the organization; it is 

also the center of Vishuddhi Bhumi. In addition to being the residence of gurunnanse, it accommodates 

multiple activities. Guru Gedara is the base of all the social, educational, and administrative work of the 

Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. As explained in the study, Guru Gedara becomes a school or a unique 

monastic academy for shilpis where they learn a variety of skills and traditional knowledge. The shilpis 

transform Guru Gedara space into a haramba training ground, meditation retreat, medical clinic (weda 

gedara), meeting place, dissemination center for their teachings (dhamma), cultural center, and 

gathering space.  

The Guru Gedara is planned, designed, and constructed according to the imagination and the 

instructions given by gurunnanse. He employs the vishuddhi knowledge of vastu and astrological 

mechanisms in building construction and landscape to make places fit for dwelling, endure through 

time, and attract positivity. Accordingly, the geometric shape and the size of the buildings, the type, size, 

and direction of the elements used in the constructions (roofs, stairways, doors, and windows), and 

plants used in the landscape are considered important for an architectural construction to be habitable 

depending on their functional requirements. For instance, the geometric shape of the building decides 

the lifespan of buildings as well as its function. Accordingly, the circular and organic shapes resemble 

nature, the built structures of these shapes do not last long; they decompose faster and couple with 

nature sooner than that of straight or polygon-shaped buildings. Therefore, the circular or organic 
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shaped built structures are not suitable for secular uses.  According to the study, gurunnanse expects 

Guru Gedara spaces to exist more than five centuries for the benefit of the future generations. Hence, 

all the vishuddhi extensions and the built structures at Guru Gedara are square or rectangular in shape 

while the pathways that connect them take the winding, and organic forms. In vishuddhi, the latter is 

formed to be useful in medical purposes for gurunnase in observing patients from a distance.  

Moreover, the Guru Gedara outdoor space, especially the front courtyard and the area where 

patients are treated is landscaped with herbal trees/plants. This is primarily to improve the quality of 

the space with its usage, attract positive energy, and be used in traditional vishuddhi meditation. 

Through the pattern or symbol drawn on these tree trunks, gurunnanse request they return to their 

older version and regain the high-quality herbal properties they had previously. In doing so, gurunnanse 

advances the quality of the medicines he made using these trees and plants. He uses such traditional 

knowledge with specific meaning in space planning, building design, and landscaping to attract positive 

energy and improve human wellbeing; he uses some plants such as lemon and pink water lilies in the 

building entrances or front facades specifically to build positive thoughts within humans.  

While the Vishuddhi Bhumi operates as the center of the Ritigala vishuddhi education system, 

the other vishuddhi training grounds (Valagamba temples) across the country provide the orbit of this 

center. The ancient training grounds in Valagamba temples are located on similar geographical settings 

and are comprised of certain common elements such as the bo tree, shrine rooms, sand compound, and 

hilly pathways. All these spatial elements are composed around a central compound to be essentially 

useful in the vishuddhi combat training. Yet, each training ground is unique and carries a sense of 

identity depending on the formation of physical elements in the specific topography. These become 

dominant lived spaces as the shilpis carry out their daily practices and cultural processes. 

At these Valagamba temples, the vishuddhi shilpis create a ‘satana’ or fighting atmosphere 

through the vishuddhi cultural process. The vishuddhi training is carried out in this combat ambiance 
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created at these live and dynamic vishuddhi training grounds (puhunu bimas). As evident in the spatial 

composition of Lenagala puhunu bima, the vishuddhi puhunu bimas are inside-out creations of the 

vishuddhi shilpis for and through their vishuddhi process, while they create and reinforce tangible and 

intangible relationships with their environments.  

This is done through the activities they performed since evening; making the ground/elements 

ready for the cultural practice before training, consuming space while the combat training is carried out, 

and activities after the training ends at midnight. They transform the space that is a Buddhist temple 

into their vishuddhi puhunu bima. Once the vishuddhi process is complete, the ephemeral vishuddhi 

puhunu bima returns to the Buddhist spiritual ground and its own spirit. Therefore, the vishuddhi 

puhunu bima is transitory; it is an impermanent space and not a permanent combat training ground. It is 

produced by the repetitive vishuddhi process. The ephemeral vishuddhi puhunu bima is alive only when 

the vishuddhi process is being performed. It is nurtured by the vishuddhi knowledge traditions and solely 

created through the transforming capacity of the continuous pattern of vishuddhi activities and cultural 

practices. According to the senior shilpis, puhunu bima stretches into many layers of spatial dimensions 

in different time zones and connects with deities or supernatural beings and their worlds as the shilpis 

carry out vishuddhi practice at the live puhunu bimas. Hence, the vishuddhi activities and this 

transformation process also leave a sanctified, energized, or powerful abstract space for ordinary people 

to carry out their religious activities.  

This sheds light on the fact that the vishuddhi shilpis work on their own terms and utilize the 

space in their own way. However, their production of space is guided by the shilpis’ dynamic operations 

of the vishuddhi cultural process and the instructions of the leader. Therefore, the vishuddhi spaces do 

not contribute to the economic or political dimensions of the society. These training grounds are 

educational platforms where the shilpis gain knowledge, share energy and power, build strong 
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friendships and social capital, as well as a sense of community within the people who flock together for 

the same purpose creating the vishuddhi identity.  

The shilpis employ their creativity, imagination, and traditional knowledge in their daily 

vishuddhi training. For instance, mahapandam-wahanse, the most respected and essential cultural 

element used in the puhunu bima is created, decorated, honored, and anthropomorphized before 

keeping at the haramba training ground when the shilpis proceed with their vishuddhi haramba training 

employing specific vishuddhi traditional knowledge and imagination. Although it is the most significant 

element in each practice ground, mahapandam-wahanse is unique to each locality. The certain customs 

and traditions attached with making, decorating, and setting up this element have created this 

uniqueness: the span size of the teacher who in charge of the practice ground, deities who are attached 

to the particular localities, the trees and flowers that are easily found in the area, and the nature of the 

particular location. 

The senior vishuddhi shilpis claimed that this cultural element has the ability to extend their 

practice space further into gurunnanse’s inspection at Ritigala or to connect with vishuddhi deities.  

Although this seemingly accomplishes the function of a modern technological device such as a router, 

smartphone, camera, or surveillance, this object simply operates as a time-space connector that 

exemplifies the exclusive knowledge traditions of the vishuddhi leadership. Hence, to create the satana 

atmosphere and to extend their spatial background into invisible dimensions, all the activities they do at 

puhunu bima before, during, and after the training, denote the exclusive knowledge traditions rooted in 

the vishuddhi education system.  

 

The negotiation of space 

 
Perera (2016: 234) demonstrates that almost every locality is a translocality with connections to 

communities and spaces in other locations: “people’s spaces are not territorially confined, but 
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connected, influenced by, and influencing other places across states, cities, and regions.” His term for 

these is translocalities. Moreover, he argues that culture becomes a major factor of influence in space-

making when people negotiate their spaces (ibid). Accordingly, the vishuddhi shilpis and their vishuddhi 

spaces are not isolated or territorially confined. They negotiate space and continue their practice 

through the connections they create with their ancestral vishuddhi practices, deities in invisible 

spectrums of relevant time and space, the average Buddhist devotees who regularly visit the temple, 

historic interventions such as Valagamba, and the future vishuddhi shilpis.  

Per the study, the vishuddhi knowledge system, elements they use, and the cultural practice 

they conduct are essential for the spatial expansion and production of multiple layers of spaces over the 

existing physical grounds to obtain ancestral connections; this is of utmost importance among other 

things to successfully complete their vishuddhi haramba training.  

Therefore, it is evident that the vishuddhi culture has become a major influencing factor in 

creating and negotiating vishuddhi spaces. Hence, vishuddhi spaces are cultural. These spaces are 

exclusively produced for themselves, to help create vishuddhi individuals. As a result, the shilpis do not 

accept any others stepping onto their live training grounds (puhunu bimas) which are considered sacred 

and pure after it is cleaned and purified through vishuddhi cultural pujas and spraying turmeric water. 

Hence, they begin haramba training after everyone leaves the temple, usually around 10 pm. If an 

outsider happens to intrude during events, the shilpis leave the ground and repurify the whole space by 

spraying turmeric water before restarting practice after that person leaves the ground.  

Also, when the shilpis negotiate space at puhunu bima, they avoid going closer to mahapandam-

wahanse and by no means do they allow others to reach it. Hence, the involvement of worshipers does 

not disturb their balanced and concealed proceedings. The Buddhist worshipers help maintain vishuddhi 

spaces and obstruct undue attention for vishuddhi training just as the ancient city planners strategically 

concealed the ancient practice grounds. Therefore, these negotiations and the shilpis’ continuous 
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vishuddhi process make up the vishuddhi spaces. Their creative space-making process is sensible, skillful, 

and meaningful. Therefore, these spaces operate more efficiently and effectively than some planning 

professionals’ abstract space-planning proposals.  

In the process, they transform the Buddhist devotees’ space into a vishuddhi space while they 

proceed with haramba training. As they transform the space in front of a rock into a training ground, 

they also transform what used to be a Buddhist spiritual ground into their training ground through 

vishuddhi knowledge traditions, introducing elements such as the mahapandam-wahanse they install, 

and the purification, among others. Once they finish practice, they transform the ground by creating a 

unique pattern on the ground, thus obscuring what they drew on the sand compound for their mandi 

training.  

In vishuddhi, obtaining vishuddhi power through the space negotiation is a two-way process: the 

shilpis infuse vishuddhi power or energies into their spaces and energize these through vishuddhi 

activities and cultural pujas while also extracting the invisible and occult powers and energies within 

these spaces to make themselves powerful. Hence, the shilpis are a sustainable community who create 

their own spaces to accomplish their daily tasks as they consume space giving them different meanings. 

These spaces the shilpis produce act as one means (among others) used to transform average humans 

into strong, powerful, and disciplined vishuddhi shilpis. Therefore, the vishuddhi haramba process and 

the shilpis have a powerful and meaningful connection with the space they produce and draw on.  

The spaces produced through the vishuddhi process denote specific meanings and are 

significantly important to the shilpis and their vishuddhi education. They act as a platform for the 

vishuddhi shilpis to empower themselves, especially to find the best version of themselves and help 

prosper their life journeys. The shilpis quality of life is said to have changed positively through the 

vishuddhi haramba process. As they engage in the practice, they tend to become softer, unbiased, and 

more sensitive to nature and other beings. They refrain from consuming intoxicants and engaging in 
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actions harmful to others and themselves, thus leading happier lives. Most importantly, they become 

healthier, stronger, and more confident, even the older (70+-years) ones. 

The vishuddhi spaces produced through the shilpis’ continuous dedication, negotiations, and 

vishuddhi knowledge confirms their approach is the best possible way to create their own space to carry 

out their daily vishuddhi processes. Hence, any outside planning or development engagement could 

harm and destroy the sensible and subtle connection they create with their shilpa, vishuddhi process, 

and the environment. Therefore, these lived spaces (vishuddhi puhunu bimas) that are produced solely 

by past and present shilpis through their active engagement of daily activities and cultural practices are 

more imaginative, creative, and supportive of their life journeys.  

In the broader sense, studying vishuddhi processes and spaces for a short period has not made 

the researcher fully aware of the vishuddhi shilpis, the combat art, or their space-making processes; 

there is lot to be learned. Yet, the thesis process was a tremendous intellectual journey. It brought to 

light some interesting facts and a new knowledge to validate how this shilpa operates within the 

agreement between humans and non-humans in their tangible and intangible spaces.  Evidently, 

vishuddhi shilpis are in the process of rebuilding, recreating, or restructuring their unique and specific 

vishuddhi combat tradition for a meaningful future. Their spaces are highly important for the vishuddhi 

haramba process, re-building the vishuddhi identity, and the shilpis’ prospective adventures.  

The vishuddhi process which continues today began centuries ago. It is not a simple process; it is 

a complex and an ongoing incomplete process that will be continued in the future. They become a 

platform for the shilpis to fulfil their life journeys and depart from this materialistic world. Hence, it is 

impossible to understand vishuddhi spaces solely as individual abstract spaces; they are episodes of a 

single powerful story. This is what I have done and the larger project of understanding this subject may 

go on for a very long time... 
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GLOSSARY 

 

1. Arruda - A traditional eastern practice sorcerers perform to attract gods’ or demons’ souls to a 

human body through certain offerings and worship methods. There are legends among villagers 

that explain how some early people got to know about the future or certain things by attracting 

gods or powerful demons. 

 

2. Adhyatmika arana – adhyatmika is spiritual and arana is monastery in Sinhala. This literally 

means the ‘spiritual monastery’. The vishuddhi community’s explanation is, a spiritual 

monastery is a place where hermits or people who wish to develop/purify their minds are 

accommodated in seclusion under certain religious vows. The ‘Ritigala vishuddhi adhyatmika 

arana’ a.k.a the Vishuddhi Bhumi is the ‘vishuddhi center of authority’ that is based in 

Thelhawadiyawa village, Ritigala. It is an assembly of spaces including Guru Gedara, Wew-

Wahanse, Dwanda Bhumi, Nuga-Wahanse, and the 15-acre land integrated with paddy fields.  

 

3. Aiyanayaka God- The village guardian god in Sinhalese rural settings. 

 

4. Angampora - An ancient martial art in Sri Lanka that combines combat, self-defense, sport, and 

exercise. 

 

5. Anu pandam - The lamps made by trainees to light up the practice ground at night. 

 

6. Ayubowan - Sri Lankan way of greeting someone by joining two hands like praying. The word 

ayubowan means long life. 

 

7. Bamba - Bamba or fathom is an ancient unit used to measure distances; it is the distance 

between a man's outstretched arms; roughly 6 feet in length. 

 

8. Bulath atha - A set of 40 betel leaves together is called bulath atha.  

 

9. Bhava - Previous lives of one’s samsara. 

 

10. Bhumi - bima or bhumi is used to introduce the ‘ground’ or soil territory. 

 

11. Bo maluwa - the sand compound where the bo tree is located. 

 

12. Dwanda Bhumi - Sacred place at ‘Ritigala vishuddhi spiritual monastery’ where the members 

get advanced training in vishuddhi. Special pujas are held here.  

 

13. Dhavidhari wastraya - This is a traditional garment or a length of cloth that is typically wrapped 

around the waist, and tucked at the waistline to cover the bottom part of the 
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body. The vishuddhi shilpis wear this in their vishuddhi training and special occasions. The color 

of the garment varies according to their seniority.  

 

14. Gal - Rock/ boulder 

 

15. Gotaimbara - Name of one of the King Dutugemunu’s strongest giants. The legends say that King 

Dutugemunu (161-137 BC) who ruled the country then had ten strong giants who were trained 

for combat. 

 

16. Guru Gedara - Teacher’s house. Guru is the teacher and gedara is the house; Guru Gedara is the 

place where Ritigala Sumedha, the vishuddhi custodian resides at Thelhawadiyawa village, 

Ritigala. 

 

17. Gurukula - A type of education system in ancient Asia, where the student lives with the teacher 

to learn the knowledge he possesses. Today, the word is used to express school of thought 

taught through the particular teacher or school. 

 

18. Gurumaniyan-wahanse - A female teacher, gurunnanse’s teacher is known as gurumaniyan-

wahanse. 

 

19. Gurunnanse - In Ritigala vishuddhi, gurunnanse is the present custodian, leader, or the head 

teacher of the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. Guru is ‘teacher’, unnanse is a word used to express 

‘respect and honor’ in Sinhala. (guru + unnanse = gurunnanse.) 

 

20. Guru panduru - A gift given willingly to teachers to appreciate, honor, and tribute their    service.  

 

21. Guru waramak - A gift of teacher hood; a special teaching ability received from gods  

 

22. Haramba - A series of hard exercises or the ruthless combat in Ritigala vishuddhi. 

 

23. Jalasaththuwa - A word used in Ritigala vishuddhi to explain the action of cleansing or purifying 

water using mantras or repeated Buddhist chanting. This water is used in rituals and pujas. 

 

24. Kalpa - A lifetime of the universe, conventionally equal to 4,320,000,000 years; kalpa is a  

Sanskrit term used in ancient Indian sciences such as astronomy, mathematics, and geometry. 

 

25. Kanda - Mountain/ hill 

 

26. Kandu-wahanse - Kandu is a mountain range in Sinhala and wahanse is used to honor and 

respect something/someone. The Ritigala vishuddhi uses the word ‘Ritigala kandu-wahanse’ to 

express their respect and tribute to Ritigala mountain range because it is sacred and spiritual for 

them. A part of kandu wahanse is used for vishuddhi haramba training and rituals as well. 
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27. Karma – According to Hinduism and Buddhism karma is entirety of one’s actions in this and 

previous lives that decide their fate in the future. With karma, similar causes produce similar 

effects; that is, good deeds produce good effect, while bad deeds produce harmful effect. 

 

28. Kataram - Carvings of the outer cave walls to drain rainwater.  

29. Kattakaduwa - The land adjoining Wew-Wahanse is known as kattakaduwa which is positioned 

in an upper portion of the Vishuddhi Bhumi. This kattakaduwa is divided further into three 

parts: Wet, dry, and marsh according to the quality of this land.  

 

30. Kemmura days – Wednesdays and Saturdays are considered the kemmura days. There is an 

eastern belief that the guardian gods are present on the earth on kemmura days.  

 

31. Kili – The idea of the cleanliness of the physical area when dealing with gods or performing 

related activities. 

 

32. Maha gurunnanse - The custodian of the Ritigala vishuddhi is also known as maha gurunnanse 

(maha means huge or enormous; the term is used to indicate that gurunnanse bears an 

enormous amount of knowledge) 

 

33. Maha unnanse - The Ritigala Vishuddhi community uses the word, maha unnanse for an 

elephant with the humble meaning ‘the gigantic being’. ‘Maha’ is gigantic or enormous 

things/beings in Sinhala. 

 

34. Mandi /mandis - (plural-mandis) - The Ritigala vishuddhi exercises are taught through mandis. 

Each mandi is a series of vishuddhi exercises which are performed quickly and frequently in a 

pattern. Mandis are done by groups of 2, 4, 8, etc.  

 

35. Namaskara - The vishuddhi worship methods are known as namaskaras. They are done in order 

to express gratitude for earth, nature, and important vishuddhi actors, spaces/things. 

 

36. Nuga-Wahanse - Nuga is a banyan tree. The huge nuga tree at Guru Gedara is considered sacred 

and known as ‘Nuga-Wahanse’ with utter respect and devotion. 

 

37. Padmasana - Usually known as the lotus position. Padmasana is a cross-legged sitting posture in 

meditative practices in which feet are placed on the opposite thigh. 

 

38. Pora – (Sinhala) Fight or combat.  
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39. Pravishtaya - Referred to as ‘entering’. Pravishtaya is the beginner exam or demonstration held 

for juniors at the Ritigala Bhumi when they are ready to show their skills in front of gurunnanse. 

The trainees will participate in pravishtaya after 1-2 years of vishuddhi training. 

 

40. Puhunu bima/bimas - The ‘training ground’ is known as ‘puhunu bima’ in Ritigala vishuddhi.    

Puhunu is training/practice and bima is ground. (puhunu+bima = training ground). 

 

41. Puja - Offerings for gods. 

 

42. Puskola poth - In ancient times the writer used to document knowledge on palm leaves. The 

books made from collecting these written palm leaves are called puskola poth. Puskola means 

old leaves, poth means books in Sinhala. 

 

43. Raja maha vihara -The historic temples which were built by ancient kings when they ruled 

Lanka. In Sinhala raja is the king, maha is large, and viharaya is the temple.  

 

44. Ritigala vishuddhi haramba – An indigenous combat style in Lanka based in Ritigala. It is 

combined with six disciplines into a unified whole: geta (knots), pora (combat), nila (body 

chakras/ critical points), jothishya (Astrology), wedakama (medicinal practice), and manthra 

(sorcery). These six disciplines are thoroughly nurtured with the Buddhist meditation. Vishuddhi 

is cleansing or purification and haramba is body movements, exercises, or combat in Sinhala. 

 

45. Saluwa - A cloth or a cloak that is worn over a cloth. 

 

46. Satana - Fight or combat is known as satana in Sinhala. 

 

47. Shilpi/shilpis - (shilpis or shilpa dharis) The haramba practitioners are introduced as shilpis or 

shilpa dharis in Ritigala vishuddhi.  

 

48. Shilpa- Sinhalese for a particular discipline; here, the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba has been 

introduced as shilpa. 

 

49. Sigiriya rock - The historically and archaeologically significant ancient rock fortress located in 

Sigiriya (near Habarana), North Central province of Sri Lanka. 

 

50. Suraya - Consecrated or energized pendants through cultural pujas. 

 

51. The Fighting God – The god who is called the fighting god in Ritigala vishuddhi is the sole owner 

and protector of the Ritigala Vishuddhi Haramba. The actual name of the ‘Fighting God’ is not 

allowed to be known/exposed by anyone except the vishuddhi custodian. The Fighting God is 

believed to be blessed, protected, and guided the vishuddhi.  
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52. Unnanse - This is a Sinhala word used to express honor and unconditional respect for 

beings/things. 

 

53. Vaddhas - Indigenous people in Sri Lanka. 

 

54. Valagamba - Valagamba was a king of the Anuradhapura Kingdom of Lanka. His reign is 

recorded from 103 BC and 89–77 BC. In 103 BC, he took over the throne from invaders who 

killed his brother, who was the monarch of the Anuradhapura Kingdom. Five months after 

becoming the king, he was overthrown by South Indian invaders, but he regained the throne by 

defeating the invaders fourteen years later. After he was overthrown, he was said to have 

stayed in caves around the country and organized his troops. While he was organizing his army, 

he also created Buddhist statues, caves paintings, and upgraded the caves he was staying in for 

fourteen years until he regained his kingdom. Later, when he became the king, he renovated 

and converted these caves into temples and offered them for the benefit of Buddhist monks.  

 

55. Vastu - make the locations/ architectural constructions habitable or fit for dwelling by applying 

the ancient eastern methods identified by wise sages. 

 

56. Vishuddhi - In Sinhala, vishuddhi is purification/cleansing or making something clean or pure by 

removing dirt, harmful or unwanted parts.  

 

57. Viyatha- Span, the span of the spread hand. 

 

58. Wahanse - In Sinhala, wahanse is used to express ‘sacred, honor, or respect’ with gratitude and 

appreciation. The vishuddhi community add this suffix to personify certain sacred resources. 

 

59. Wawa - Reservoir. 

 

60. Weda gedara - A place where medical advice, treatments, and medicines are given for the sick 

people. Weda is related to medicine, gedara is house. Weda gedara is the vernacular term for 

hospitals/clinics in the Sri Lankan village setting. 

 

61. Wew-Wahanse - Thelhawadiyawa reservoir located in the Vishuddhi Bhumi is considered sacred 

to the Ritigala vishuddhi community and known as Wew-Wahanse. 

 

62. Yakka – Demon Lord in English (European Christian sense), but this means powerful spirits with  

robust physical and mental status in Ritigala vishuddhi. 

 

63. Yathuru hila – A special hole that is built to discharge contaminated water crammed with toxic 

substances from a reservoir. 

 


